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THESIS ABSTRACT
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PLANNED AND UNPLANNED RETAIL
CENTERS WITH IMPLICATIONS FOR PLANNING
by Richard Rambach Green
Submitted to the Department of City and Regional
Planning on May 25, 1959 in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the degree of Master
in City Planning*
The core of the thesis is the statement that planned
shopi centers in their present form do not represent
full retail coverage; unplanned retaT centers though often
blihted and physically unfunctional have a wider coverage
of' retail eand, in a sense, offer more variety. If'
planners are to redevelop the older, unplanned centers,
alternatives r t ust current models of planned
centers must be found in order to provide for inclusion of
all tp 0o retail activity; for provision of "incubation"
space needi by new businesses; and for the keeping of' many
favorable factors that the older centers now have, and
which the present-~day7plnned shopIng enters.l ack.
In order to validate the abovecertain background
information was included in Chapter One which deals with
classification and structure of retail centers in metropolitan
areas. It was necessary to demonstrate that there were
functional differences between planned and unplanned
retail centers. To this end, data was compiled for
forty-nine planned shopping centers and for seventy-four
unplanned retail centers.
The planned and unplanned centers were compared on the
basis of gross floor area broken-down to seventeen major
store categories. These categories were examined in the
light of the following three propositions:
1. That planned and unplanned business centers are
functionally different: this difference should appear in
the different percentage of use by various types of retail
facilities when comparison is made of all planned and un-
planned centers. Further, it follows that this difference
will appear when comparison is made of similarly-sized
planned and unplanned centers.
2. That unplanned centers show a variation in per-
centage of use by types of retail facilities when comparison
is made on the basis of size differential.
3. That planned centers show a variation of per-
centage of use by types of retail facilities when comparison
is made on the basis of size differential.
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The analysis in Chapter Two concludes that the three
propositions are valid. At this point, the planning
implicalions of the study are discussed. This discussion,
in Chapter Three, concludes that the planned shopping
centers of today are limited function centers; they are
geared to high volume per square foot stores; they are
a product of the modern developer and planning thought in
the twenties and thirties; andfinally, they may not be
desired forms for redevelopment, although they have been
acclaimed as such.
The conclusion of the study upholds the original statement.
Planners are asked to develop new concepts and alternatives,
so that the planned center in the future will be a "planner's
centern not a "developer's center."
If A
Thesis Supervisor: Roland Bradford Greeley
Associate Professor of Regional Planning
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TNTRODUCTION
TNTRODUCTICN
This thesis grew out of an unanswered question: What will happen to
the future form of the metropolitan retail structure if the current trend
to planned shopping centers is continued? A great deal of literature on
the subject states that planned shopping centers represent the best retail
form.1 Further, many suggest that the older, unplanned centers be redevel-
oped in the form of the planned shopping center.2
In spite of these reassurances, it was felt that a complete metropoli-
tan retail structure composed of planned shopping centers as they now
exist would be detrimental, rather than salutary. It is the intent of the
thesis to prove this point.
First of all, planned shopping centers have to be shown as function-
ally different from unplanned, older retail centers; then the limited func-
tion of planned shopping centers has to be demonstrated; finally, the
nature of unplanned centers has to be shown. At this point, the thesis
can be discussed. An added bonus, as it were, would be the comparative
study of planned and unplanned centers as they now exist.
Ratcliff has shown that certain stores tend to group together.) From
this it might be assumed that each category of stores (food, apparel,
3The reader need only glance at some of the works in the bibliography to
find this general impression on the part of many writers. Cf., for example,
Kelley, Hoyt, Nelson, and Smith.
2Cf., Richard Lawrence Nelson and Frederick T. Aschman, Technical Bulletin
No. 22, "Conservation and Rehabilitation of Major Shopping Districts,"
UrbanLand Institute, Washington, D.C., 1953; Perimeter Plan for Englewood
Plaza, Real Estate Research Corporation and Chicago Planning Coimmission,
T7 Commercial Development, Detroit City Plan Commission, 1956.
3Richard U. Ratcliff, The Problem of Retail Site Selection, Michigan Busi-
ness Studies, Vol. IX~No. 1, Univrsity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1939.
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general merchandise, etc.) had same describable relation to the center that
contained it. Under this assumption Gross Floor Area (GFA) might be used
as a common measure of centers, and the percentage of use by categories
might be used as a comparative tool. This tool, however, should probably
be related, as Stein and Bauer pointed out in 1934, to the fact that "every
community has certain conditions which differentiate it from every other
community."
Without detailed knowledge of each shopping center's market charac-
teristics, such a study, however, might not be valuable. As Lillibridge
pointed out:
The only valid means of estimating the need for retail facili-
ties and the area they should occupy is analysis of annual in-
come and expenditures into units 6f purchasing power for the
population being ccnsidered.2
This type of study, however, would be almost impossible because of the
lack of necessary data; the time necessary to prepare the data, if it were
available; and the cost, in time and money, to program the data for
machine computation and correlation. Therefore, an assumption was made
that the retail structure is, at any given time, in balance. Under this
assumption the study might be undertaken using a measure of gross floor
area. In spite of the possible inaccuracies that marginal business estab-
lishments might cause, it was determined to continue the study under the
1Clarence S. Stein and Catherine Bauer, "Store Buildings and Neighborhood
Shopping Centers," The Architectural Record, LXXV (February 1934) p. 177.
2Robert M. Lillibridge, "Shopping Centers in Urban Redevelopment,"
Regjional Shopping Centers Planning Symposium, American Institute of Plan-
ners, Chicago Regional Chapter, June 1952, p. 3h. (Reprinted from the
May 1918 issue of Land Economics, pp. 137-160).
3assumption of balance.1
It is the intent of this thesis to first demonstrate the validity of
the following propositions:
1. That planned and unplanned business centers are functionally dif-
ferent: this difference should appear in the different percentage of use
by various types of retail facilities when comparison is made of all
planned and unplanned centers. Further, it follows that this difference
will appear when comparison is made of similarly sized planned and unplanned
centers.
2. That unplanned centers show a variation in percentage of use by
types of retail facilities when comparison is made on the basis of size dif-
ferential.
3. That planned centers show a variation of percentage of use by types
of retail facilities.when canparison is made on the basis of size differen-
tial.
This comparative study will show that planned centers are functionally
different from unplanned centers; that planned centers are, in reality,
limited function centers; and that unplanned centers have greater variety.
At this point, the framework for the thesis is solidified. It remains
then to discuss the thesis that:
Planned shopping centers in their present form do not represent full
retail coverage; unplanned retail centers th often blighted and physi-
1During an interview with Mr. William Nash of ACTION, in Cambridge, in the
summer of 1958, it was stated that approximately 30 percent of all retail
stores were uneconomic, and that they7 survived only because the owners
were willing to take whatever small profits there were as a salary. An-
other factor was the possibility of there being rent-paving residences
above the stores. Since the owner of the business might also own the buil-
ding, the rentals provided just enough income to the owner so that the
business could be run with a very small profit or possible loss.
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cally unfunctional have a wider coverage of retail tvpes and, in a sense,
offer more variety. If planners are to redevelop the older, unplanned
centers, alternatives other than just current models of planned centers
must be found in order to provide for inclusion of all types of retail
activity; for provision of "incubation" space needed by new businesses;
and for the keeping of many favorable factors that the older centers now
have, and which the present-day planned shopping centers lack.
To this end, this work is divided into three major sections:
Chapter 1 -
A Brief Review of the Classification and Structure of Re-
tail Centers in Metropolitan Areas:
This review is intended to acquaint or reacquaint the reader with
various conceptual schemes and classifications of business centers.
Chapter 2 -
A Canparative Study of Planned and Unplanned Retail
Centers:
The fundamental reason for this study is to demonstrate that, in fact,
planned and unplanned centers are functionally different; and that planned
centers have limited functions.
The data for the study was derived from three major sources: Baker
and Funaro, the Urban Land Institute's Technical Bulletin Number 30, Part 2,
and the source material for the Boston Globe Map of Retail Centers prepared
by Dr. Kenneth Walter in 19h6-1917.1 The former two sources deal with the
1Geoffrey Baker and Bruno Funaro, Shopping Centers, Progressive Architecture
Library, Reinhold, New York, 1951.
Homer Hoyt and J. Ross McKeever, "Shopping Centers Restudied," Technical
Bulletin Number 30, Part 2, Urban Land Institute, Washington, D.C., May
1957.
planned shopping center, and information on gross floor area(GFA) was avail-
able. This information was reorganized to be comparable with the Boston
Globe Map data which, although lacking statistical material on GFA, had
accurate 100 feet to the inch scale representations of 418 Metropolitan Bos-
ton unplanned retail centers. It was thus necessary to measure each center
chosen as a representative type in order to establish the GFA. Altogether,
seventy-four Metropolitan Boston centers were measured; and forty-nine
planned shopping centers, from various parts of the country, were included
for the study.1
Some explanation is necessary concerning the selection of centers with
respect to their locations. Unplanned centers were selected from the Boston
Metropolitan Area for the following reasons:
1. It was assumed that the type of centers exhibited by the Boston
Metropolitan Area were reasonably similar to other metropolitan areas. Thus
generalizations could be made which had wider applicability than to just
Boston alone.
2. Information was not readily available for other areas, while the
Boston Globe Map presented a source which could be exploited.
3. Although the data was for the 1946-47 period, the material was
valuable because it presented the situation just as the planned shopping
center building boom began. Further, the changes that occurred between 1959
and the earlier period (1946-47) were sufficiently small so as to make the
Boston Globe Yap of Metropolitan Boston, prepared under the direction of
Robert LT.M.Ahern, Research Manager, Boston Globe, based on a field sur-
vey by Dr. Kenneth Walter, 1946-1947, hereinafter cited as Boston Globe Map.
1Appendices A-D give complete information on the centers; the methodology
for the category classifications; and tabular, summary results.
6the study applicable to the present. This assumption was based on a study
of the Roxbury section of Boston made by the author and Mr. David Jokinen
for the Boston City Planning Board in the sunmer of 1958 and covering the
period 1946-47 to 1958. The results of this study are briefly presented
in Chapter 2 for comparative purposes.
Planned centers were chosen from various areas and compared with Bos-
tonts unplanned centers. The assumptions for the validity of this process
are mentioned below:
1. Boston had only a few planned centers; thus only a very small num-
ber of centers could be studied if other sections of the country were not
included.
2. Data was available for a variety of centers in other areas.
3. It was assumed that metropolitan areas generally have the sane
characteristics, if their size differential is not too wide. Under this
assumption, then, planned centers which were built in other areas of the
country would probably be similar, in the main, to planned centers that
might be built in Boston. Thus, for comparative purposes, the planned and
unplanned centers' differences could be logically described. It was
assumed that there would be some error in the process, but the error would
be relatively minor, and that on the whole, the systems would be comparable.
Chapter 3 -
The Planning Implications of A Comparative Study of
Planned Shopping Centers and Unplanned Retail Centers:
This chapter deals with the thesis as it has been formulated and as
it results from the comparative study.
A NCTE ON TERMINOLOGY:
1. Gross Floor Area will be abbreviated to GFA.
2. The Boston etropolitan Area will be referred to as the BMA.
3. "The term /71anned7 Shopping Center has been loosely used covering any-
thing from a corner grocerv to a string of stores along the highway...
it (the term) refers to a group of commercial establishments planned,
developed and managed as a unit, and related in location, size and types
of shops to the surrounding area which it serves, generally in the out-
lying suburban areas."Il
A NOTE ON THE EXCLUSION OF THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRTCT FROM THE STUDY:
The central business district is a subject in itself. Furthermore, no
data of the kind used in the study existed. These considerations, there-
fore, led to the exclusion of the central business district from the empiric
study.
lSeward H. Mott and Max S. Wehrly, Technical Bulletin 11, Urban Land
Institute, Washington, D.C., 194L9, introduction.
SUMMARY OF TFESIS
SUM1ARY OF TFESIS
Chapter 1: A Brief Review of the Classification and Structure of Retail
Centers in Metropolitan Areas
1. There is general agreement that a retail structure exists, but
opinion varies widely as to what it is.
2. There are many means of classification of retail centers. Gross
Floor Area seems to be the best means of classification because:
A. It is easily visualized
B. It fits into land use programming operations easily
0. It is an exact and manipulatable measure
D. In its component parts, gross floor area is significant in
detailing the center's "anatomy."
Chapter 2: A Comparative Study of Planned and Unplanned Retail Centers
1. The number of stores a retail center contains is not in itself a
reliable means of understanding or studying the center.
2. The supermarket is an interesting case example of the revolutionary
change taking place in retail trade. It points up the danger of accepting
the trends of present development as the guiding principles of tomorrow.
3. Differences between planned and unplanned retail centers are con-
ditioned by many factors. Some of these are:
A. The "oldness" of unplanned centers versus the "newness"
of planned centers.
B. The aspects of "natural" integration in unplanned cen-
ters versus "conscious" integratidn in planned centers.
9C. The unamortized character of planned centers versus
the amortized character of unplanned centers.
D. The nucleated form of planned' centers versus the
nucleated or strip form of unplanned centers.
E. The general accessibility of unplanned centers to
public transportation, walk-in trade, and the auto-
mobile versus autanobile accessibility in planned
centers.
F. The differences of zoning regulations in suburban
and inlying areas.
G. The domination of chain stores in planned centers.
H. The surrounding off-street parking lot in the
planned center versus the curb, and the futile
efforts of unorganized attacks on the off-street
parking problem in unplanned centers.
I. The single developer in planned centers versus the
many interests in unplanned centers.
4. The Summary of the study in Chapter 2 is presented, below, by re-
tail categories, and in most cases, the three propositions hold:
A. SPACE DEVCTED TO NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE WUNCTTONS:
(1) A functional difference exists between planned and un-
planned centers with regard to this category, since planned centers show a
greater percentage of this "non" use. This results from the inclusion of
amenities and efficient store servicing space in planned centers, in
addition to the exclusion of many functions such as wholesaling, social
halls, and other "non" uses.
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(2) Unplanned centers show a consistent variation in per-
centage of space devoted to "non" functions because of the inclusion of
canmunity-oriented facilities and the competition for space among many
types of land uses.
(3) Planned centers show less of a relationship in percent-
age of "non" use to total gross floor area because of the "whim" of the
developer or designer.
B. VACANT SPACE:
(1) A functional difference exists between planned and un-
planned centers. Planned centers show little vacancy, due to conservative
estimates of market potential. Unplanned centers show less vacancies than
expected, but have higher percentages than planned centers. Marginal busi-
ness, unfavorable neighborhood changes, and small, awkward stores in some
centers accounts for this.
(2) Vacancies in unplanned centers show definite relation-
ship to gross floor area. The smaller centers are more sensitive to change
than the larger centers.
(3) Planned centers show no definite relationship of vacan-
cies to gross floor area.
C. SPACE DEVOTED TO rOOD STORES:
(1) There are functional differences in the types of food
stores in planned and unplanned centers. Functional differences in the
percentages that these stores occupy in different size centers seem to
result from the supermarket as the major food store in planned centers.
(2) Unplanned centers exhibit decreasing percentages of space
devoted to food stores as centers increase in size.
1.0
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(3) Planned centers similarly show decreasing percentages of
space devoted to this use as centers increase in size.
D. SPACE DEVOTED TO GENERAL MERCHANDISE:
(1) There is functional differentiation between planned and
unplanned centers. Planned centers are consciously built around these
types of stores, which result from growing suburban populations, higher
suburban incomes, availability, and lower cost of suburban land.
(2) Unplanned centers show an increase of percentage in
general merchandise as centers increase in size from above 30,000 square
feet. Below this figure there are no general merchandise stores.
(3) In planned centers, general merchandise is much more
important than in unplanned centers. It makes its appearance at the 20,000
square foot size center and becomes significant at the 30,000 square foot
center. Percentage increases as centers increase in size.
E. SPACE DEVOTED TO APPAREL STORES:
(1) A finctional difference exists between planned and un-
planned centers with regard to apparel stores. These stores are highly
compatible with general merchandise stores and can be expected as a high
percentage of use when general merchandise stores are present in a center.
The functiohal difference is underlined by the fact that 50 percent of the
unplanned centers lacked apparel stores as opposed to only a 12.4 percent
lack in planned centers. Other causal factors f or the differences)are
higher suburban incomes and "fashion-consciousness" in the middle class.
(2) Unplanned centers have relatively constant percentages
of use devoted to apparel stores, except in the very largest centers where
the percentage increases somewhat.
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(3) Planned centers show a rapid increase of percentage of
apparel store use up to the 400,000 square foot centers. Above this point,
there is a decline caused by the over-competition of the full-line depart-
ment store.
F. SPACE DEVOTED TO VURNITURE AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS, ETC.:
(1) There is a functional difference between planned and
unplanned centers regarding this use. Furniture stores probably are the
causal factor, since they are large space users and have low sales per
square foot. Thus the rents in planned centers are generally too high for
them, and they tend to remain in older locations.
(2) In unplanned centers this use increases in percentage
as center size increases.
(3) In planned centers furniture stores are not significant.
The balk of the use is taken up by household and appliance stores. The
use appears at intermediate GFAs where it is a higher percentage of use
than in the larger centers, which tend to have relatively constant percent-
ages. The probable reasons are rent and departnnt store ccmpetition.
G. SPACE DFVOTED TO THE AUTO RFTATL GROUP:
(1) There is a functional difference between planned and un-
planned centers. This difference results from the incompatibility of auto
retail uses in planned centers, conscious exclusion from planned centers by
the developer and suburban zoning ordinances, more peripheral locations of
the planned centers, and the higher space rents in planned centers.
(2) In unplanned centers there is a trend for percentage of
use to decrease as centers increase in size. This is conditioned by the
physical form of centers and their location with respect to major streets.
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(3) Tn planned centers percentages devoted to this use tend
to remain at low constant levels regardless of center size, except that
the smaller centers lack this use. This is attributed to the inclusion of
a gas station in intermediate and larger size centers for customer con-
venience.
H. SPACE DEVCTED TO HARDWARE STORES:
(1) There is a slight functional difference between planned
and unplanned centers with regard to this use. This is caused by the
modern variety store in planned centers which tends to compete with the
hardware store.
(2) In unplanned centers the percentage of space devoted to
this use increases slightly as center size increases.
(3) In planned centers the percentage of space devoted to
this use decreases as centers increase in size.
I. SPACE DEVOTED TO LIQUOR STORES:
(1) There is a functional difference between planned and
unplanned centers, since unplanned centers have slightly higher percent-
ages of space devoted to this use. location of unplanned centers in areas
where liquor is a more important factor of social life accounts for this.
(2) Percentage of space devoted to this use is fairly con-
stant with respect to center size in unplanned centers.
(3) Percentage of space devoted to liquor stores is fairly
constant as gross floor area increases in planned centers.
J. SPACE DEVCTED TO DRUGSTORES, ETC.
(1) There is very little functional difference between lar-
ger planned and unplanned centers. Difference does appear in smaller size
centers, however, with planned centers having higher percentages of space
devoted to the use. This is best explained by the larger size of modern
drugstores when compared with older ones since the number of drugstores is
apt to be equal in smaller planned and unplanned centers.
(2) Unplanned centers show a decrease in percentage of
space devoted to this use as centers increase up to 60,000 square feet.
Beyond this point space devoted to the use is constant as a percentage of
gross floor area.
(3) Planned centers exhibit a decrease in drugstore space as
a percentage of gross floor area up to 100,000 square-foot size centers.
Beyond this point the percentages devoted to this use remain constant.
K. SPACE DEVOTED TO EAT ING AND DRINKING PLACES:
(1) There is a functional difference between planned and
unplanned centers in that unplanned centers show slightly higher percent-
ages of use. This difference is conditioned by location of places of em-
ployment and the absence of bars and taverns in planned centers.
1. SPACE DEVOTED TO OTHER RETAIL ESTABLTSHENTS:
(1) Due to income disparities of the suburban population
versus inlying population, the smaller planned centers show higher percent-
age of space devoted to other retail (specialty goods) types than do un-
planned centers. As centers, planned and unplanned, grow larger, the dis-
parities of income distribution are lessened, since the market area also
increases, and percentages of use become more nearly constant.
(2) Unplanned centers show no variation of percentage with
respect to size of center.
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(3) Planned centers decrease in percentage of space devoted
to other retail uses as size of center increases up to 100,000 square feet.
Beyond this point, percentage remains relatively constant. Conscious in-
tegration of compatible stare types and higher family incomes in suburban
neighborhoods are the causes.
M. SPACE DEVOTED TO SERVICE AND REPAIR ESTABLISHMENTS:
(1) Functional differences exist between planned and un-
planned centers as far as service stores are concerned. Unplanned centers
have higher percentages devoted to service stores resulting from the rent-
paying abilities of these stores; the lower credit ratings of these stores;
the quantities of small, unusable retail space in unplanned centers; and
the minimization of space devoted to low credit-rating firms by developers
of planned centers. Service stores appear in almost every center because
of the universality of demand for them.
(2) Service stores are convenience stores and are oriented
to the neighborhood. This accounts for the higher percentages devoted to
this use in the smaller unplanned centers.
(3) Planned centers of the smaller size have higher percent-
ages of space devoted to this use, as might be expected. Above the
200,000 square foot size of center, the use remains a constant percentage
of gross floor area becguse of limitations imposed by the developers.
N. SPACE DEVOTED TO OFFICE USE:
(1) The trend towards professional specialization, higher
suburban incomes, and conscious building of "class" centers explain why
planned centers have generally higher percentages of space devoted to
office use than do unplanned centers.
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(2) Unplanned centers show a general increase of percentage
of office use as center size increases due to the larger market area
requirements of office users in the inlying areas with lower per capita
incomes.
(3) Planned centers show no apparent relation of percent-
age of office use to size of center, since developers choose whether or not
to include professional and other offices.
0. SPACE DEVOTED TO BANKS, POST OFFICES AND PUBLIC LIBRARIES:
(1) The functional differences in planned and unplanned
centers result from the location of district post offices in larger un-
planned centers, the location of public libraries near public transporta-
tion, and the location of banks with respect to incomes.
(2) The percentage of space devoted to this use increases
as unplanned centers increase in size.
(3) The percentage of space devoted to this use remains rela-
tively constant as planned centers increase in size.
P. SPACE DEVOTED TO ENTERTAINMENT AND COMMERCIAL RECREATTON:
(1) Functional differences in planned and unplanned centers
in the allocation of space for commercial recreation and entertainment
results from factors such as the relative demise of the motion picture
theatre, the advent of bowling as an acceptable family sport, and the exclu
sion from planned centers of those types of recreation places that might
"cheapen" the center.
Q SPACE DEVCTED TO AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND REPAIR:
(1) Automotive services and repair uses are consciously ex-
cluded from planned centers because of incompatibility. In addition it is
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not to the advantage of the individual entrepreneur of this type of use to
locate in planned centers because of their higher rentals, peripheral loc-
ations and lack of public transportation. This accouints, then, for the
fact that the planned centers studied did not have one square foot of space
devoted to this type of use, while unplanned centers often showed high per-
centages.
(2) Unplanned centers have little percentage of this use
when the center is small. The intermediate-sized centers show the highest
percentages of this use because the three factors of rent, location, and
need for long-term parking are optimized from the point of view of the
entrepreneur.
(3) Planned centers contain no space devoted to this use.
This completes a summary of the factual study presented in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3: Planning Implications of the Study
1. Planned shopping centers represent a threat, in the long run, to
the retail structure if they are used continually as model forms in redev-
elopment.
2. Planned centers lack many essential components that unplanned cen-
ters contain.
3. Unplanned centers have prcblems, but these problems must be solved
with imagination, and not by applying, as a "rule of thumb," the planned
shopping center-type in every case.
4. The planned center is, today, a developer's concept, and not a con-.
cept of the urban planner.
-J
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5. Alternatives and solutions should be applied to the individual re-
tail center by recognition of the fall range of needs in a market area,
not by neglecting them, as do the planned centers.
CHAPTER 1: A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE CLASSIFICATION AND STRUCTURE
OF RETAIL CENTERS IN METROPOLITAN AREAS
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CHAPTER 1
A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE CLASSIFICATTON AND STRUCTURE
OF RETAIL CENTERS IN METROPOLITAN AREAS
Mitchell and Rapkin in their book Urban Traffic explain as part of
their thesis that travel is structured. At one point in their discussion
they speculate on the possibility that because the human being in society
leads a structured life, traffic as an activity may also be similarly struc-
tured, being based, after all, on the human being.1 This speculation seems
to be a reasonable approach. Perhaps it could be an explanation for the
structural manifestations of metropolitan retail agglomerations. At any
rate, such an idea is interesting, although unproven. The majority of
theorists, however, see the metropolitan retail pattern as an ordered eco-
nomic structure. Thus Ratcliff writes:
A fundamental assumption is that as cities grow and mature,
there tends to evolve a rational pattern or basic structure com-
posed of the several functional areas...which comprise the
urban community; that although there are many departures, this
pattern tends toward the most efficient and profitable utiliza-
ticn of the land; and that the same basic tendencies appear in
all cities, though often obscured or thwarted by irrational real
estate development or special topographic conditions. This
hypothesis is generally accepted as demonstrable by urban ecolo-
gists and land economists.... 2
He continues:
If it can be assumed that urbanism is basically an economic
phenomenon, it is a logical deduction that the internal organiz-
ation of cities has evolved as a mechanism to facilitate the
functioning of economic activities. 3
1Robert B. Mitchell and Chester Rapkin, Urban Traffic: A Function of Land
Use, Columbia University Press, New York, 195,p.6-9. ~~
2Rtcliff, op.cit., p.2.
3
_bid., p. .
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The city as a whole is considered by some to be structured. Thus Bur-
gess' Concentric Zone Theory, Hoyt's Sector Theory, and McKenzie's Multiple
Nuclei Theory, all well-known, present conceptual schemes of an ordered
physical environment, though all differ in particulars.1 Stressing the
economic function of city structure, Chapin states that "supply and demand
forces of the urban land market...operate to determine the location of
various functional use areas and the siting of specific land uses in the
urban area."2 Eugene Kelley, in Shopping Centers, gives a good account of
the evolution of this line of thought. 3
One of the problems in attempting to set up the theoretidal background
for a structured retail network within the retropolitan area is that the
major portion of theory has been devoted to regional rather than intra-
city analysis. The region, though defined in many ways, is usually the
space occupied within boundaries comprising an area larger than the metro-
politan city. When the theoreticians discuss smaller segments of a region,
which could be city-size, they usually discuss the location of a town or
specific industry. However, it seems implicit in most of the analysis
that what is true for the larger region is also true for the smaller metro-
politan area or city. If the metropolitan area were considered as the
1Ernest W. Burgess, "The Growth of the City," The City, University of
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1925. 
-
Homer Hoyt, The Structure and Growth of lesidential Neighborhoods in Ameri-
can Cities, Federal Housing Administration, Washington, D.C., 19T9.
R.D. McKenzie, The Metropolitan Community, McGraw Hill, New York, 1933.
2F. Stuart Chapin, Jr., Urban Land Use Planning, Harpers, New York, 1957,
p. 19.
3Eugene J. Kelley, Shopping Centers, The ENO Foundation for Highway Traf-
fic Control, Saugatuck, Connecticut, 1956, pp.13-hO.
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region, then the functional parts of the metropolitan area could be sub-
jected to analysis similar to Lsch's work. 1
Hoover, a theoretician, does devote one chapter to the "Economic
Structure of Communities." In it he asserts that:
Characteristic patterns of internal urban structure arise
from the different requirements of various land uses with
respect to transfer and intrinsic qualities of land...commer-
cial and service facilities needing contact with the metro-
politan area as a whole are mainly at the focus of local tran-
sit routes; retailing of convenience goods and other activities
serving on1 neighborhoods are strung along main commuting
arteries...
While industry and agriculture are market-oriented, locating where
they can dispose of their goods to efficient wholesalers or brokers; com-
merce, in the sense of retailing, by its nature is located with respect to
population along transportation routes and, as an inevitable result, to the
position in the environment that places it within reach of the greatest num-
ber of people. The Central Business District can be explained in these
terms. However, another important factor for the location of retail trade
is the positioning of buying power. Thus, in many cases, the best location
is not in the center of population, but somewhere else; namely, the center
of greatest expenditure. This can partially explain the growth of planned
suburban shopping centers. Thus Paul E. Smith writes:
Suburbia consists of those family units which have better than
average incomes, higher than average home ownership, and big-
ger than average families.3
1August L~sch, The Economics of Location, trans. William H. Woglom with the
assistance of Wolfgang F. Stolper from the Second Revised Edition, Yale
University Press, New Haven, 1954.
2Edgar M. Hoover, The Location of Economic Activity, McGraw Hill, New york,
1948, pp.lh0-lhl.
3Paul E. Smith, Shopping Centers-Planning and Management, The National Re-
tail Dry Goods Association, New York 195F,~preface.
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He continues:
This is the cream of all America's market. Today it's the sub-
urbs that largely determine the fashions and fads, not the
cities themselves....As their customers are moving to the out-
lying districts, retailers are following them.1
It is not the intent in this chapter to bring about a discussion of the
changing pattern; rather the primary interest here will be on a more static
picture of the retail structure.
Smith mentions the conceptual scheme of balance as a determinant for
the network of business centers. Roughly, retail and service stores
depend on the freely competitive market for their location. This market
is determined by number of existing stores, influence of other sales areas,
consumer habits, selling and promotional ability of merchants, the need for
certain types of merchandise, income levels, and local economic conditions.
The entire system is almays in balance during any instantaneous period of
time, but over time the balance shifts causing some stores to flourish and
others to go into bankruptcy. 2
The tendency for agglomeration of stores has been partially explained
by Nelson's theory of cumulative generation: "A given number of stores
dealing in the same merchandise will do more business if they are located
adjacent or in proximity to each other than if they are widely scattered."3
The rationale for the statement is that grouped business of the same type
draws on a larger market area because of greater choice of goods concen-
trated in one location, and because natural competition keeps prices at
l~ih, op.cit.2 Ibid., p.67-68.
3Richard Lawrence Nelson, The Selection of Retail Locations, F.W. Dodge
Corporation, New York, 197 p.58.
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lower levels. Thus the price competition and convenience to the shopper
in offering greater selection at one location aids the grouped stores in
increasing their business.
Nelson also, by his rule of retail compatibility, accounts for agglom-
eration by different, though compatible, businesses:
Two compatible businesses located in close proximity will
show an increase in business volume directly proportionate to
the incidence of total customer interchange between them, in-
versely proportionate to the ratio of the business volume of
the larger store to that of the smaller store, and directly
proportionate to the sum of the ratios of purposeful purchasing
to total purchasing in each of the two stores.1
This does not mean that the stores create a market where none existed, but
only that they are tapping an existing potential which was unexploited.
Tf Nelson's hypothesis is correct, then agglomeration of stores be-
comes practical because it becomes profitable. Given a free economy, the
profit motive should then produce agglomerative tendencies in retail trade.
One has only to look at any city to see such tendencies translated into
physical fact.
The framework presented has thus far detailed some generalities con-
cerning the retail structure. From this point, a closer look at the
physical structure itself is in order, but first, a brief review of clas-
sification systems is sketched.
Copeland devised a system of division of retail goods into three
groups -- shopping goods, specialty goods, and convenience goods.2 This
system is in common use today to delineate business centers on the basis
1I§elsor, p.66. Purposeful purchasing is defined as the major purpose of a
shopping trip.
2Ratcliff, p.62, citing M.T. Copeland, The Principles of Merchandising,
A.W. Shaw, Chicago and New York, 1927,~7~ 13.~~
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of buying habits. ASPO defines two of the three as follows:
Shopping Goods are those items which are bought infrequently and
are often high-priced. The term...implies that a potential pur-
chaser may be expected to compare the prices and qualities of a
number of items prior to his final selection. Expensive watches
and jewelry, television sets, large and expensive pieces of
furniture and the like are examples of shopping goods.
Convenience Goods are goods purchased frequently and at more or
ss regular intervals. Food, drugs, hardware, and many items of
clothing and accessories are classified as convenience goods.1
No one has adequately defined specialty goods. Roughly one could say
that these are items which are bought infrequently, are expensive, and may
require more comparison than shopping goods. Thus, diamond rings are an
example of specialty goods.
There is no precise agreement as to what the first two terms mean
exactly, and quotations could he given ad infinitum to illustrate the con-
flicting views. However, the concept of a division of retail goods is im-
portant because it colors the view of many authors as to the function of
particular centers.
Another basis for a breakdown or classification of retail groupings is
in the basis of the number of stores contained. Thus, as an illustrative
example, Applebaum and Schapker classified centers in Cincinnati by the
scheme presented in Table 1.2 One can think of many similar breakdowns of
centers by number, such as, for example, the well-known Boston Globe Map.
In general, this system lends itself to all kinds of "pie cutting."
lPlanning Advisory Service, "Information Report No. 17; Neighborhood Thisi-
ness tricts," American Society of Planning Officials, Chicago, August
1955, p.l.
2William Applebaum and Bernard Schapker, A Quarter Century of Change in
Cincinnati Business Centers, Cincinnati Enquirer, 1956, p.7.
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TABLE 1
TYPE CENTER TOTAL NO. BUSINESS SHOPPING GOODS
ESTABLISHMENTS ESTABLIS1MENTS
Large 100 plus 30 plus
Medium 0-100 10-29
Small 3-39 0-9
Small centers consist "essentially of stores carrying
convenience goods or shops providing the most common
services for a small neighborhood."
Medium centers are "...intennediate in character and
importance."
Large centers have "many diversified types of business
establishments and serve large communities."
Another method of classification of business centers is by the form
that they take. Thus the terms nucleations, compact clusters, string
streets, string development, isolated stores, cruciforms, and the like are
often used to classify centers.
Leslie H. Graef defines compact centers as those having a length to
width of less than three to one, with more than five stores per cluster (un-
interrupted store frontage) on two practically equal thoroughfares and ex-
tending more than 600 feet in any one direction. A small compact center is
one having less than fifteen stores and extending, on the average, not more
than three blocks. Core centers have a length to width ratio of less than
three to one with less than five stores per cluster, but are not located on
equally important streets; one is usually a major street and the other is of
less importance.
Extended centers, which are compact centers with a "tail," have a
length to width ratio of less than three to one with less than four point
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five (4.5) stores per cluster. Near the nucleus there is a major inter-
section. Occasionally the store cluster is greater than h.5 but the length
to width ratio is too great to include the center in the compact category.
Finally, the string complex has a length to width ratio of more than
five to one, with less than three point five (3.5) stcres per cluster.
This type occurs on a major street extending usually more than 600 feet. 1
Still another means of classification of centers is by their relation-
ship to market area. Such systems include the common terms neighborhood
center, community center, regional center, district center. An ordered
hierarchy i s sometimes i ndicated by adjectives such as "Primary, Major,
Tntermediate, Minor, and Local." 2
Another means of classification is the system of arrangement of cen-
ters from the largest center, always the Central Business District. This
system starts with the Central Business District, moves outward to the
intermediate-positioned centers, and finally to outlying or suburban cen-
ters. The intermediate and outlying centers may be of equal size, though
both are by definition smaller than the Central Business District. Filling
the gaps in the market areas of these centers are even smaller centers
scattered about the landscape with some relationship to the population
and/or income density.
The classification of business centers by size, usually gross floor
area (GFA), but sometimes by ground coverage only, is another system. Fere
1Leslie F. Graef, A Study of Urban Business Centers With Emphasis on Re-
tail String Developmient, unpublished M.C.P. thesis, Massachusetts Tnstitute
of Technology, Cambridge, 1954, pp.97-98.
2Boston Globe Map.
I
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the largest center is the center with the most floor-space and so on down
the line. Such a system is used in Chapter 2 of this work.
Another scheme involves the positioning of centers with respect to
transportation. Thus there may be highway-oriented centers, major street
intersection centers, public transit-stop or terminal centers, inter-urban
highway centers, and minor or residential street centers or blocks.
A final means of classification is by front footage devoted to retail
use in a given area. This system, howver, is generally out of favor as it
is not a very accurate indicator.
In strict fact, all such systems consider the retail structure to be
an ordered arrangement. Without such an assumption there would be no point
in classification. Although there may be other systems of classification,
the above review covers the major ones. Some of the total conceptions of
retail structures may now be examined.
Ratcliff discusses the structure by identifying the Central Business
District as having separate parts from which string streets emenate, leading,
eventually, to outlying districts.1
More specifically, the Central Business District consists of a central
shopping area which is 100 percent intensive because it is the most acces-
sible spot to the greatest number of persons. Here are located the large
department stores, variety stores, smart apparel stores, specialty shops,
drug stores, and restaurants. 2
The second area of the Central Business District is the less intensive
1Ratcliff, pp.8-17.
2Ibid., p.8.
-Iw1
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central shopping area, which, because it is not at the exact center of
accessibility, has a lesser attraction for high rent payers. Here are
located popularly priced department stores, men's wear, furniture stores,
family apparel stores, sporting goods stores, and the more popularly priced
restaurants. A part of this district may be sub-classified as the enter-
tainment area.1
The third area of the Central Business District is the low grade busi-
ness area and contains pawn shops, food stores, pool and beer halls, bur-
lesque houses, auto supplies, repair services, and cheap restaurants.2
The final area of the Central Business District is located where the
central area tapers off in the direction of the better suburbs. This area
is the specialty shop area, containing such stores as very fashionable
jewelry and apparel stores catering to the so-called "carriage trade."3
The string streets are not precisely defined, but the nature of the
uses depends on traffic or the location with respect to residential devel-
opment. Often the patrons are merely passing, i.e., transients.h Here
Ratcliff cites Malcolm T. Proudfoot in defining string streets. The string
street has two divisions, namely, principal business thoroughfares charac-
teristically having dense traffic, large size shopping and convenience goods
stores, and ample curb parking; and neighborhood business streets charac-
teristically having significance primarily for the surrounding residential
development, within walking distance, and containing convenience goods
'Ratcliff, p.8.
2-Ibid. .
Ibid.,
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stores and minor shopping goods stores.
The nucleated development takes two forms: the first, the outlying
business center, contains shopping goods and convenience stores and is
transportation-oriented; the second, isolated store clusters, contain two
or more complementary rather than competitive convenience goods stores.1
To sum up then, Ratcliff considers the retail structure in terms of a
functionally differentiated central area; nucleated outlying business cen-
ters; principal business thoroughfares; and community business areas divi-
ded into neighborhood business streets, isolated store clusters, and single
isolated retail stores. The Central Business District is viewed as essen-
tially nucleated, rather than a string street development. Ratcliff then
generalizes by stating:
Regardless of the usefulness of extended subclassification
of retail conformation, it does appear that there are two basic
forms -- the nucleation (which describes the central business
district as well as outlying clusters) and the string street.
The essential difference between the two is the lack of internal
organization in the case of the string street as compared with
the more definite pattern in arrangement of uses which charac-
terizes the nucleation.
This pattern is not a haphazard design but has appeared in
response to definite needs and demands. Tt is as much a part
of the mechanism of distribution as the railroad or motor truck,
and the underlying arrangement of its component parts is equally
rational. The specialization of function...showing relative
importance of the several commodity groups in different types of
retail clusters /exists in his data7. A more particularized
examination woula probably reveal 'unctional differences among
the retail areas which are reflections of the habits and require-
ments of special consumer groups. A final demonstration of the
economic foundation of the retail structure can be found with
respect to the vehicular transportation system and the residen-
tial areas.2
1Ratcliff, p.12, citing Malcolm T. Proudfoot, Intra-City Business Census
Statistics for Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Washihgton, D.C., 1935, pp.3l
2Ibid., p.17.
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Richard Nelson's conceptual scheme involves four orders of urban places.
The first, "Commerce City," is the largest and compares with cities of
50O,000 and more population. It is normally fan-shaped because it is located
at the periphery of a geographical barrier, usually a body of water, but
sometimes another feature, such as a mountain range. The downtown exhibits
well defined functional sections, similar to Ratcliff's conception. On
radial streets streets leading out from the downtown are shopping districts,
usually dominated by one or two big department stores of four typess either
a major unit of one of the big national chains, a regional or local chain
store unit, a branch of a downtown store, or an independent unit. There are
also strip developments of older stores, mainly of the convenience goods
type, and geared to serve the population in the immediate neighborhood. The
suburbs each have their own little downtown area, some only a collection of
conveni.ence goods stores, while others have developed extensive retail dis-
tricts, having both convenience and large shopping goods stores.1
The second type of urban place is "Centertown" which is sometimes fan-
shaped but more often than not square or rectangular. Because of the smal-
ler size in comparison with "Commerce City," there is usually no important
center outside of downtown, which itself is not large enough to exhibit
functional differentiation. However, some retail uses may be clustered to-
gether. The "downtown is the true 'Main Street, USA." 2 Service establish-
ments and automotive service and sales are off the main street. There may
be small local convenience centers in residential areas. Generally, the
1Nelson, pp.15-16.
2Tbid., p.16.
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100 percent cornerl has moved from in front of the railroad station in the
direction of the city's growth through annexation. 2
The third urban place is "Countryville" which Is a small rural trading
center built, frequently, around the court house square. The various stores
tend to separate themselves on the sides of the square; the shopping goods
to one side, the service, repair, and automotive establishments on a second
side, the secondary retail, convenience, and restaurants on the third side,
and the hotel and movie or bowling alley on the fourth. This center, as
Nelson describes it, is outmoded, often being byt-passed for larger centers.
The center itself may extend one-half block in either direction.3
"Forest Lake" is the fourth urban place mentioned by Nelson. This is
generally a suburban dormitory for "Commerce City" and might have been, at
one time, a rural trading center. The downtown is the main street, usually
at a right angle to the railroad. The center of the retail area is likely
to be on the railroad station side of the street, although stores will also
be acrcss the street. In general the center is dominated by a chain
variety store or dry goods store. Repair and automotive units are likely
to be on side streets leading away from the main street. Finally, the in-
dependent grocery stcres in the prime block are disappearing and being re-
placed by a super market located on one of the "off" streets.h
The 100 percent corner is defined as the location where the most pedes-
trians pass in a given period, or as the location which has the highest
rent charged, or as the location where the assessed valuation is the
highest, or as any combination of the three.
2Nelson, pp.16-17.
3Ibid., pp.17-1 8 .
4Ibid., p.18.
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The Boston Globe scheme, mentiohed previously, is somewhat amplified
by Howard L. Green. Green sees the metropolitan retail pattern as being
composed of the central business district and secondary shopping centers.
The secondary shopping centers are then broken down into the Globe classi-
fications which are Primary, Major, Tntermediate, Minor, Local, and Con-
solidated Suburban Highway Development (i.e., planned shopping centers).1
The central business district is the "focus for specialty shops and
a large proportion of stores carrying style goods. These stores require a
relatively large number of customers and depend on the entire metropolitan
cammunity for their trading area. Downtown stores are almost entirely
shopping goods units with large average sales per store." 2
The central business district contains a small number of stores in
relation to the entire metropolitan area, but these stores account for a
large share of the total retail sales. As the metropolitan area grows in
population it spreads cut and the distance from the edge to the downtown
increases. At this stage secondary shopping centers are built or grow from
existing smaller centers. These secondary centers do not need the large
trading area of the central business district, and in the case of the very
smallest, "...can be profitably operated on the potential available in the
neighborhood.3
Smaller shopping centers generally have a high proportion of
convenience goods establishments, such as food and drug out-
lets and gasoline stations. As secondary shopping centers
1Howard L. Green, The Supermarket in Relation to the Retail Pattern of
Greater Boston, pited speech deivered to The lrican Associationifor
the Advancement of Science, Boston, December 30, 1953.
2Ibid., p.l.
3lIbid*
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increase in size, the proportion of shopping goods establish-
ments increases until the larger secondary centers resemble
miniature downtowns.1
Concerning ccmpact and string centers Green said, "compact centers are
found at major intersections, with stores on each of the major streets.
String centers stretch along a single major street with no retail'idevelop-
ment on the intersecting streets. 2
Brian J.L. Berry cites many empirical studies to the point that far
from being a nuisance or spreader of blight, the string street has a
definite function in the retail structure. Fe states, "...that many impor-
tant retail and service functions in cities are performed by establishments
not located in nucleated shopping centers, but strung out along highways.3
He then quotes A.B. Gallion:
... there is little to support the retention of ccmmercial
developments along highways. Consolidation of urban facilities
is urgently needed to restore stability to property values and
convenience for the daily multitude who daily patronize the
variety of business enterprise in our cities. It is also
needed to stem the insidious spread of blight which is gnawing
at the core of cities. This consolidation will come be recrea-
tion of centers of business connected but not traversed by
ti'affic arteFies and the rejection of the strip or shoestring
zoning along highways which retains the horse and buggy tempo
of the village.
Berry then states, "in short, it is common in planning circles to label the
string street type of development 'uneconomical' or hazardous.'"5
If at this point editorial comment were needed, the editor might say,
Green, p.l.
2Ibid., p.2.
3Prian J.L. Perry, A Critical Note Concerning Contemporary Planning Wor
Shopping Centers, mimeographed ~draft, University of Chicago, Chicago, p.ll.
hIbid., p.ll, quoting A.B. Gallion, The Urban Pattern, Van Nostrand, New
brk.
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"Berry, taking one or two persons as representatives of a profession, uses
a dangerous device in extrapolating the views expressed by these persons
to include the whole profession. One can only hope that the empiric fin-
dings of Berry, from a few examples, have not similarly been extrapolated
to wrong conclusions."
Excluding the central business district, Berry reports on his findings
on the retail structure:
These findings were obtained from the data, and in no way reflect
any a priori groupings or classification, and it is for this
reason that their validity is so strongly emphasized here.
The structure consists of the Nucleated Type, generally termed the
shopping center. At the smallest it may be an isolated store or grocery
found on the street corner in the residential section. The neighborhood
center consists generally of a food store, drug store, hardware store, and
personal services. The community or town center adds a variety store, post
office, and other services. The large regional shopping center or small
city contains department stores, shoe storeq, additional apparel stores,
banks, and the like.2
The second group is the Urban Arterial T which is a nucleated form
but is located along major transportation routes, rather than in shopping
centers. In towns one is likely to find bars, shoe repair shops, furniture
stores, auto accessories, appliance stores, and fuel dealers. In the city
these are joined by gift and novelty stores and missions in the older areas.
Where the arterials come together near or in the central business district,
1Berry, p.13.
2'jids,, p-l4.
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office supplies and equipment, printing establishments and funeral homes
are apt to show up.1
The third type are Highway-Oriented Uses which are located on
arterials in urban areas and between them. The most frequent type is the
gas station and restaurant. Other types included are motels and roadside
food stands. Other users of these locations include building supplies,
miscellaneous repair, and lumber yards. 2
The fourth type can be classed as Automobile Row. Here, within cities,
automobile dealers (new and used) cluster to form a special district. 3
These four kinds of business districts result from special
association of different types of business establishments.
Each of the four kinds has its own set of location habits.
Within large cities locational segregation of the nucleated,
urban arterial, highway-oriented, and automobile row types
is well marked. As the size of the town diminishes, however,
it is less readily observable. The (central?) business dis-
trict of the village located on a major highway may well, for
example, include as many of the four kinds of business group-
ings as are compatible with its level in the hierarchy, and
these do not display well-marked locational segregation.4
The Detroit City Planning Commission breaks down the retail structure
of Detroit into three major types. First there are the Comparison Shoppi
Centers which include the central business district, serving the metropoli-
-tan area; regional centers serving a population of 5oo,ooo or more; and
1Berry, p.lh.
2Ibid.
5"lbido
Ibid., pp.lk-15; for further reference on Berry's conceptual scheme cf.,
Brian J.L. Berry, An Analysis of Business Establishments Located in 'Rib-
bons' Along Arterial Highways in Light of Recent Studies of Urban Business,
mimeographed draft, University~of Chicago; and Shopping Centers and the
Geography of Urban Areas, TTnpublished Ph.D. Thesis, Tniversity of Washing-
ton, 1958; and William 1. Garrison, Brian J.L. Berry, Duane F. Marble, John
D. Mystuen, and Richard L. Morrill, Studies of Fighway Development and Geo-
graphic Change, University of Washington, Deprtment of Geography: ~~!igFway
Impact Studies, 1958.
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other large centers having a service area of at least 30,000 persons. All
of these centers have department stores, and the essential difference is
in the number of persons they serve, hence in the physical size that they
manifest.1
The second type are Convenience Shopping Centers which include two sub-
categories. A primary convenience center serves a minimum of 20,000 per-
sons2 and is almost as large as a comparison center, but it lacks a depart-
ment store, probably having a variety or supermarket as the dominant store.3
The secondary convenience center serves up to 20,000 personsh (generally
smaller in service area than that figure) having a supermarket as the dcmi-
nant store.5
The third type is the General Commercial Center, which is mainly a
non-shopping type of facility.6 This might have auto facilities, lumber
yards, and junk yards as the major users.
Some of the conclusions of the Detroit study were as follows:
All of the major centers are on at least one major thoroughfare,
most are on two, and some on three. Thus all are accessible,
but because of layout, traffic congestion exists.
Using public transit facilities for shopping trips is a negli-
gible factor in practically all centers in Detroit.
Trade area boundaries tend to coincide with industrial corridors.
The availability of expressways may tend to expand some areas,
though this possible effect is not apparent as yet.7
1Commercial Development, City Plan Commission, Detroit, 1956, p.b2.
2Ibid., p.h3.
3mbid., p.h.
hTbid., p.43.
5Tbid., p.h.
6Ibid., .
7Thid., p.3.
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Helen G. Canoyer reviews a number of schemes. The first is on the
basis of buying habits (convenience, shopping goods, specialty stores) men-
tioned previously. The second is on the basis of commodity classification.
Here, stores are grouped by the goods that they sell and centers may be dif-
ferentiated by how many of the commodity classifications they contain. It
may be assumed that the smaller the center the fewer the categories con-
tained. 1
In reviewing some work by Proudfoot written in 1938, she brings to
light still another method of retail structuring:
Proudfoot shows that operating-expense ratios (including rent)
for all retail combined is generally lcwer at locations outside
the central business district and that certain types of business
tend to separate out by rent paying ability.2
As a summary to her review Helen Canoyer presents a table which is repro-
duced in Table 2.1
ASPO views the urban retail structure as following a pattern of four
basic types. The condition for the existence of these types is that the
city be large enough to support a great variety of retail stores and ser-
vices. The four include: (1) The central business district in which the
largest stores, offices, banks, and commercial services are concentrated.
The trade area is ietropolitan. (2) Secondary commercial districts which
are found in outlying areas, serving community or regional trade areas.
They generally are small scale central business districts and carry a wide
1Helen G. Canoyer, Selecting a Store Location, Economic Series No. 56, U.S.
Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C., 196, p.2. For a similar com-
modity classification cf., I.K. Rolph, An Examination Into Some Charac-
teristics of Outlying Retail Nucleationisin Detroit, Michigan, Unpublished
thesis, University of Michigan, 1935.
2Canoyer, p.11.
3Thid., p.2h.
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range of merchandise, often high priced, as befitting the financial status
of the residents of the trade area. (3) Local business districts serve a
walk-in trade, generally within a ten-fifteen minute walking radius. These
are primarily convenience goods centers with local personal service stores
also included. (4) Scattered retail stores are of the convenience goods
type (also filling stations). They serve at minimum a block or two, and at
maximum a five minutes walking radius.1
A more interesting presentation of the pattern is Kelley's scheme which
is illustrated in Tables 3 and h. 2 These tables are on the following two
pages.
lTnformation Bulletin No. 77.
2Eugene J. Kelley, "Retail Structure of the Urban Economy," Traffic Ouar-
fterly IX (July 1955) pp.h18; 422-423.
TAILZ 3
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In a Harvard Graduate School of Design Report the structure was as
follows:
1. The central business district - this is the convergence of major
transportation lines and the center of communications. Here is the greatest
competition, the highest FAR, the highest rentals, and the most traffic of
all kinds. As the central business district increases in size functional
differentiation of the several parts is noted. In addition, the central
business district is differentiated functionally by night and day time
activities.
2. Outlying business districts - these are mostly public transit-
oriented and are not adapted to the automobile age having been constructed
during the age of public transportation.
3. Major outlying districts - these serve extensive areas and have one
or two department stores and many specialty shops. Custcmers stay in these
centers for longer periods than they do in the smaller centers.
h. The neighborhood center - this center is the smallest of all, ser-
ving 750-1000 families, generally within walking distance. Older centers
are on the corner of a major road, while the newer centers are in the in-
terior of the neighborhood. A larger form of the neighborhood center, the
community center, contains more stores, serves two or three neighborhoods,
and has some shopping goods stores, a post office, offices, but no depart-
ment store. 1
1The Class Report on the Study of Institutions; "Concept of the Structure
Tnd nction of Commercial Shopping Facilities," Mimeographed report, un-
numbered pages, Harvard Graduate School of Design, Department of City and
Regional Planning, 1955-1956.
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In speaking of planned shopping centers only, Homer Hoyt identifies
four basic types:
Class 1. The large regional center with a large department store.
Class 2. The center with a junior department store as the largest
unit.
Class 3. The center with a variety (or 5 to $i,00) store as the
largest unit.
Class 4. The center with a supermarket as the largest unit.1
Class 1 Centers require 250,000 to 1,000,000 people for support and are
generally found only in metropolitan areas. Class 2 Centers have too small
a trade area to support a departme nt store. Class 3 Centers need from 5-l0
acres of land and loOOO-20,000 families for support. These are found in
medium to large cities. Class 4 Centers can exist in a neighborhood with
5,000 families.2
Marcel Villanueva discussing smaller sized centers mentions three
basic types: The neighborhood center where daily purchases are made,
usually food, for which a short trip is convenient; the Local Shopping Cen-
ter which has a larger variety of goods but which attracts the s1lopper less
frequently because the trip is longer and the general or self-contained
business center where more money is spent and where more goods are displayed.3
Smith, who was mentioned previously in another context, described three
types of planned centers. The neighborhood center features food and con-
venience goods stores numbering between ten and fifteen. There is parking
for 00 cars. The community center, being larger than the neighborhood
center, contains a wider variety of store types and features a junior
1 Homer Hoyt, "The Current Trend in New Shopping Centers: Four Different
Types," Urban Land XII (April 1953) p.3.
2 Ibid., pp.3-4.
3Varcel Villanueva, Planning Neighborhood Shopping Centers, National Com-
mittee on Housing, Inc., New York, 19h5, p.18.
department store.1 Community centers have between 20 and h0 stores and
parking facilities may handle up to 1000 cars. The regional shopping
center "attempts to duplicate the downtown shopping district and thus offer
complete one stop shopping for practically every line of merchandise. It
must contain a branch of a major department store." 2 The site area is a
minimum of 30 acres with parking for 1000-10,000 cars. The trade area is
sometimes as much as twenty miles. 3
Table 5, following, illustrates MfcKeever's view of the planned shop-
ping center.h
TABLE 5
PLANNED SHOPPING CENTERS (Source: McKeever, Technical Bulletin 30, p.10)
TYPE CENTER NEIGHBORHOOD COMf UNTTY REGIONAL
Average Gross Floor Area*
Range of GFA*
Average Minimum Site Area
Minimum Support
Leading Tenant
40
30-75
h acres
1000 families
7-20,000
persons
Supermarket or
drug store
150
100-300
10 acres
5,000 fam.
20-100,000
persons
Variety or
Jr.Dept.Store
400
00-1000
40 acres
10-30,000 fam.
100,000+
persons
One or two
dept.stores
*note: figures given in 1000 sq.ft. units; thus, for example, 40=40,000 sq.ft.
1The large chain junior department stores are considered to be J.C. Penney and
W.T. Grant Stores. There are also many smaller chains and local independents
falling in this category.
2Smith, Shopping Centers, pp.17-18.
3Ibid.
hj. Ross McKeever, Technical Bulletin 30, "Part 1 - Emerging Patterns,"
Urban Land Institute, Washington, D.C., vebruary 1957, p.lu.
In Planning the Neighborhood, APHA views the structure with respect
to the distance of the center from the home. Table 6 presents this aspect
of their concept.1
TABLE 6
RETAIL STRUCTURE AND NEIGHBORHOOD ORIENTATTON
DISTANCE FROM URBAN CENTER DISTRICT NEIGHBOROOD
NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER CENTER
Walking (Total Distance) * 1-l4 miles 14 mile(one way)
Auto (Total Time Elapsed) 35-40 min. 20-30 min. -
Public Transit (Total 35-40 min. 20-30 min. --
Time Elapsed) (100 fare
maximum)
* No Standard
This scheme represents a suburbanite's view, since it is assumed that
the "neighborhood" will be at some distance from the urban center. General-
ly speaking, the District Center is equivalent to the community center men-
tioned by other writers.
In a "slightly" abbreviated version of the planned shopping center
definition McVichael and O'Keefe write the following:
A shopping center is a group of retail stores with adjacent
automobile parking facilities.2
This definition is as terse and accurate as a great many other more complex
lPlanning the Neighborhood, American Public Health Association, Committee
on the Hygiene of Housing, Public Administration Service, Chicago, Illinois,
19h8, p.9.
2McMichael and O'Keefe, How to Finance Real Estate, Prentice--all, Inc.,
2d ed., New York, 1953,~i.~76.--
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definitions. The problen with most definitions is that they are not sub-
ject to operational means of testing. Thus, for example, the above
definition, though clearly meant to be inclusive of only planned centers,
may also be applied to unplanned centers with curb parking. For is not
curb parking also adjacent to retail stores?
Using numbers of stores as an operational means of testing centers is
much to be preferred over a "wordy" definition. Even such a method as
this runs into difficulties, as will be shown in Chapter 2. Operationally,
a measure of gross floor area ought to be, theoretically, a more succinct
means of dealing with retail structure. Such an approach is partially used
by the Urban Land Tnstitute in a ouestionnaire survey of 163 shopping cen-
ters. Table 7 reproduces part of their findings.
To the developer the tag name given to his center is important. Thus
a center is liable to be called "regional" without actually having regional
significance. The same holds true, to a lesser degree to the term "communi-
ty." No one, however, can err in calling his center "neighborhood." To
the planner a name is not, or should not be, overly important. Rather,
the planner needs something more tangible to grasp. The measure of area
used, or gross floor area, would seem to be a more desirable tool with
which to work, rather than the more "ethereal" concepts.
There are a number of reasons why gross floor area is a useful concept
for describing centers. First of all, it is easily visualized. Secondly,
it fits into the requirements of a land use programming operation. Thirdly,
it can be easily applied to scientific study of any sort, since it is an
exact and manipulatable measure. Finally, it is, in its component parts,
an indication of the significance of a center's retail structure, i.e.,
the center's "anatomy."
-
~
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TABLE 7
(Source: Technical Bulletin 30, Part 2, p.8)
GROSS FLOOR AREA BY TYPE NUMBER '(In 1000 square foot units)
Neighborhood Center 59 100
UO and less 25 42
40-60 15 25
60 plus 19 33
Smallest: 108
Largest: 109h
Community Center 60* 98*
75 and less 7 12
75-150 2h hO
150-200 16 27
200 plus 11 19
Smallest: h2
Largest: 350
Regional Center hh 100
200 and less 3 7
200-400 18 h0
h00 plus 23 53
Smallest: Not Reported
Largest: 1600
*Two centers did not report on Gross Floor Area
In summary, it is apparent that although there is general agreement on
the fact that the retail structure exists, there is little agreement on what
it is exactly. In spite of the varying points of view expressed, all the
authors apparently come to the conclusion that as centers grow larger they
have greater variety. No one, however, has bothered to empirically detail
this point for any center but the central business district.
It is the intent of the following chapter to show how different GFAs
compare with percentages of different uses. Further, it is intended to
describe the differences of planned and unplanned centers in these terms.
h8
The purpose of this is to establish the validity of a functional difference
between the planned and unplanned centers and to show that planned centers
have limited functions. Chapter 3 takes up the implications of these
findings. It is the intent of the following chapter to demonstrate the
three propositions. When this has been done, the thesis, as stated
previously, may be accepted in fact.
CHAPTER 2: A COMPARATITE STUDY OF PLANNED AND UNPLANNED RETATL CENTERS
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CHAPTER 2
A COMIPARATTVE STUDY OF PLANNED AND UNPLANNED RETAIL CENTERS
SECTION 1: Propositions Restated:
The first chapter reviewed some of the concepts of an ordered relation-
ship of retail centers with respect to the metropolitan area. It also re-
viewed some notions of classification of retail centers. This chapter deals
with the following propositions:
1. Planned and unplanned business centers are functionally different:
this difference should appear in the different percentage of use by various
types of retail facilities when comparison is made of all planned and un-
planned centers. Further, it follows that this difference will appear when
comparison is made of similarly sized planned and unplanned centers.
2. Unplanned centers show a variation in percentage of use by types of
retail facilities when comparison is made on the basis of size differential.
3. Planned centers show a variation in percentage of use by types of
retail facilities when comparison is made on the basis of size differential.
The following sections of this chapter are presented as further back-
ground and proof of these three propositions. The analysis does not con-
sider groupings of less than six stores, since these do not constitute
centers. Finally, the essential point to be brought out is that planned
centers as we know them today serve only a limited function: the grouping
of high volume per square foot stores that are considered to be the "cream"
of retail store types. This excludes many necessary functions and smaller
store operations which do not have sufficient credit ratings. The funda-
mental question is: if redevelopment of the unplanned center is to occur,
should it follow the current model of planned centers? This di scussion is
the heart of the thesis and will be presented in chapter 3; but the three
propositions must be demonstrated, first, to establish the fact that there
is a functional difference between planned and unplanned centers.
SECTION 2: Gross Floor Area Differential of Planned and Unplanned Centers
with Respect to Total Number of Stores
In order to satisfy the inquisitive reader as to the size differential
of planned and unplanned business centers, Tables 8 and 9 present comparative
data on the centers that were studied, relating the total gross floor area
with respect to the number of stores.1
It will be noted from the Tables that, first of all, the number of
stores has very little relation to the gross floor area of either group of
centers. For example, the high range in the 6-20 store class of unplanned
centers of 200,900 square feet bears little relationship to the low of the
same class, namely 6,200 square feet. On the other hand, the same high in
the 6-20 store class is greater than the high in the 21-40 store class and
almost as large as the high of the b1-100 store class. The high in the
101-350 class had an actual total of 350 stores, while the high in the 351
plus class had 433 stores, a total of 83 more. Yet the total difference in
gross floor area is slightly less than 40,000 square feet.
Consider also, independently for a moment, the planned centers. The
high in the 6-20 store range is 268,200 square feet with 14 stores, while
the low is 12,200 square feet with 9 stores, only 5 stores less. The
reader may continue to play his own games with the figures, but the essen-
tial point is that classification by number of stores, when gross floor area
is to be considered, does not make sense.
Since, however, without considering area, the number of stores is the
only measurable quantity for comparison, one is forced to use it at this
lcf. Appendix C for actual GFA figures and number of stores in each center.
- ~---~~-
TABLE 8
UNPLANNED CENTERS
NC. STORES GROSS FLOOR AREA MEASURES
(in 1000 sq. ft. units)
NO. CENTERS
TNCLUDED
RANGE
HTGH LOW
MEDIAN* AVERAGE*
6-20 200.9 6.2 19.8 30.0 26
21-40 155.2 17.8 51.9 57.0 17
bl-100 211.4 38.5 81.h 97.0 15
101-350 1h08.8 161.1 386-1 518.0 1h
351 plus 1446.3 1157.3 - 1302.0 2
T r'AT 71
TABLE 9
PLANNED CENTERS
NO. STORES GROSS FLOOR AREA MEASURES NO. CENTERS
(in 1000 sq. ft. units) TNCLTDED
RANGE
_MEDTAN* AVERAGE*
HIGH LOW
6-20 268.2 12.2 31.9 55.0 18
21-h0 1200.0 13.3 216.0 385.0 17
1-100 1350.0 60.3 716.1 652.0 1
101-350 - -- -- -- --
351 plus -- -- -- - --
TOTAL 49
*Rounded off to the nearest 100 square feet
juncture to make a point. 1 The point is, essentially, that even with the
crude measure of number of stores, the unplanned and planned centers are
apparently different. This difference will be further demonstrated later
in the chapter. However, consider Table 10, below, which compares only the
medians and averages for both groups:
TABLE 10
(taken from Tables 8 and 9)
NO. OP STORES UNPLANNED PLANNED UNPLANNED PLANNED
AVERAGE* AVERAGE* MEDIAN* MEDIAN*
6-20 30.0 55.0 19.8 31.9
21-40 57.0 385.0 51.9 216.0
hl-100 97.0 652.0 81.h 716.1
101-350 518.0 -- 386-l --
351 plus 1302.0 -- -
*figures in 1000 sq. ft. units rounded off to the
nearest 100 sq. ft.
It would seem that in the 6-20 store group planned and unplanned cen-
ters were roughly comparable, although planned centers tended to be higger.
Thus the average planned center in this group was 55,000 souare feet in
GFA while the average unplanned center was 30,000 square feet, a ratio of
1 to 1.8 roughly. The median for planned centers is 31,900 square feet and
There is one other measurable quantity with respect to business centers
and that is. the yearly volume of sales they produce. Such a measure is
the most accurate indication of a center'sinfluence in the metropolitan
area. However, such information, though existing in the various govern-
ment tax offices, is confidential, hence not available.
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the median for the unplanned centers was 19,800 square feet, a ratio of 1
to 1.6 roughly. The difference in these figures, however, is minor when
compared to the larger groupings of stores.
Tt might be assumed from this that the planned and unplanned centers
of the smaller size tended to be functionally similar. This similarity
might exist because the smaller centers tend to feature convenience goods.
These functions should then, theoretically, demonstrate themselves in the
similar use of space in proportion to the GFA, regardless of the number of
stores. The same, however, probably could not be said as centers increased
in size. This remains to be demonstrated.
This analysis does demonstrate the difference between planned and un-
planned centers when number of stores is used as a criterion. The study
that follows will use gross floor area as a criterion. However, both
criteria demonstrate the same fact, which is that planned and unplanned
centers are functionally different.
SECTION 3: The Changing Nature of Retail Trade: The Supermarket as a
Case td
Changes in merchandising methods have been responsible for a great
deal of change in the retail structure. This is not to say that these
changes brought about the changing structure (the automobile, suburbia,
and increasing incomes have done that), but rather that the changes in mer-
chandising methods were themselves aresponse to the primary change, and
then interacted with it to produce further changes. Some of these changes
in merchandising have been increased night openings of stores, self-service,
brand-names, and automation.'
As a case example, consider the supermarket. These stores sell almost
everything; for example, in a survey of supermarkets in Indianapolis, an
average of twenty percent of the expenditures in the markets went for non-
food items. In 1950, approximately one-quarter of the supermarkets in the
country carried housewares. Seven years later, ninety percent of the mar-
kets stocked them, and sales increased by 600 percent. Sales of health
and beauty aids represented over fifty percent of the total national sales
of these items. "Although the supermarkets represent less than 10 percent
of all grocery stores, they account for about two-thirds of the grocery
sales. In 1956, one-third of all grocery business was done by 19 of the
largest retail food organizations."2
Readirgs in Marketing in an article on supermarkets states:
The definition of a food supermarket is quantitative and thus
hardly precise. The concept has been further distorted by
George H. Brown, ed., Readings in Marketing, from Fortune, Holt, New York,
1955, passim.
2
"Old General Store is Back," Boston Globe, March 24, 1959, p.49.
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ambitious storekeepers who apply the title to pint-size units.
But the accepted trade definition is this: a cash-and-carry
food store with at least four departments (meat, produce,
dairy, self-service grocery) and an annual sales volume of
$250,000. Today the supermarket is bursting the bounds of its
definition, for average supermarket volume in 1949 was over
W650,000.1
The above article was written in 1950.
McKeever cites Super Market Merchandising Magazine to the effect that
"a super market is a departmentalized retail establishment having the four
basic food departments -- self-service grocery, meat, produce and dairy --
and other departments with a combined sale of $375,000 annually.,"2
This article was published in 1954. In an article written by Larry Smith in
1956 the following comparisons were made: In 1953 the average size super-
market was 12,000 square feet for new supermarkets and in 1955, 18,000
square feet for the new supermarkets. This 1955 average market had eight
checkout stands, each averaging 4,631 dollars a week in rung-up sales. This
would mean that the average new supermarket in 1955 did $37,048 per week
business or a total annual business of $1,926,496.3 McKeever then cites
This Week: Interim , 1956 Sixth Biennial Grocery Study that the
typical chain supermarket had average sales per store per week of $45,520,
an average total store space of 14,230 square feet, average store sales
area of 10,700 square feet, and average customer purchase of $6.83. This
compares with the new supermarket of 1955 average sale of t5.05.h
One supermarket, of a firm for which the author worked, had one unit
of 80,000 square feet (reportedly the largest supermarket in New England)
1Readings in Marketing, pp.41-42.
2Technical Bulletin 30, Part 1, p.30.
31bid.
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and yearly sales well in excess of anything mentioned above.
Margolius states that there were 1200 supermarkets in 1936, and in
1959, 21,000 supermarkets. He says that in arder to rate the name super-
market, a store should do $500,000 per year business. Of interest is the
fact which he cites that the average supermarket carries 6,000 items, com-
pared to 500 to 600 in the older grdcery store.
Now commanding 60 per cent of the food business, the super-
markets are also elbowing into other large retail fields. Most
supers sell beauty aids, housewares, hosiery, magazines and
books, hardware, toys, phonograph records, garden supplies and
stationery. An increasing mmber sell clothes, greeting cards,
flowers and electrical appliances.
Supermarkets are the largest distributors of cigarettes,
sell two-thirds of all toothpaste, and in the past eight years
have captured 50 per cent of the cosmetic business.1
Concerning the sex of the shopper, he mentions, "up to a decade or so
ago, most women wouldn't let their husbands shop for the family's food.
Now that it has beccme largely a carting operating /iic7 they are happy to
have them do the hauling. One recent survey found that 40 percent of the
food shoppers in the New York area were men."2
With regard to the effect of the supermarket on other food stores, he
writes: "There are still some 200,000 mom-and-pop food stores in the United
States, but they have retained only 6 per cent of the grocery business, and
they are perishing at the rate of 6,000 a year." 3
This study makes clearer than any exposition could the extent and
nature of the revolutionary changes in the retail business, What is hap-
pening to the supermarket is happening to the drugstore, the variety store,
1Sidney Margolius, "Super Business of Supermarkets," New York Times Magasine,
March 29, 1959, p.23.
2Ibid., p.26.
3lid., p.28.
and other types of stores. It becomes increasingly difficult to tell one
store from another, and we seem to be returning to the old concept of the
general store. Of course, there is a big change in the fact that chains
are dominating retail fields, and that the independent entrepreneur is
finding it more difficult to operate in competition.
Certainly the changing nature of retail trade has helped create the
planned center which is geared to modern merchandising techniques, and the
changes in automobile ownership, living patterns, and increased incomes.
What the planned centers lack, however, are many essential uses that are
consciously excluded. The question to be asked, then, is where shall these
excluded uses go in an age of planned centers? To a great extent the older
centers are filled with theses the small entrepreneur, the incubating
businesses, the automobile garages, and the other "unsanitary" uses that
are being excluded from the planned center. If the older, unplanned cen-
ters are to be replanned following the planned centers as models, then the
above mentioned uses will have nowhere to go. It mould seem, then, that
the planned center is not going to solve many problems, and the urban
planner might do well to think of other alternatives.
A significance of this brief study of supermarkets would seem to be
that the current use of retail areas, even the modern planned centers, can-
not be expected to have as long a life-span as the older centers had in
their milieu, since change seems to be accelerating. If the definition of
the supermarket changes as rapidly as was indicated, if it continues to
sell a greater variety of goods, and if it is representative of the changing
nature of retail trade, then planners must examine concepts of what consti-
tutes retailing; since no great change in planning thought on retail centers
has occurred after Stein and Bauerts 1934 study.
It is hoped that this thesis may stimulate the planner, so that new
(and needed) solutions to retail problems may be found.
-M
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SECTION h: A Closer Look at Planned and Unplanned Centers
At this point it might be valuable to describe planned and unplanned
centers in some greater detail. It was shown that the size variation with
respect to the number of stores is great between planned and unplanned
centers. There are many other factors which cannot be illuminated by
means of similar analysis, but for which scme comment seems needed.
OLD VERSUS NEW: In a great many respects the term planned may be
equated with the term new, and the term unplanned equated to the term old.
A glance at a few of the sources listed in the bibliography will convince
the reader that since the Second World War the shopping centers that have
been built are planned centers. That is, they feature single ownership,
off-street parking, a generally nucleated form, a suburban or high income
area location, and orientation to, but not necessarily on, heavily used
streets and highways. The unplanned, and essentially old, center does not
have single ownership; it may or may not (the latter being more likely)
have off-street parking; it may or may not be nucleated; its location is
apt to fall in low as well as high income areas, suburban as well as in-
lying areas; and it is apt to be too closely oriented to traffic arteries,
thereby causing and being affected by congestion.
Thus the reader should be aware that while unplanned and planned cen-
ters are being ccmpared, the comparison is also, to a large extent, between
old and new centers. Differences that show up may be partially attributed
to the old versus new character of unplanned and planned centers respectively.
INTEGRATION: There seems to be two types of integration that business
centers exhibit. Planned centers tend to feature a "conscious integration,"
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while unplanned centers tend to feature "natural integration." The former
term is merely a phrase denoting the conscious intent of the developer in
combining those types of stores which seem to be best suited to increasing
one another's business. These stores would have, according to Nelson, a
high compatibility and cumulative attraction.1 Accordingly, certain types
of uses would consciously be excluded. Thus, for example, automobile ser-
vice and repair garages could be expected to be missing from planned cen-
ters, since these uses are incompatible with retail merchandising stores.
Further, they do not add to the cumulative attraction of these retail mer-
chandisers. The latter term, "natural integration," refers to older or
unplanned centers. Here, over time, stores that met every need of the mar-
ket area could be expected to appear. Thus the unplanned and older centers
exhibit a naturalness that the planned and newer centers lack. Further,
one could see, then, a definite need for the natural center in an age of
planned centers, since all types of retail uses are needed in the metro-
politan economy, and since planned centers tend to exclude certain uses.
AMORTIZATION: Unplanned centers generally are amortized, whereas
planned centers are still unamortized. This fact, then, would tend to
cause functional differences between the two. The unplanned center would
have generally lower rents and perhaps subdivided stores. This would
allow marginal business to carry on its operations at reduced costs. In
addition, this "cheaper space" would allow "incubation" of small firms
which could afford to locate only in this space, and which do not have the
credit ratings demanded by the planned center's developer. On the other
1Nelson, The Selection of Retail Locations, pp.5 8-66.
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hand, the unamortized character of the planned center forces the developer
to attract those firms which have high credit ratings. While small service-
type stcres are a necessity in the successful operation of the center, the
developer is apt to minimize the space devoted to this use in order t o de-
vote more space to the high credit operations. One could expect the service
store in the planned center to be slightly larger, on the average, than in
the planned center, although for comparable size centers there would be
fewer shops in the planned center as against the unplanned center. However,
the percentage of use in unplanned centers probably would be higher. Again,
the developer would try to attract a well-known local service shop wherever
possible to insure its successful ability to meet the higher rents.
FORM OF CENTERS: Because the types of stores which make up planned
centers tend to group together in order to maximize customer interchange,
the form of the planned shopping center is apt to be nucleated. In the
cases where planned centers are "strip" centers, they are not strips in the
sense of the unplanned centers. That is, the planned strips are tied to-
gether with surrounding parking areas. Thus the site form tends towards
nucleation rather than elongation. Unplanned centers with stores similar
to those in planned centers generally assume a nucleated form. The central
business district in most metropolitan areas is a case in point. As a cen-
ter comes to be dominated by auto uses, and other large space consumers, it
tends to become a strip, since each store is less dependent on the others
for shared business. The strip, unplanned center is apt to also appear
where there are very high densities, and where the center is characterized
by predominance of convenience goods. The reason for this is the depen-
dence on, and hence accammodation of, the walk-in trade. Ratcliff's study,
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mentioned previously, documents this fact rather well.
TRANSPORTATION AND DENSITY: Planned centers tend to be located in
relatively low density areas which have adequate highway networks allowing
accessibility to many people. These locations can be characterized as
having a larger land area for their market area than similar sized unplanned
centers. The fundamental difference is that the unplanned centers have a
higher surrounding density, generally, and hence more congestion in traf-
fic ways. Thus, the accessibility in terms of equal time makes the un-
planned market area smaller.
Another important factor in the difference between planned and un-
planned centers is the orientation of the latter to the automobile, public
transit, and walk-in trade, while the former is oriented to the automobile
only, although there may be token public transportation. This difference
is important because it characterizes, in a rough way, the difference in
the patrons. The planned center, featuring automobile orientation, will
draw suburban patrons who can afford to own an automobile which can be
spared for shopping. Generally, this average patron will be wealthier
than the unplanned center's average patron. This, in turn, will cause the
planned center to feature more expensive and "higher class" merchandise.
Further, one could expect to see a greater variety of specialty stores sel-
ling one or two types of expensive merchandise as, for example, camera
stores.
ZONING REGUIATIONS: Planned centers located in more suburban and
newly "booming" population areas are apt to have more stringent zoning
ordinances applied to them, since in many cases the center may not be en-
tirely welcomed in the community, or the community may have a newer type
of ordinance than an older community. These zoning ordinances would tend
to exclude certain types of uses which were considered detrimental to the
community. In addition, since the planned centers are generally a new
phenomenon, the granting of variances and special exceptions has not had a
chance to "dilute" the purity of the store types. Of course, the center
itself may be a variance or special exception.
The older centers have been in existence for a much greater period of
time; hence there has been a chance for a greater mixture of types of re-
tail activity. In addition, zoning ordinances covering unplanned centers,
though on the surface, perhaps, similar to those covering planned centers,
have to take consideration of existing uses. Thus there may be many non-
conforming retail uses within an unplanned center. This problem is not
present in planned centers, since they are developed at one time (or at
least in a relatively short period of time) on essentially undeveloped
land, which the promoter has acquired. The fact that one promoter develops
the property at one time contrasts with the gradual development of unplanned
centers over a longer period of time by many promoters. Therefore, one
would expect, because of these reasons, a difference between the planned
and unplanned centers; a difference which is shown later.
CONCUSION: There are a great many other factors which further depict
the differences between planned and unplanned centers. Thus the fact that
chain stores have different merchandising techniques and policies from in-
dependents causes a difference in centers, since promoters of planned devel-
opments favor chain stores wherever possible. In addition, the differences
in parking between planned and unplanned centers are too well documented to
be discussed at any great length. Planned centers are characterized by
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large amounts of off-street parking, while unplanned centers have either
curb parking, sporadic attempts at off-street parking by unorganized mer-.
chants, or in some cases no parking.
Then again, the fact that planned centers are owned by a single devel-
oper who has a great deal of control over the center, even after renting
the space, contrasts-with the pattern of diverse ownership, and hence lacks
of unified policy, in unplanned centers. Further, by the very fact that
the planned centers are newer than the unplanned centers, there is a dif-
ference in the concern for efficient operating space and amenity. The
planned center has larger individual units (with the exception of the major
central business district stores) and, supposedly, greater interior amenity
than the unplanned center.
The reader should be aware of these factors while digesting the analysis
to follow. As a summary, Table 11 presents a "character sketch" of the
planned and unplanned center from the considerations discussed above.
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TABLE 11
"Character Sketch" of Planned and Unplanned Centers
UNPLANNED PLANNED
Greater number of stores
Smaller individual stores
Old Centers
1. Diverse ownership
2. Curb parking
3. Nucleated or strip form
h. Inlying to outlying location
5. High to low income areas
6. Congested traffic
Natural integration
Amortized
1. Lower rents
2. Subdivided stores
3. "Incubator" space
h. Chains or independents
5. Marginal business
Low, medium or high density locations
1. Smaller market area, more people
per acre
Oriented to public transit, auto, and
walk-in trade
1. Average patron "poorer" - "lower
class" and less expensive mer-
chandise sold
Looser zoning
1. Non-conforming uses
2. Fewer exclusions
3. Variances and special exceptions
granted within built up center
4. Gradual development
Lack of amenity and efficient operating
space
Fewer number of stores
Larger individual stores
New Centers
1. Single ownership
2. Off-street parking
3. Nucleated form
h. Outlying location
5. Higher income areas
6. Uncongested traffic
Conscious integration
Unamortized
1. Higher rents
2. Undivided stores
3. No "incubator" space
h. Chains
5. No marginal business
Relatively lower density locations
1. Larger market area, fewer
people per acre
Oriented to auto trade
1. Average patron "wealthier" -
"higher class" and more ex-
pensive merchandise sold
Tighter zoning
1. No non-conforming uses
2. More exclusions
3. No variances or special ex-
ceptions granted within
built up center (except,
perhaps for the center itself)
4. Quicker development
Amenity and efficient operating
space
-1
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SECTION 5: Presentation of Data Explained
The -sources of the data have been mentioned previously, and note should
be taken of Appendices A-D for the factual material in summary.
For effective presentation of the data, a special table was worked out,
shown in Table 12. The red numbers and letters on the table refer to the
numbers and letters underlined below. What follows is a description of the
table:
1. In this blank the category to be explored is listed. There are
seventeen categories as follows (See Appendix A for a definition of each
category):
1) Non-Retail, Non-Service Space
2) Vacant Space
3) Food Stores
h) General Merchandise Stores
5) Apparel Stores
6) Furniture and Household Appliances and
Furnishings Stores
7) Auto Retail Group
8) Hardware, Lumber and Paint Stores
9) Liquor Stores
10) Drug and Proprietory Stores
11) Eating and Drinking Places
12) Other Retail Stores
13) Services and Repair Stores
14) Office Space, Professional and Non-Professional
15) Banks, Post Offices and Libraries
16) Recreation and Entertainment
17) Automotive Service and Repair
2. In this blank the designation planned or unplanned is listed. A
planned center has been previously defined.1
3. This is the caption heading for the various GFA Ranges. Note that
the ranges are given in 1000 square foot units.
1Cf. Mott and Wehrly, introduction.
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3a. These are the various ranges used in the study. Table 13 indicates
the number of centers in each GFA Range, and the percentage of centers in
each GFA Range to the total number of centers, planned or unplanned.
TABLE 13
Number of Centers in Each GFA Range
GFA RANGE PLANNED UNPLANNED
(in 1000 sq. NUMBER OF % OF TOTAL NUMBER OF % OF TOTAL
ft. units) CENTERS CENTERS CENTERS CENTERS
0-10 0 0 6 8.1
10.1-20 h 8.2 9 12.2
20.1-30 h 8.2 10 13.5
30.1-60 8 16.3 14 18.9
60.1-100 6 12.2 11 14.8
100.1-200 3 6.1 8 10.8
200.1-400 6 12.2 9 12.2
400.1-900 14 28.6 2 2.7
900.1-1500 4 8.2 5 6.8
TOTAL 49 100.0% 74 100.0%
A brief description of the method used in determining the ranges is in
order. As a first step all centers studied were arranged in order of in-
creasing GFA. The next step was to compute the percentages of use by the
various categories.1 This was done with respect to the Total GFA of each
ICf. Appendix A for the types of stores included under each category.
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center. The final step was to determine by inspection where major differ-
ences in use began to appear: these points in turn determined the GFA
Range classifications.
One fact that must be accounted for is the presenteof only two un-
planned centers in the 400,100 to 900,000 square foot range. It is hypo-
thesized that no such centers, other than the ones used, in fact exist in
the BMA.1 The underlying assumptions of this hypothesis are: (1) the
visual observation of the size of the scale maps for the Boston Globe
category "Major Centers," which would normally be expected to fall in this
range, and (2) a listing of the number of stores from the same source.
The fact that there are no planned centers in the 0 to 10,000 square
foot range may be explained by the hypothesis that such centers are rarely
built, being, in the main, pnpe6fitable to the builder.
h. These are GFA Percent Ranges opositsewhidh-enti'ies ,will be made
Uhdeit each GFA Range. Thus, for example, if an 11,000 square foot cen-
ter (in the 10.1-20 GFA Range) had 12 percent of the GFA in food stores, an
indication would be made that there was one center falling between 10.1 and
15 percent in the GFA Percent Range (see red "x" on Table 1 ). The range of
GFA Percent is fram 0 to 85 percent only, since there is no category which
represents over 85% of the t otal GFA in any center.
5. This is the caption head for CIM. CI stands for Mean (Class Inter-
val Midpoint) of the GFA Percent Range, or simply mean percentage of use in
any given GFA Range. This statistical device is used to find a mean or
average of all GFA Percent entries nderm GFA Ranges. The general formula
1Appendix A details how centers were selected for study.
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for this device is:
mif11 * '2f2 4 *** 4P mnn
f1+ f2+% 909+ fn
where f equals the number of centers in a given GFA percent class interval
and m equals the midpoint of that class interval.
As an example, suppose there were three unplanned centers in the
0-10,000 square foot GFA Range to be studied. Suppose also that one center
had h2 percent of its GFA in food stores, another had 12 percent of its GWA
in food stores, and the last center had 25 percent of its GFA in food stores.
Then there would be the following situation pictured:
GFA RANGE
(in 1000 sq.
ft. units)
Here:
fl and f2
m equals
m2 equals
m3 equals
OFA PERCENT RANGE
Food : Unplanned
0.1 5.1 10.1 15.1 20.1 25.1 30.1 35.1
td to to to to to to to
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 4O
40 *1.
to-,,
h5
CIM
and f3 each equal 1 (that is, there is one example in each per-
cent range as pictured above)
12.5 (the midpoint is rounded off to the nearest 0.1 percent)
22.5
42.5
Thus mif1 + m2f2 + m3f3 = 77.5
and f 1 4 f 2 + f 3 = 3
Therefore CIM = 77.5/3 = 25.83 (rounded off to the nearest
0.1% w 25.8)
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This device, though presenting a slight inaccuracy because of the use
of the midpoint of each class interval, is a relatively easy tool for
manipulation, and an excellent one for comparison. Thus, in the example
pictured, it could be generalized that in this GFA Range the average cen-
ter has 25.8 percent of its Gi'A in food stores. The deviation from the
average is easily seen in the pictured situation. This tool then will be
valuable when comparing planned centers in one GFA Range with planned cen-
ters in other GFA Ranges. Likewise it will be used for comparison of un-
planned centers in one GFA Range with unplanned centers in other GFA
Ranges. Finally, planned and unplanned centers in any given GFA Range may
be compared.
5a. These are blanks for the CIM.
6. This is a caption heading for the Total Number of Centers that are
6ppositer any given GFA Percent Range.
6a. These are blanks in which the number of centers oppbsite any
given GFA Percent Range are entered. Thus, if there were ten centers fal-
ling in the 0.1 to 5.0 GFA Percent Range for any particular category, the
number "10" would be entered opposite-0.1-5.0 and under "No. of,
Centers, (See red "y" on Table 12.)
6b. This is the total number of centers. It will be 7h and 49 for
unplanned and planned centers respectively.
7. This is the caption heading for the Percent of Total Centers fal-
lingopposite any given GFA Percent Range.
7a. There are blanks in which the percentage of centers to total cen-
ters oppbsite the given GFA Percent Range are entered. The total num-
ber of centers is either 49 or 74. This percentage will be useful in the
comparison of planned and unplanned centers.
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7b. This is always 100 percent, since all centers are represented.
That is, either 74 or 49, depending on whether the example is for unplanned
or planned centers. The actual entries under 7,. may not always add to 100
percent due to rounding-off.f'igures in cmputation.
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SECTION 6: A Note on the Form of the Following Sections
The analysis of the seventeen categories mentioned previously (in Sec-
tion 5, Chapter 2 and detailed in Appendix A) will complete the second chap-
ter. The implications of the study will be discussed in Chapter 3.
For the following analysis, the sections will be organized as illus-
trated below:
SECTION HEADING
A. LIST OF USES INCLUDED IN THE DISCUSSED CATEGORY (A fuller list is in
IXppinTix~AK) -
B. ANALYSIS OF THE TABLES WTTI4 RESPECT TO TE THREE PROPOSITIONS:
1. "Planned and unplanned centers are functionally
different: this difference should appear in the
different percentage of use by various types of
retail facilities when comparison is made of all
planned and unplanned centers. Further, it fol-
lcws that this difference will appear when com-
parison is made of similarly sized planned and
unplanned centers."
2. "Unplanned centers show a variation in percentage
o? use-by types of retail facilities when com-
parison is made on the basis of size differential."
3. "Planned centers show a variation in percentage of
use by types of retail facilities when comparison
is made on the basis of size differential."
The CIM and GFA Percent Range will be useful tools in the analysis of
the above.
C. SUMMARY CCNCLUSIONS:
D. TABIES:
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SECTION 7: Anayis of Non-Retail, Non-Service Space:
A. List of Uses Included: 1
1. Wholesale Establishments
2. Undertakers
3. Community Auditoriums and Meeting Halls
h. Railroad and Public Transportation Stations where
included in center
5. Service Facilities connected with the operation of
the centers (central heating plant, etc.)
6. Space that could be considered part of the retail
adjunct - only enclosed space (arcades, etc.)
7. Social Clubs
B. Analysis of Tables 14 and 15:2
1. Comparison of Unplanned and Planned Centers for Functional
Difference:
Comparison of the CIM (or average percent of use) of both planned and
unplanned centers at various GFA levels indicates that as centers increase
in size, there is a tendency for more non-retail, non-service space to
appear. However, the older, unplanned centers show a much lower CIM as
size increases. This may be partially attributed to the fact that the
newer centers may have more amenity built into them. This amenity prob-
ably appears in the form of arcades and interior spaces which vary in size
according to the promoter's or designer's whim.
In both planned and unplanned centers, the smaller centers tend to
have less space, percentage-wise, devoted to non-retail and non-services.
This, of course, could be expected, since the smaller centers, serving a
convenience function, do not need to entice the shopper with extras. The
larger planned centers, on the other hand, might need this extra attraction
lSee Appendix A for listing of uses not included in GFA.
2The first numbered table will always refer to unplanned centers, and the
second numbered table will always refer to planned centers.
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since they were built in an area where the residents were already shopping
elsewhere. The extra attraction, then, would serve to lure the shopper
from an established center, and once the customer was lured, the amenity
could prove a valuable device in keeping the shopper from returning to the
older center.
Planned centers could be expected to tave more space devoted to non-
retail, non-service uses for still another reason. One of the big differ-
ences between similarly sized planned and unplanned centers of the larger
variety is the fact that planned centers are designed for easy servicing.
Thus the higher CIM in the planned center when compared to the unplanned
center might be partially caused by this servicing space in the form of
loading tunnels, customer loading stations, special trash rocms, and the
like.
In the case of unplanned centers, the natural integration, over time,
with the neighborhood or market area could be expected to attract uses for
which there was a definite need, and for which the center provided the best
location. Such uses as wholesale establishments, undertakers, transport-
ation facilities, and the like would come into the center. The planned
center, on the other hand, being in single ownership and under a policy of
"pure merchandising" would consciously exclude these other uses.
Thus, a functional difference between planned and upplanned centers
with respect to non-retail, non-service space seems to be caused by the con-
scious policy of amenity, exclusion, and servicing in the newer, planned
centers; and a lack of built-in amenity, but a natural inclusion of other
uses which meet a full range of needs in the market areas of unplanned
centers.
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2. Comparison of Unplanned Centers by Size Differential:
The very smallest size of unplanned centers, as classified, show no
non-retail, non-service uses. Apparently, these centers are too small to
attract other uses, and probably are devoted to essential convenience func-
tions. From a GFA of 10,000 square feet upward, there is a gradual in-
crease of the CIM for non-retail, non-service. This indicates that as cen-
ters increased in size, the percentage of space devoted to the "non" func-
tions also increased. Strangely, at 400,000 square feet and above, there
is a gradual decline of the "non" function. It is hypothesized that this
is caused by the inclusion of other activities which were not studied under
the GFA. These other activities, such as industrial uses, would tend to
campete for space in the centers over 400,000 square feet; and this com-
petition would farce same of the lower rent paying non-retail, non-service
facilities to seek space in other areas, where competition was more
limited. Also, it might be hypothesized that the 200-h00,000 square foot
center represents the approximate size of the much discussed community cen-
ter. This community center could expect many uses such as community audi-
toriums, undertakers, meeting halls, social clubs and the like which were
specifically oriented to the community, but which were not oriented to lar-
ger regions or areas than the community.
It is concluded, therefore, that non-retail, non-service functions
appear to vary percentage-wise with some degree of consistency as the size
of centers increases. Above the community center size, some uses are dis-
placed by industrial uses and other facilities which were not specifically
included in the GFA study.
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3. Comparison of Planned Centers by Size Differential:
One center shows 55 percent of its GFA devoted to non-retail, non-
service use. This center is Parkington Shopping Center, Arlington County,
Virginia. It is perhaps one of the most unusual of the planned centers, for
it contains a four-level parking garage which is directly connected to the
center's department store. The garage was included in the study, unlike
other centers' parking areas, because it was so intimately connected to
the operation of the department store.
The variation of the CIM with respect to size is considerable, and the
only explanation that can be offered, aside from remarks already made, is
the fact that the area devoted to the "non" functions is consciously inclu-
ded. That is, unlike unplanned centers which have other uses meeting
natural needs, the planned center is designed either with or without
amenities, loading space, and the like at the whim of the developer. This
"whim" accounts for the erratic variation of the CIM with respect to inn
creasing size of centers, although there does appear to be some sort of
"drifting" increase in percentage of the "non" uses as size increases.
This tendency is not as apparent as in the case of unplanned centers.
In summary, it appears that the mean percentage of GFA devoted to non-
retail, non-service use erratically increases as the GFA increases.
C. Summa Conclusions:
1. There is a functional difference between planned and unplanned
centers with respect to non-retail, non-service use, with planned centers
showing, generally, a greater percentage of "non" use. This difference is
caused by conscious planning for proper store servicing and inclusion of
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amenities in planned centers versus a lack of planned amenity and planned
store servicing in unplanned centers. On the other hand, the unplanned cen-
ter has a natural integration of many non-retail, non-service uses which
meet needs of the market area. These uses, such as wholesalers, undertakers,
social halls, and the like are consciously excluded by the developers of the
planned centers.
2. In unplanned centers, non-retail, non-service use varies in
percentage with some consistency as the size of the center increases. This
variation reaches a peak at the ccmmunity center level, approximately, and
then declines as centers increase still further in size. The peak is
caused by inclusion of community-oriented activities which need the caM-
munity for support and which are best located in these centers. The decline
from this peak is caused by competition from industrial and other uses, not
included in the study, which tend to displace some of the lower rent-paying
establishments in the non-retail, non-service category.
3. Non-retail, non-service uses show an increase in percentage of
GFA as planned centers increase in size. This increase, however, is dis-
continuous, and appears to fluctuate because of the "whim" of the developer
or designer.
D. Tables 14 and 15 Follow:
TABLE ..J4:
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SECTION 8: Analysis of Vacant Sace
A. List of Uses Included:
1. Vacant Store Space
B. Analyi of Tables 16 and 17:
1. Comparison of Unplanned and Planned Centers for Functional
Difference:
The great majority of planned centers exhibit no vacancies while un-
planned centers show a considerable GFA Percentage Range in vacant stores.
On closer examination of the figures, however, it is surprising that the
unplanned centers exhibited as small a vacancy percentage as they did.
With a few discontinuities, the majority of unplanned centers had less than
5 percent of their GFA vacant.
The difference between the pattern exhibited by unplanned centers and
the lack of vacancies exhibited by the planned centers may be attributed
to the factors of pre-planning and leasing in the new, planned centers;
and older, generally smaller, and less desirable store space, as well as
inaccurate gauging of market potential by small businessmen in unplanned
centers.
Before opening a new center, the developer has generally had a market
survey of the area done by professional researchers. This survey enables
the developer to plan his center with respect to what the center may expect
to develop in business, and hence, the chances for vacancies are lessened.
In addition, the developer has lined up leases iell in advance of opening
so that he is sure of filling all store space. If he cannot line up all
his tenants in advance, he is likely hot to build space that the market
area survey indicates could be supported. Rather, he will wait until he
now
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is sure of tenants for this space before completing the project. Also, the
developer very consciously excludes some uses before the market survey is
undertaken.
In the unplanned centers, the tenants must make their own market sur-
veys. Generally, this is not done scientifically; but rather it is a hap-
hazard counting of pedestrians or automobiles passing the store location.
Again, this "survey"t may be just an intuitive guess as to proper location.
Obviously, this type of approach will lead to more mistakes than the more
rigorous (and usually conservative) estimate of market potential in planned
centers. The entrepreneur of a small store in an unplanned center is often
full of hope and tends to forget that passing pedestrians or automobiles
cannot be counted as potential customers. Rather, a much deeper market
study must be used.
Older, unplanned centers have a great deal of store space that is
extremely small. Some of the stores may be awkwardly shaped. These two
factors also centribute to the greater vacancies exhibited by unplanned
centers, since this type of space is becoming more and more useless in an
age of modern merchandising.
Still another factor, and perhaps the most important one, is the popu-
lation movement away from some of the older areas in the city to newer or
more socially accepted ones. This causes a partial vacuum in the market
potential of these older centers located in the depopulated areas. Thus,
vacancies can be expected, because there just is not enough purchasing
power remaining to support all the stores. The same holds true, even if
the out-going population is replaced with an in-moving population, since
generally the in-moving population tends to have a lower income. This
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again creates the partial vacuum mentioned previously and causes some stores
to become vacated.
In summary, older centers exhibit more vacancies because they are
built in one period and reach a balance with the population and income of
their market areas. As these areas lose either population or income, vacan-
cies appear. Further, unplanned centers are filled with many entrepreneurs
who locate by hope, intuition, or partial market surveys. Finally, a great
deal of store space in unplanned centers is unsuited to modern merchandising
techniques.
The planned center is pre-surveyed and a conservative estimate of the
market potential establishes the GFA that can be supported. The developer
lines up leases in advance of opening, and he may not build some space if
there is no tenant for it. In addition, the planned center is generally
located in a growing area, so that any mistakes in market estimates are more
than covered by the growing population. Finally, store space is designed-
to meet the needs of modern merchandising practices.
2. Comparison of Unplanned Centers bx Size Differential:
The CIM decreases generally as the size of the center increases. A
reason for this is that smaller centers are much more attuned to local con-
ditions than are the larger centers. Thus, if population decreases (or in-
come also) in a neighborhood, the smaller center will reflect this almost
immediately, while the larger center, having a much larger market area,
will be immune to the slight change for a much longer period of time. Also,
if one store becomes vacant in the smaller centers and one store becomes
vacant in the larger centers, the smaller centers will show a greater per-
centage of vacancy, since their GFAs are much smaller.
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Concluding, it appears that vacancies in unplanned centers relate to
the size of center, with the CIM or average vacancy percentage decreasing
as the GFA increases. The reason is because smaller centers reflect neigh-
borhood change much more rapidly than do the larger centers.
3. Comparison of Planned Centers by Size Differential:
Because the vacancy pattern is so irregular, no definite conclusions
may be drawn.
C. Summary Conclusions:
1. Unplanned centers are apt to be located in areas that are
changing in an unfavorable manner. This change is one of decreasing popu-
lation or lower income, which causes vacancies to appear, since the un-
planned centers were geared to handle a larger business than they get when
this change occurs. Further, unplanned centers are filled with many mar-
ginal businessmen whose gauging of the market potential is often faulty.
Also, store space is apt to be less conducive to modern operating tech-
niques. In contrast, the planned center is pre-surveyed and pre-leased,
and any mistakes in a much more rigorous and conservative market analysis
are covered by the growing population surrounding most planned centers.
Also, store space is designed for modern merchandising techniques.
2. Vacancies in unplanned centers show a definite relationship to
the size of center. As centers increase in GRA, the CIM or average percent-
age in each GFA Range decreases. This is explained by changes occurring in
the neighborhood, since the smaller centers are quicker to reflect this
change than the larger centers.
3. Planned centers exhibit too few vacancies for definite conclu-
sions to be drawn.
D. Tables 16 and 17 Follow:
TABLE .J.2.
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SECTION 9: Analysis of Space Devoted to Food Stores:
A. List of Uses Included:
1. Supermarkets
2. Delicatessens (including those serving food)
3. Candy, Nut, and Confectionery
h. Bakery Goods sales
5. Other Food Stores1
B. Analysis of Tables 18 and 19:
1. Comparison of Unplanned and Planned Centers for Functional
Difference:
There is a great deal of similarity in the smaller planned and un-
planned centers as far as the average percent of GFA taken up by food
stores, although planned centers have slightly higher percentages. As cen-
ters grow larger, the CIM diverges relatively more, with unplanned centers
having higher figures. (The CIM and average or mean percentage of GFA are
the same thing.) The GFA Percent Ranges are similar, although planned cen-
ters have a greater number of centers with lower percentages of food space
to their total area.
Paradoxically, it probably is the supermarket which accounts, in the
main, for the planned centers having higher C1fs at lower GFAs; and for
the unplanned centers having higher CIMs at the higher GFAs. In smaller
planned centers the supermarket plays an important role in thecoomposition
of the center. This is within the range of the Class h centers mentioned
by Homer Hoyt. 2 These centers are located in larger neighborhoods (5,000
families) and revolve around the supermarket, which averages between 12,000
lSee Appendix A for a more complete listing.
2Hoyt, Planned Shopping Centerst o Types, pp.3-4 .
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and 15,000 square feet.1 This size store is approximately 50 percent of
the total center size in this class mentioned by Hoyt. Note that interesting-
ly enough, the 20-30,000 square foot planned centers studied had a CIM of 50.
On the other hand, in larger planned centers the supermarket efficiently re-
places a large number of smaller stores with a higher aggregate GFA. Thus,
when large planned centers are compared with large unplanned centers, the
unplanned centers have a higher CIM, since supermarkets tend to locate in
areas where there is more space f or them, i.e., in planned centers.
It is also interesting to note that all centers, planned or unplanned,
had food stores; everybody eats. Undoubtedly, the unplanned center has a
greater variety of food stores, since the surrounding population is apt to
be more oriented to specialty foods than in the suburbs. Thus in Boston,
for example, the North End features Italian foods, Chinatown features
Chinese foods, Blue Hill Avenue and Dorchester feature Jewish foods, and so
forth. The outlying suburban areas, on the other hand, tend to be less
oriented to any special ethnic group and feature more "Americanized" foods,
although the supermarket may have a "foreign foods section."
To sum up, then, there is sane similarity between planned and unplanned
centers in the percentage of use devoted to food stores. There are differen-
ces, however, in that the smaller planned centers have a higher percentage
of area devoted to food than the smaller unplanned centers. This results
from the supermarket which dominates the smaller planned centers. Interes-
tingly enough, the supermarket is one of the reasons that the larger planned
centers have less percentage of their GFA devoted to food stores. This is
lSee Section 3, this Chapter.
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because the supermarket, being an efficient store, tends to replace the
many smaller (but having a larger aggregate area) stores which are found
in the larger unplanned centers. Also, unplanned centers probably have a
greater variety of food store types, because of the character of the sur-
rounding market areas which have greater ethnic variety than in the sub-
urban locations of planned centers.
2. Comparison of Unplanned Centers bZ Size Differentialt
In general, the percentage of space devoted to food stores decreases
as the center's GFA increases. This is best explained by the fact that
smaller centers are closer to the neighborhood, and that it is at the
neighborhood level where most of the food is bought. Thus, as expected,
the smaller centers are convenience centers with some 30-50 percent of
their area devoted to food stores. Food stores are also important, as a
use, in the larger sized centers, probably because the centers may be loc-
ated in higher density areas where walk-in trade is still iriportant.
3. Comparison of Planned Centers by Size Differential:
The percentage of GFA devoted to food stores decreases as the centers
increase in size. As in the case of the unplanned centers, ease of access
to the neighborhood is the reascn. Food stores become much less important
in the very large size centers, probably because the centers are located in
lower density areas and are inconvenient for a great deal of walk-in trade.
C. Summary Conclusions:
1. Planned and unplanned centers are similar with regard to the
percentage of food stores to the total GFA. There are functional differ-
ences in the types of stores in each center with planned centers having
E~.
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supermarkets and unplanned centers generally lacking them. Smaller planned
centers have higher CIMs than smaller unplanned centers, but this condition
is reversed as the centers increase in size. The supermarket is the cause
of this, since it is featured as the main store in smaller planned centers.
In larger planned centers the supermarket, because of its efficiency, tends
to replace the many smaller food store types which are found in the larger
unplanned centers. Unplanned centers may have a wider variety of foodstore
types because of greater ethnic variety in inlying areas.
2. Unplanned centers show decreasing percentages of space devoted
to food stores as center size increases. Food stores are still important
uses in the larger centers.
3. Planned centers show decreasing percentages of space devoted
to food stores as center size increases. In the larger centers, food
stores beccme unimportant.
D. Tables 18 and 19 Follow:
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SECTION 10: Analysis of Space Devoted to General Merchandise Sales:
A. List of Uses Included:
1. Department Stores
2. Junior Department Stores
3. Variety Stores (5 and 10's)
4. Other Dry Goods Stores
B. Analysis of Tables 20 and 21:
1. Comparison of Unplanned and Planned Centers for Functional
Difference:
In planned centers, general merchandise becomes a significant percent-
age of the GFA at centers of over 30,000 square feet, while in unplanned
centers general merchandise just begins to appear at this size. This dif-
ference is to be expected since, with the exception of supermarkets,
planned shopping centers are built around general merchandise stores. In
keeping with Hoyt's analysis, 30,000 square feet seems to be the breaking
point between planned centers dominated by supermarkets (Class 4) and
planned centers dominated by variety stores (Class 3).1
Planned centers exhibit a much wider GFA Percent Range devoted to
general merchandise than do unplanned centers. This is due to the same
reason cited above; namely, that planned centers are built around general
merchandise stores.
In the comparison of similar-sized planned and unplanned centers,
planned centers show a much greater CIM in every case. The most striking
difference appears in centers of the 400-900,000 square foot size. The
reason for this is to be found in the fact that the unplanned centers of
this size are located in inlying areas, while the planned centers of similar
lHoyt, Planned Shopping Centers: Four T pp.3-4.
-1
size are located in suburban areas. This is the size center where the
major department stores become important. Since the Second World War, the
trend of department stores in seeking outlying locations is well documented.
Certainly a department store seeking escape from crowded, traffic-congested
conditions will not select a crowded, traffic-congested inlying major cen-
ter as a location. Rather, the department store seeks a suburban location.
This is also true for the other general merchandise stores.
There are reasons for this policy of suburban location other than
presently crowded conditions. It is only in the suburbs that sufficient
land is now available for large amounts of necessary parking space. Also,
suburban locations have lower land costs and lower overhead (taxes, etc.).
Another factor favoring the location of general merchandise stores in the
suburbs is the increase of population of these areas. This has created a
natural tendency to open stores to serve the population. While the central
city has also increased in population, it has not increased at the same
rate as suburbia. The increased population in the central city has been
accommodated by the major store, which has reorganized its internal oper-
ation in order to serve efficiently the increased population. The pheno-
menon of bargain basements is one aspect of this change.
Of course, one must explain why it is that general merchandise stores
occupy greater GFAs in the suburban locations. Increased population is one
factor, but as important a factor is greater income per family. This re-
sultb in each family spending more money for general merchandise than in the
inlying areas. Therefore, greater store space reflects this greater spen-
ding. This greater spending may be a smaller percent of income than for
the families in inlying areas, but it represents a greater amount of money.
-
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In contrast, food sales represent a greater percentage of the inlying
families' income also, but it is more nearly equivalent in amount with
suburban family spending. Hence, the store space devoted to food sales
tends to remain relatively constant in both areas.
For similar reasons as presented above, it seems significant that over
60 percent of the unplanned centers lacked any general merchandise stores,
while only 16.4 percent of planned centers lacked space devoted to this
use. In both cases, the larger centers always had space devoted to general
merchandise.
The situation with regard to general merchandise space underlines the
fact that planned centers are consciously integrated and planned; while
the older, unplanned centers tend to be more evenly balanced, reflecting,
no doubt, natural competition for space between a greater variety of uses.
In summary, general merchandise space plays a more important role in
planned centers. Fewer planned centers are without this use, and the use
appears and beccmes a significant percentage of use at smaller GFAs than
in unplanned centers. Increased suburban population, higher suburban in-
comes, more available and cheaper suburban land and conscious planning are
the causal factors.
2. Comparison of Unplanned Centers bv Size Differential:
From 30,000 square feet and up, the CIM increases as GFA increases.
It is apparent that a large market area is needed to support general mer-
chandise sales.
There is one discontinuity between 400,000 and 900,000 square feet.
In the centers between 200,000 and 400,000 square feet the variety store
probably is the major general merchandise type. One would normally expect
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the smaller independent department store or junior department store to be
located in the 400,000 to 900,000 square foot center. Investigation re-
veals, however, that these centers were the first to lose this type of
store to outlying locations. This fact probably explains the absence of a
higher CIM. The vacated space is then taken up by other uses, or left
vacant.
In summary, however, it seems safe to generalize that from centers of
30,000 square feet and upward in size general merchandise shows an in-
creasing percentage of use as the GFA increases, caused, no doubt, by the
greater market area requirements of general merchandise stores.
3. Comparison of Planned Center _b Size Differential:
Starting at centers of a size of 20,000 square feet, general merchan-
dise increases as GPA increases. Again, there is one major discontinuity
in the 400-900,000 square foot size center. Perhaps, facetiously, the
general merchandise stores in the same GFA Range of unplanned centers fled
to the planned centers. More to the point, however, is the possibility
that full-sized department stores locate in these centers as well as in
the higher size category; only they become more important, percentage-
wise, in the slightly smaller centers. Hoyt places the major department
store in Regional Centers (Class 1) which are 400,000 square feet and up
in size.1
To summarize, planned centers show a higher percentage of use devoted
to general merchandising than comparable unplanned centers. This percent-
age increases, generally, as the size of center increases.
1Hoyt, Planned Shopping Centers: Four Types, pp.3-h.
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C. Summa Conclusions:
1. Conscious integration of general merchandise stores, higher
suburban incomes, growing suburban population, availability and lower costs
of suburban land result in planned centers having higher percentages of
general merchandise use than unplanned centers. There is a definite func-
tional difference.
2. In unplanned centers, mean percentage of use devoted to
general merchandise increases as centers increase in GFA. General mer-
chandise does not appear until centers reach a size of over 30,000 square
feet.
3. In planned centers, mean percentage of use devoted to general
merchandise increases as centers increase in GFA. General merchandise is
a much more important factor in planned centers than in unplanned centers.
General merchandise appears at centers over 20,000 square feet and becomes
important in centers over 30,000 square feet.
D. Tables 20 and 21 Follow:
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SECTION 11: Analysis of Space Devoted to Apparel Stores
A. List of Uses Included:
1. Men's and Boys' Clothing and Accessories except Shoes
2. Women's and Misses' Clothing and Accessories except Shoes
3. Infants' and Children's Clothing and Accessories except Shoes
h. Family Clothing
5. Shoe Stores
B. Analysis of Tables 22 and 23:
1. Comarison of Unplanned and Planned Centers for Functional
DIfference:
Planned centers exhibit a wider GFA Percent Range than do unplanned
centers, as far as apparel stores are concerned. Fifty percent of un-
planned centers had no apparel stores, as against twelve percent in
planned centers. In each GFA Range, in addition, planned centers show a
higher mean percentage of use (CIM) devoted to apparel stores. One might
say, generally, that apparel stores are secondary major uses in planned
centers. This stems, no doubt, from the conscious policy of planned shop-
ping centers' developers in assembling store types that have a large cus-
tomer interchange. General merchandise, it is recalled, is a major cate-
gory in planned centers. Aptly, apparel stores and general merchandise
stores have a very high customer interchange and are compatible. Further,
since both are classed as shopping goods types of establishments, the loc-
ation requirements of general merchandise and apparel stores are similar.
Finally, of course, one would expect the planned centers to have a higher
percentage of use devoted to apparel stores, since the centers are more
often located in "fashion-conscious" areas, where more money is spent on
clothing.
ICf. Nelson, pp.7h-77.
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To sum up, it appears that apparel stores and general merchandise
stores are extremely compatible and have high customer-interchange. This
being the case, developers of planned centers include a great many apparel
stores to strengthen the appeal of their general merchandise-oriented cen-
ters to fashion-conscious suburbanites. This, and the fact that suburban
families have more money to spend for clothing, accounts for the higher per-
centages of use of apparel stores to total GFA when planned centers are
compared to unplanned centers. In addition, this probably accounts for the
fact that 50 percent of the unplanned centers have no apparel stores while
only 12.4 percent of the planned centers have none. It seems safe to state
that a functional difference exists.
2. Comparison of Unplanned Centers by Size Differential:
With the exception of one discontinuity, the CIM increases as center
size increases as far as apparel stores are concerned. Actually, at the
60,100 square foot center size, apparel stores, as a percentage of use of
the GFA seems to remain relatively constant until the 900,000 square foot
center size (the one discontinuity excepted). This may be explained by the
fact that general merchandise stores, in unplanned centers, follow a similar
pattern. This lends credence to the argument that apparel stores generally
are found in significant percentage in centers where general merchandise
stores are a significant percentage also.
The one center which appears way out of line is a major center in Wel-
lesley. One expects this discontinuity when it is realized that a 1major
women's college (Wellesley College), a woren's junior college (Pine Manor)
and a preparatory school (Dana Hall) are located almost adjacent to the cen-
ter:. Obviously, apparel stores become extremely important with such a mar-
ket area.
I
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It may be said that apparel stores follow the trend of general mer-
chandise stores in unplanned centers. Generally, there is a rise in per-
cent of space devoted to this use as the center size increases, although
in the middle ranges of GFA size there is a more constant relationship
between the CIMs.
3. Comparison of Planned Centers br Size Differential:
In planned centers percentage of space devoted to apparel tends to
increase quickly as centers increase in size, up to the 400,000 square foot
GFA, and then declines slightly at higher GFAs. At the 400,000 square foot
level, the major full-line department store makes its appearance. This
type of department store has merchandise in great variety and depth, and
probably ccmpetes too strongly with some of the apparel stores. Although
competition is valuable for both types of stores, the overly large depart-
ment store (25-30 percent of total GFA) probably competes too efficiently
for apparel stores to remain at the 15 percent level of GFA. Thus the per-
centage drops slightly, the department store getting the additional space.
Apparel space increases in percentage quickly as G-FA increases up to
the 400,000 square foot planned center. At this point department stores
offer a bit too much competition, and apparel stores drop in percentage as
size of center continues to increase.
C. Summary Conclusions:
1. Apparel stores and general merchandise stores are highly com-
patible and have similar location requirements. Developers of planned shop-
ping centers consciously integrate the two, and this partially accounts for
the fact that planned centers have higher percentages of space devoted to
-~ -
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apparel use than do unplanned centers. In addition, planned centers are
generally located in areas where the customers are more fashion-conscious
and have more money to spend on clothing. A functional difference thus
exists between planned and unplanned centers, underlined, also, by the fact
that 50 percent of unplanned centers had no apparel stores while only 12.h
percent of planned centers had none.
2. Unplanned centers exhibit relatively constant mean percentages
of use devoted to apparel stores in the GFA Ranges from 60,000-900,000
square feet. Above this point, the percentage of use rises. This seems
generally to follow the trend of general merchandise space in unplanned
centers.
3. Planned centers show a rapid increase of percentage of use
devoted to apparel stores as centers increase to 400,000 square feet. Above
this point, there is a decline caused by the highly canpetitive full-line
department stores.
D. Tables 22 and 23 Follow:
TABLE J....
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SECTION 12: Analysis of Space Devoted to Furniture, Appliances, and
Household Goods:
A. List of Uses Included:
1. Furniture Stores
2. Household Appliances except Lamps, Radio, and TV
3. Radio, TV, and Music Stores
h. Drapery, Upholstery, and Floor Covering Stores
5. Housewares and Furnishings
B. Analysis of Tables 2h and 25:
1. Comparison of Unplanned and Planned Centers for Functional
Difference:
The GFA Percent Ranges for Furniture, Appliances, and Household Goods
in planned and unplanned centers are similar. The differences in this use
show up in the CIM when equivalent sized planned and unplanned centers are
compared. The major differences occur in the 100-200,000 and 900,000-
1,500,000 square foot center classes, and reasons for these differences are
best explained in the comparison of planned and unplanned centers by size
differential below:
2. Comparison of Unplanned Centers by Size Differential:
The CIM or mean percentage of use devoted to furniture, etc., increases
as size of center increases. The largest class centers have the greatest
percentage of GFA devoted to this use.1 As an explanation for this phen-
omenon, it is necessary to consider furniture stores separately from the
other types of stores in the category. It is the large-sized furniture
store which gives the largest class center such a high percentage of GFA
devoted to the category as a -whole. Furniture stores located in the older,
'The small sample in the h00-900,O00 square foot category throws this off
slightly.
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unplanned, larger centers at a time when these centers were the only suit-
able locations available. Since they are large space users, they generally
have not moved from their original locations because of the costs of new
construction or higher rents. They would have tended to locate, in an age
of public transportation, in centers that had public transit stops or ter-
minals. These centers were probably the centers that grew to the larger
sizes and are partially represented by the 900,000-1,500,000 souare foot
class. Because furniture buying is a form of comparison shopping, they
would have tended to locate together; and because of the low frequency of
purchase, they would have located in areas that were most accessible to a
great number of people. 1
Thus the phenomenon of greater percentage of use in larger, unplanned
centers is explained by the historical location pattern of the furniture
store, which tended to locate in centers having public transit, and greatest
accessibility. Because of comparison shopping, furniture stores tended to
locate together, and they have not moved, in the main, because of high costs
of new construction. In summation, it appears that furniture stores, etc.,
increase in CIM as GFA increases in unplanned centers.
3. Comparison of Planned Centers by Size Differential?
Furniture, etc., increases in percentage of space used as GFA increases
up to the 100-200,000 square foot centers. From this point the use drops
to a much lower constant percentage as center size increases further. One
expects, in planned centers, that the majority of uses in the category be
appliance and household goods stores, rather than furniture stores. This
lInterview with Mr. Leo Slosberg, Belmont Furniture Company, Boston.
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occurs because the furniture store is a large space user with a low per
square foot sales volume. Thus rentals are apt to force furniture stores
to seek other, less expensive locations or remain where they are.
Another reason for the absence of a higher CIM in the larger planned
centers is the campetition from the full-line department store, which would
carry furniture, but which is counted under the general merchandise category.
The explanation of a high CIM in the 100-200,000 square foot planned center
is one of the absence of a full-line department store. These centers are
large enough to have a market area supporting a small furniture store, but
too small for a department store with complete variety. In addition, the
rents, though not precisely low, are within the reach of a smaller furni-
ture store which might be expected to aggressively merchandise its wares.
In summary, furniture stores probably are absent from most planned
centers, and the category is made up of appliance stores and household
goods stores. The furniture store may appear in the medium size center with-
out a full-line department store. In the larger centers, the full-line
department store probably carries sane furniture, and this, then, does not
show up under this category, but as part of general merchandise.
C. S Conclusions:
1. Furniture stores tend to remain in the older, unplanned cen-
ters because the costs of new construction for this large space user and
low volume per square foot producer. Historically, furniture stores loca-
ted in centers that were served by public transit, and in locations where
a great number of persons passed by.
2. As GFA increases, so does percentage of use in unplanned cen-
ters, due to factors mentioned above.
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3. Furniture stores are not significant in planned centers, ex-
cept in the intermediate size center without a full-line department store.
Space rents may be too high, and in the larger centers the department store
offers competition. Appliance and household goods stores make up the bulk
of the percentage in this category of use in planned centers. This percent-
age tends to remain constant at higher GFA levels.
D. Tables 24 and .2 Follow:
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mSECTION 13: Analysis of Space Devoted to the Auto Retail Group:
A. List of Uses Included:
1. Autcmobile Sales: New and Used
2. Automobile Accessory Stores
3. Gasoline Stations (sale of gasoline outdoors)
B. Analysis of Tables 26 and 27:1
1. Comparison of Unplanned and Planned Centers for Functional
Difference:
The difference between the GFA Percent Range of space devoted to auto
retailing in planned and unplanned centers is tremendous. Likewise, the
comparison of equivalent-sized planned and unplanned centers shows a great
difference. Here we see a striking paradox: automobile-oriented, planned
centers have relatively little space devoted to automobile uses. Signifi-
cantly, also over half of the planned centers show no space devoted to this
use. There are many reasons for these differences.
Incompatibility of auto retailing with other types of merchandising in
planned centers is one reason why developers of planned centers consciously
exclude this use from their centers. With the planned center being devoted
to those types of stores which can interchange customers, the auto retail-
ing group has literally no place in the center. The other types of stores
are built around pedestrian walk-ways. In order to get the required amount
of parking needed to service these stores, the surrounding space must be
devoted to parking, and hence, there is little room for anything else at
1The measure of GFA for this category not only included floorspace, but
also includes outside area that was paved and devoted to this use. The
reason for this is apparent. Measurement of floorspace alone would
underestimate, by considerable proportions, space actually devoted to
this type of retail use.
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the periphery, especially since parking must be placed as close as possible
to the nucleated store;grouping.
Although these uses may also be incompatible with shopping stores in
unplanned centers, there is no single developer to exclude the auto retail-
ing group. In addition, unplanned centers with auto retailing are very
often strip centers, whose very form is more conducive to the inclusion
of this group.
The location of unplanned centers may be more conducive to auto re-
tailing than .,planned centers, since the unplanned center is often direct-
ly on a major street. It is easier to drive directly to the gas station,
for example, to purchase gasoline in this type of center than in a
planned center type which might require more maneuvering to accomplish the
same purpose; since the planned center's access is often a system of front-
age roads and secondary streets, off the main street or highway.
The unplanned center is more often placed between the home and the
place of work than is the planned center. Location-wise, auto retail
activity, when located in the unplanned center, is in a position to inter-
cept more traffic. Thus, from an economic point of view, possible pur-
chases may be maximized here, rather than at peripheral locations.
Auto retailing uses are apt to be consciously excluded from the new,
planned shopping centers in suburban locations due to zoning. The zoning
ordinances in the suburban areas are apt to be stricter than in the inlying
areas, and fewer variances or special exceptions would be given out. In
addition, the planned center is on a site where non-conforming uses do not
exist, since the site is owned entirely by the developer. Tn inlying areas,
even with strict zoning ordinances, non-conforming auto retailing
establishments exist, and probably will continue to exist until the prob-.
lem of non-conformity in zoning is solved.
Rent is another factor which may exclude these uses frcm planned
centers, since, as in the case of furniture stores, the auto retailing
group, generally, is a large space user with a low per square foot sales.
Since space is apt to be cheaper in older centers, auto retailing uses tend
to locate there.
To sum up, it appears that the factors of conscious exclusion of auto
retailing uses by developers and stricter zoning in suburban areas, higher
space rents in newer centers, location of planned centers at peripheral
rather than intermediate positions, and direct proximity (hence convenience)
of these uses to major streets in unplanned centers accounts for the func-
tional difference of planned and unplanned centers with respect to auto-
mobile retailing uses.
2. Comparison of Unplanned Centers by Size Differential:
There is a trend of decline in the CIM as the GFA increases. However,
this is rather spotty, since the very snall centers exhibit little or no
space devoted to the use; the intermediate centers show a high percent of
use, and the larger centers have almost constant percentages of the use
(though lower than the intermediate centers). This may be explained by the
facts that the very anall centers are not located on major streets, and
hence can capture little passing business; that the intermediate and larger
centers are more apt to be strip centers located on major streets, hence
more conducive to the location of auto retail types there; and that the
largest class of center is generally a nucleated form which inherently
features pedestrian rather than auto-oriented uses.
- m
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3. Comparison of Planned Centers by Size Differential:
The smaller centers have no auto retail uses, the intermediate-size
centers show a small constant percentage devoted to this use, and the lar-
ger centers show even smaller constant percentages. The very small
planned center is generally located in the neighborhood, and is not on a
major street location. For this reason and other reasons set forth above,
no auto retail uses should be expected. The intemediate centers may
have one gas station for customer convenience; similarly the larger cen-
ters may also have one for the same reason. The size of the gas station
may be relatively constant in both cases, and thus the larger centers show
a much smaller percentage of space devoted to this use.
C. Summary Conclusions:
1. There is a functional difference between planned and unplanned
centers with respect to auto retailing uses. This difference results frca
inccmpatibility of these uses in planned centers, conscious exclusion by
developers and suburban zoning ordinances, location considerations of un-
planned centers to major streets and intermediate locations between hame
and work, and rent-paying ability of auto retail uses, which are large
space-users but lower volume per square foot producers.
2. Although there is a general trend for the CIM to decrease as
the GFA increases in unplanned centers, this trend is conditiohed by fac-
tors of location on major streets and the physical form of the center.
3. A gas station in the planned intermediate and large-size cen-
ters may be included for customer convenience, while in the smallest cen-
ters there is not enough support for one.
D. Tables 26 and 27 Follow:
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SECTION l41 Analysis of Space Devoted to Hardware Stores:
A. List of Uses Includedt
1. Hardware, Paint and Lumber Stores (retail only)
B. Analysis of Tables 28 and 29:
1. Comparison of Unplanned and Planned Centers for Functional
Difference:
The GFA Percent Ranges are similar in planned and unplanned centers.
The upper ranges of GFA in unplanned centers have slightly higher CIMs
than do equivalent-sized planned centers. In the lower size ranges of GFA
the reverse seems to be the case.
The variety store in planned shopping centers probably is one cause
of this difference. In the smaller planned centers, the variety store is
absent, hence hardware stores fill a need and are present. In the larger
planned centers, the variety store is truly a "variety" store and probably
handles many of the items camonly found in a hardware store. In addition,
traftsmen (carpenters, small contractors, etc.) are more apt to live,near
and hence shop in inlying locations, which may also account for the higher
percentage of hardware store use in the larger unplanned centers.
The "do-it-yourself" trend which lately has appeared in suburban
locations may account for the fact that smaller planned centers have higher
percentages of hardware stores than similarly sized unplanned centers.
Finally, unplanned centers are better suited as to the requirements
of location for the marginal entrepreneur with limited credit and limited
rent-paying ability.
2. Comparison of Unplanned Centers by Size Differential:
The CIM increases slightly as center size increases. The reasons for
this were stated above.
II
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3. Comparison of Planned Centers by Size Differential:
The CIV decreases slightly as center size increases. The reasons for
this were also stated above.
C. Summary Conclusions:
1. There is a slight functional difference in planned and un-
planned centers with respect to hardware stores. This difference results
from the inclusion of a "variety" variety store in the intermediate and
larger-size planned shopping centers but not in the smaller ones. The "do-
it-yourself" trend in suburban neighborhoods accounts for the higher per-
centage of this use in smaller planned centers than in equivalent-sized
unplanned centers, but the inlying residences of small braftsmen who shop
at inlying centers and the lower rent-paying ability of the marginal entre-
preneur tend to increase the percentage of use in larger unplanned centers.
2. The CIM increases slightly as GFA increases in unplanned cen-
ters.
3. In planned centers, the CIM decreases as centers increase in
size.
D. Tables 28 and 29 Follow:
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SECTION 15: Analysis of Space Devoted to Liquor Stores:
A. List of Uses Included:
1. Stores selling packaged liquor goods
B. Analysis of Tables 30 and 31:
1. Comparison of Unplanned and Planned Centers for Functional
Difference:
There is no appreciable difference between the GFA Percent Ranges in
planned and unplanned centers as far as liquor stores are concerned. There
is a difference between the CIM of the larger planned and unplanned centers.
This difference may be attributed to the fact that the larger unplanned cen-
ters tend to be in locations with a surrounding population ccmposed of more
families that consider drinking a social necessity, a social function, a
family tradition, or an escape fran reality. Further, these areas are apt
to be surrounded with rooming houses and men's hoteles which cater to the
single man mho, as Rabelais wrote, "spends time in drinking, eating and
sleeping; in eating, sleeping and drinking; in sleeping, drinking and
eating."1
2. Comparison of Unplanned Centers by Size Differential:
The stores that sell alcoholic beverages for consumption off premises
seem to be a fairly constant percent of GFA. The variations in this con-
stant figure are probably caused by the location of particula r centers with
respect to a drinking or non-drinking population.
3. Comparison of Planned Centers bZ Size Differential:
Liquor stores in planned centers appear to be a relatively constant
percentage of use regardless of size of center. The variations from this
lThe Complete Works of Rabelais, trans. Jacques Le Clerq, Modern Library,
wr York, p.36.
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constant are also probably caused by location with respect to a drinking or
non-drinking population.
C. Summary Conclusions:
1. Unplanned centers have slightly higher percentages of GFA
devoted to liquor sales than planned centers caused by the location of the
former in locations that are apt to contain a greater drinking population.
2. Generally, in both planned and unplanned cente3rs, the presence
or absence of liquor stores will reflect the mores of the surrounding popu-
lation.
D. Tables 30 and 31 Follow:
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SECTION 16: Analysis of Space Devoted toDrug and Proprietory Stores
A. List of Uses Included:
1. Drug Stores
2. Apothecaries
3. Cosmetic Stores
B. Analysis of Tables 32 and 332:
1. Comparison of Unplanned and Planned Centers for Functional
Difference:
Very few planned or unplanned centers lack a drugstore, which is the
major component of the category under analysis. Planned centers show a
slightly wider GFA Percent Range distribution than do unplanned centers.
Planned centers have higher CIMs in the lower GFA Ranges than do unplanned
centers, but the larger planned and unplanned centers have almost univer-
sally constant CIMs.
These differences can be explained by the functional nature of the
smaller planned centers. These centers have as a major component the
supermarket. The next most important store is invariably the drugstore.
Together, these two store types comprise the major retail elements of the
planned convenience type center. Since planned centers are composed of a
carefully grouped mixture of stores, it can be expected that the percent-
age of use devoted to the essential convenience functions will not be
diluted by miscellaneous store types as in unplanned centers. In addition,
the newer drugstores selling almost everything but food, are of consider-
ably greater size as individual units than their older counterparts. This
also accounts for higher percentages of use in smaller planned centers than
in smaller unplanned centers, since in either case there is probably only
one or two drugstores in the center.
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For the larger centers with a greater diversity of stores and, there-
fore, a different function (shopping goods sales rather than convenience
goods) drugstores appear to fill specific needs. By the fact that the
CIMs are equally constant in both planned and unplanned centers, it seems
that these needs occur similarly in suburban as well as inlying areas.
Therefore, functional difference occurs only in the smaller centers. Al-
though newer drugstores are larger, the equivalence of the constant percent-
age in the larger planned and unplanned centers is explained by the fact
that there are more individual units in the unplanned centers.
2. Comparison of Unplanned Centers by Size Differential:
Because drugstores sell convenience goods, and because the smaller
unplanned centers are essentially convenience goods centers, it is to be
expected that the average percentage of use (CIM) devoted to drugstores
would be higher than in the larger unplanned centers. Above 60,000 square
feet, drugstores are a constant percentage of use in all GFA Ranges. It
would appear, then, that in these centers there is a direct relationship
between the number of people served and the amount of space devoted to
drug sales. The larger the center, the more people served, the more drug-
store space that is needed. To put it another way, drugstores in larger
unplanned centers are inelastic in their relationship to GFA.
3. Comparison of Planned Centers by Size Differential!
For the same reasans stated above, drugstore-space appears to bear a
constant relationship to GFA in planned centers over 100,000 square feet
in size. The smaller centers, for the same reason stated above, show a
higher percentage of space devoted to the use, which gradually decreases
as size increases until the constant value is reached. Because planned
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centers are "planned," there is more variation in the CIMs, since a natural
balance of total use with respect to the surrounding areas is never reached
as it is in unplanned centers.
C. Summary Conclusions:
1. Drugstores are convenience goods stores, and smaller centers
are convenience goods centers; therefore, smaller centers, planned and un-
planned, have higher percentages of the GFA devoted to this use, since the
newer drugstore units are larger than the older stores, and since the num-
ber of units in planned and unplanned convenience centers is probably
equivalent (one or two). Small planned centers have a higher percentage
devoted to the use than do small unplanned centers, for still another
reason, and this is explained by the fact that planned centers are con-
sciously arranged; thus a natural balance of retail stores is not achieved
as it is in unplanned centers.
Larger centers, both planned and unplanned, have similar constant per-
centages devoted to the use. This is caused by the inelastic nature of
drugstore sales. The functional difference, then, appears in the smaller-
sized centers, but not in the larger ones.
2. Unplanned centers show a decrease in percentage of space de-
voted to the use as centers increase in size up to 60,000 square feet. Be-
yond this size, drugstore space is constant in percentage.
3. Planned centers exhibit a decrease of the CIM as centers in-
crease in GFA up to 100,000 square feet. Beyond this point, drugstores tend
to become a constant percentage of the GFA.
D. Tables 32 and 33 Follow:
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SECTION 17: Analysis of Space Devoted to Eating and Drinking Places.
A. List of Uses Included:
1. Restaurants
2. Bars and Taverns
3. Cocktail Lounges
B. Analysis of Tables 34 and 35
1. Comparison of Unplanned and Planned Centers for Functional
Difference:
Neither planned nor unplanned centers show any relationships of per-
centage in eating and drinking places that can be described by size vari-
ation of centers. However, unplanned centers show a slightly wider GFA
Percent Range and generally higher CIMs. This can be explained in terms
of a functional difference, which is the presence of bars and taverns in
unplanned centers and the absence of them in planned centers. Women, who
are the majority of the patrons of the centers, do not generally drink
while shopping. Thus there is no need of including a drinking place in the
planned shopping center. In addition, the developers of the planned centers
consciously exclude these types of establishments because they probably
detract from the "class" of the center.
In unplanned centers drinking establishments are found for many
reasons: (1) there is a greater number of people walking to the center or
living near it or taking forms of transportation other than the automobile
(drinking and driving do not mix); (2) there is a greater "propensity to
consume" in the older areas, especially on premises; (3) there are more
places of employment close at hand which generates business at the noon
hour or after work for the drinking places; (4) there is apt to be less
community resistance to bars and taverns in inlying areas than in the
- -
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suburbs. Thus it may be said that in the unplanned centers there is "a
truce to thirsti Wine is victorioustf' 1
Another causal factor in the apparently unrelated CIMs to GPA is the
relationship between eating places and employment centers. Where there is
heavy employment, there is also apt to be a greater percentage of eating
places. Since planned centers are, in general, inconveniently located with
respect to places of emplcyment, a lower percentage of eating places would
be expected than in unplanned, inlying centers where the reverse is true
in many instances.
2. Comparison of Unplanned Centers by Size Differential:
There is no trend. This is caused by the factors described above.
3. Comparison of Planned Centers b Size Differential:
There is no trend. The reasons for this have been stated above.
C. Summary Conclusions:
1. Planned centers have lower percentages of space devoted to
eating and drinking places than do unplanned centers. This functional dif-
ference is caused by factors of exclusion of drinking places in the planned
centers; the inclusion of them in unplanned centers; and the relationship
of many eating places to employment centers, which are more often near the
unplanned centers.
D. Tables 3_4 and 35 Follow:
1Rabelais, p.16.
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SECTION 18: Analysis of Space Devoted to Other Retail Establishments:
A. List of Uses Included:
1. Jewelry and Silverware Stores
2. Books, Stationery, Cards, and Gift Stores
3. Nes and Tobacco Stands
h. Florists
5. Camera and Photo Supplies
6. Cpticians and Optical Goods Stores
7. Sporting Goods Stores
8. Luggage and Leather Stores
9. Other Retail Stores not otherwise includedl
B. Analysis of Tables 36 and 37:
1. Comparison of Unplanned and Planned Centers for Functional
Difference:
Although there appears to be functional differences between smaller
planned and unplanned centers, the larger centers, planned and unplanned,
seemingly lack great differences. The difference that does occur is dif-
ficult to explain because of the variety of types of stores involved. If
an explanation could be vouchsafed, it would be that many specialty and
luxury goods can be afforded more readily by higher income families. This
being the case, smaller planned centers with suburban locations could be
expected to show higher average percentages (CIM) devoted to the various
uses included in the category. The lack of difference between the larger
centers may be explained by the fact that the mar ket areas of larger cen-
ters are sufficient to embrace ar-whole range of family incomes. That is,
the larger the market area, the more nearly planned and unplanned centers
have similar surrounding income distributions. Note that in support of
this, the very largest planned and unplanned centers have identical CIMs.
lThe reader is reminded that Appendix A has a more detailed compilation
of uses in each category.
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In addition, the fact that a great many of the smaller unplanned cen-
ters have no space devoted to other retail uses, while the same cannot be
said of the smaller planned centers, may be attributed to higher suburban
incomes.
2. Comparison of Unplanned Centers by Size Differential:
There appears to be no generalized trend. It would appear that income
in surrounding market areas is the important factor.
3. Comparison of Planned Centers by Size Differential:
As center size increases, the percentage devoted to other retail uses
in planned centers decreases up to 100,000 square feet. Beyond this point,
the CIM remains constant. This is explained by the factor of conscious in-
clusion of specialty goods stores in planned centers by the developer in
order to create a "class" center. In addition, of course, family incomes
in the market areas can support such stores. As centers grow larger, the
number of specialty stores may increase, but the size of individual units
probably does not. Thus, larger centers have more specialty goods stores,
but the total percentage of area devoted to this use remains relatively
constant in relationship to the size of the center.
C. S Conclusions:
1. Only in the smaller planned and unplanned centers is there
functional difference in other retail uses. This is explained by the
higher incomes in suburban neighborhoods. As centers increase in size, the
total incomes within the market areas of planned and unplanned centers be-
come more nearly equal, and the desire for specialty and luxury goods is
more constant.
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2. Unplanned centers show no variation with respect to size that
can be described in any other terms but individual market areas of the
centers and the incomes therein.
3. Planned centers show a variation in percentage of use with
respect to size in the smaller centers. Here the percentage decreases as
the centers increase in size up to 100,000 square feet. Beyond this point
the percentage of GFA devoted to other retail uses is relatively constant.
The explanation for this lies in the factors of corcious integration of
compatible store types in planned centers, and the higher family incomes
in suburban neighborhoods.
D. Tables 36 and 27 Follow:
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SECTION 19: Analysis of Space Devoted to Service and Repair Establishments:
A. List of Uses Included:
1. Personal Service Stores (Barbers, etc.)
2. Repair and Other Services (Plmnbers, etc.)
B. Analysis of Tables 38 and 39:
1. Comparison of Unplanned and Planned Centers for Functional
Difference:
Unplanned centers exhibit a larger GFA Percentage Range and higher
CIMs, in general, than planned centers. In both planned and unplanned cen-
ters, service stores are found almost universally. The latter fact is ex-
plained by the nature of service stores in general. Regardless of whether
a center is planned or not, the surrounding population is in need of having
laundry and tailoring dne, getting haircuts, and the like. Since per-
sonal services are personal in nature, wherever there are people, there
will be service stores to serve them.
There are four major reasons why unplanned centers show a greater per-
centage devoted to this use than do planned centers:
Since service stores tend to be anall, the rent-paying ability of the
entrepreneur also is apt to be small. If this is the case, service stores
are more likely to locate in older areas where rents are lower. Thus, it
is not surprising, in these terms, to find unplanned centers having higher
percentages of space devoted to this use.
Planned centers are organized around grade "A" tenants. The developer
wishes to insure the rentals he receives, and so, consciously limits ser-
vice stores in the planned centers to as small a percentage of space use
as possible without damaging the appeal of his center to the surrounding
market.
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Older centers generally have many small stores, built in another era
of merchandising practices, which are awkward for use by retail stores
trying efficiently to sell goods in this age. This type of space, however,
is ideal for the marginal operator of a service establishment, since very
often he does not need a great deal of space. Thus, for example, a two or
three chair barbershop can use a 400-600 square foot, oddly shaped store
that would be unusable to all but the most marginal retail store.
Repair services such as plumbing, shoe repair, roofers, tinners, and
the like are more apt to appear in the inlying centers, since the entre-
preneur is likely to live close at hand, rather than in the more expensive
suburbs. While this is, of course, a generalization, the factual material
studied seems to bear it out.
2. Comparison of Planned Centers by Size Differential:
As centers increase in size, the percentage of space devoted to service
stores generally decreases. The explanation lies in the close orientation
of the smaller centers to the neighborhood. Service stores are convenience
stores, and they tend to be found in the most convenient locations for their
users.
3. Comparison of Planned Centers by Size Differential:
As centers increase in size, the percentage of space devoted to service
stores decreases up to the 200,000 square foot centers. Beyond this point
it remains at a constant level. For similar reasons given for unplanned
centers, planned centers also exhibit this trend. The difference occurs
in the largest planned centers where service stores tend to remain a low
constant percentage of use. This is best explained by the action of the
developers in ininimizing, as far as possible, space that is not rented by
the highest credit-rating stores.
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C. Summary Conclusions:
1. Planned centers have a smaller percentage of space devoted to
service stores than do unplanned centers. Rent-paying ability of service
stores, lower credit-rating of service stores, orientation of repairmen to
more inlying locations, and quantities of small unusable retail space in
unplanned centers account for this functional difference. Service stores
generally appear in all centers because of the universality of demand for
them.
2. Service stores are oriented to the neighborhood, and this
accounts for the higher percentages of this use in smaller unplanned centers.
3. Planned centers show a decrease in percentage of use as centers
increase in size up to 200,000 square feet as might be expected due to the
orientation of these stores to the neighborhood. Above this point, percent-
age of service use remains relatively constant, which is a result of devel-
opers consciously limiting space allocations to these types of stores.
D. Tables 38 and 39 Follow:
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SECTION 20: Analysis o Space Devoted to Office Use;
A. List of Uses Included;
1. Professional Offices
2. Other Offices
B. Analysis of Tables 40 and hl
1. Comparison of Unplanned and Planned Centers for Functional
Difference;
Planned centers generally show a wider GFA Percent Range of space de-
voted to office use than do unplanned centers. In addition, planned cen-
ters have higher CIMs by center size, when compared with unplanned centers.
The very largest unplanned and planned centers have identical CIMs.
It is difficult to explain these facts without taking into consider-
ation two factors: professional specialization and developers' concepts
of "class." While a professional general practitioner was forced to locate
near his "market area" in order to provide convenience for his patients or
clients, the specialist, having a reputation, is able to locate in places
suitable to himself. Given the choice of accepting space in an older
office, probably without air conditiohing and other amenities as well as
a lack of convenient parking, or a choice of iocating in a new office with
these things, the specialist will undoubtedly choose the latter. A hidden
amenity may well be the factor of the residence of the specialist in the
suburbst his drive to work is shorter. This choice is made easier because
the planned center's developer, in an effort to create an image of a "class"
center, is very likely to include a professional office building in the
center's site.
Of course, another consideration is higher suburban incomes which
to
lh7
enable the suburbanite to patronize, to a greater extent than the inlying
resident, other offices. Thus stock brokers, realtors, insurance agents,
travel bureaus, and the like would tend to locate where there was more
business. To some extent this may also be true of the specialist.
While these factors may explain the higher percentages of use of
office space in planned centers, it does not explain the fact that the lar-
gest-sized unplanned and planned centers have identical CIMs. This, how-
ever, is probably a result of the large market areas of these centers. As
was mentioned in another section of this chapter, the very large market
areas tend to cut down income disparities, since they embrace such a wide
population group; thus demand for office space is more nearly equivalent.
To sum up, it seems that office space in planned centers is more
attractive to the specialist who is able to seek locations convenient to
himself. Naturally, however, suburbanites probably account for a greater
percentage of his paying business because of higher suburban incomes, and
this may contribute to his choice. Suburban incomes also attract other
office users, who may expect more business in suburban locations. Finally,
the developer of the planned center seeks to create an image of a "class"
center and consciously includes professional offices. These are some of
the reasons why a functional difference exists in the form of higher per-
centages of office use in planned centers.
2. Comparison of Unplanned Centers bz Size Differential:
With the exception of the very smallest-sized centers the CIM increases
as center size increases. This may be explained by the factor of the need
of a sizeable market area for an individual office in the inlying areas due
to generally lower incomes. In the very smallest centers the deviation
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(Table 40) is probably caused by the location of one or two general prac-
titioners serving the neighborhood. Since an individual professional
office probably does not vary much as centers increase in size, the inclu-
sion of one or two in a small center is apt to show up as a disproportionate
percentage of GFA.
3. Comparison of Planned Centers by Size Differential:
There is no describable trend of CIf with respect to GFA. This
apparently haphazard distribution of office space with regard to size of
center is best explained by the idiosyncracies of individual developers in
an effort to create a "class" center by the inclusion of professional
offices.
C. Summary Conclusions:
1. Planned office space ig more attractive to professionals than
unplanned office space since it offers more amenities. With a heightening
of specialization, professionals are more frequently able to locate at
their convenience rather than at the convenience of their clients or
patients. Higher suburban incomest prove attractive to all types of office
users, since they probably get more business in suburban locations. Devel-
opers of planned shopping centers in se'king a "class" image build profes-
sional offices. These factors, then, account for the functional difference
between planned and unplanned centers with respect to office space.
2. Unplanned centers show a general increase of office use as
center size increases due to the larger market area requirements of office
users in the inlying areas with lower per capita incomes.
3. There is no apparent relationship of office space and GFA in
planned centers. The developer chooses whether or not to include offices,
although professional offices do give centers a "classier" image.
D. Tables 40 and 4l Follow:
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SECTION 21: Analysis of Space Devoted to Banks, Post Offices and
Libraries:
A. list of Uses Included:
1. Banks, Personal Loan Companies
2. Post Offices
3. Public Libraries
B. Analysis of Tables 4 and 3:
1. Comparison of Unplanned and Planned Centers for Functional
Difference:
Approximately two-thirds of the unplanned centers, mainly the smaller
ones, do not contain space devoted to this use. This contrasts with
approximately one-third of the planned centers that do not contain the use.
While -planned centers shacr a relatively constant percentage of use as
size of center increases, unplanned centers show a general increase of per-
centage of use as size increases.
It may be assumed that branch post offices are a fairly common denani-
nator in planned and unplanned centers that have space devoted to this
category, and that all branch post offices are of relatively the same size.
However, in the larger unplanned centers, as contrasted with the larger
planned centers, the post office is apt to be larger than a branch, and is
probably a district post office. Planned centers lack district post
offices, since the planned center is a relatively new phenomenon, while
branch post offices have been generally fixed in location for some years.
This is one of the causes of the fact that unplanned centers show a slight
increase in percentage of this use as size of center increases.
Another important factor in the explanation is the location policy of
public libraries. Public libraries tend to locate where there is public
-N
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transit, and this coupled with the fact that most public libraries were
built in a period prior to the growth of planned shopping centers has
given unplanned centers of the intermediate and larger size a higher per-
centage of space devoted to this use.
In unplanned centers, banks may be expected to locate in centers where
income is sufficient to support savings. Thus, many smaller unplanned cen-
ters lack banks. On the other hand, in planned centers located in higher
income areas, banks may locate in the smaller center because income is
high enough to support them. As market areas of centers expand, popula-
tion and income increases somewhat proportionately; this in suburban areas
where family incomes tend to be relatively high and equivalent, banks may
be a constant percentage of use regardless of the size of centers.
The functional differences between planned centers with a fairly con-
stant percentage of space devoted to the uses mentioned and unplanned cen-
ters with a generally increasing percentage of the uses as center size in-
creases is explained by the location of district post offices in larger un-
planned centers, the location of public libraries in intermediate and lar-
ger unplanned centers having public transit, and the policy of banks in
locating where income can support them.
2. Comparison of Unplanned Centers b Size Differential:
The CIM shows a general increase as size of center increases. The
reasons for this were stated above.
3. Comparison of Planned Centers by Size Differential:
The CIU tends to remain relatively constant regardless of size of cen-
ter. The reasons were stated above.
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C. Summary Conclusions:
1. The functional difference between centers, planned and un-
planned, results from the location of district post offices in larger un-
planned centers, the location of public libraries in intermediate and
large-size unplanned centers with public transportation, and the location
of banks with regard to income levels.
D. Tables h2 and h3 Follow:
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SECTION 22: Analysis of Space Devoted to Entertainment and Commercial
ecreation:
A. List of Uses Included:
1. Movie Theatres
2. Legitimate Theatres
3. Social Clubs
h. Bowling Alleys
5. Billiard and Pool Halls
6. Dance Halls
7. Night Clubs
8. Penny Arcades
B. Analysis of Tables 4 and 5:
1. Comparison of Unplanned and Planned Centers for Functional
Difference:
With a few exceptions, unplanned and planned centers show relatively
similar GFA Percent Ranges. In addition, approximately two-thirds of the
centers (mostly the smaller centers) in each case show no space devoted to
this use. The differences that occur in the CIM are found in the middle-
sized and larger centers.
In years gone by the intermediate and larger sized unplanned centers
commonly had a movie theatre. With the advent of changes in recreational
patterns, outdoor movies, and the development of TV, the motion picture
theatre, which once probably occupied a greater percentage of use in these
centers, has declined in number and in percent. Thus, the motion picture
theatre is much less important in relationship to GFA than it once was.
The older centers, however, still contain pool halls, dance halls, and the
like.
The same factors that affected movie theatres in unplanned centers
have been the cause of fewer movies being built in planned centers. In
addition, the planned center developer would not tolerate pool halls and
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dance halls et cetera which would Itcheapen" his enterprise. For these
reasons, then, planned centers have relatively little space devoted to the
particular recreational uses mentioned. While unplanned centers and
planned centers probably now have somewhat similar percentages devoted to
movie theatres, and completely dissimilar percentages devoted to other fonns
of recreation, the major difference occurs in space devoted to bowling
alleys.
The bowling fad that is apparently sweeping the country has made bow-
ling a family recreational outlet, rather than just a masculine sport.
With bowling alleys featuring everything from baby-sitters to restaurants,
it becomes relatively easy for the family to spend a whole evening bowling.
Since this fad really gained impetus after the war, approximately at the
same time the trend to planned centers started booming, it is not surprising
to find a great many bowling alleys in planned centers. While the
regional center may be too remote from the neighborhood for the purpose of
spending an evening bowling, the community-sized center is in the right
location for this. The smaller center, on the other hand, probably does
not offer a large enough market area to support a sizeable alley. Thus,
the higher percentages of recreational use in the 30,000-h00,000 square foot
planned center may be explained.
The location of pool halls, dance halls, penny arcades et cetera in
unplanned centers; the prohibition of these in planned centers; the trend
towards bowling as a family sport; and the relative.demise of the movie
theatre, all account for the functional differences which exist between
planned and unplanned centers as far as entertainment and commercial re-
creation are concerned.
on
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2. Comparison of Unplanned Centers by Size Differential:
Above 60,000 square feet in size of center, the CIM remains relatively
constant; below this size, the CIM is, with two centers excepted, practi-
cally zero. The two centers, each falling into the 25.1 to 30 GFA Percent
Range, are holdovers from an earlier age. The high percentage of enter-
tainment space shown in these two centers represents the neighborhood
movie, which is rapidly becoming a "mythological beast." It is doubtful,
in the long run, unless trends change rapidly, that these two centers can
continue to support a movie theatre. They are anachronisms rather than
typical.
The reason for the sharp break (the two centers excepted) between CIMs
above and below 60,000 square feet is the requirements of most commercial
entertainment and recreation facilities for a larger supporting market area.
The higher levels remain relatively constant in CIMs because the motion
picture theatres in larger centers have been cut drastically in percentage.
3. Comparison of Planned Centers by Size Differential:
The advent of bowling as a family sport has caused the intermediate-
sized (community) planned centers to exhibit a relatively high percentage
of space devoted to this use. Smaller centers show no space devoted to
any recreation because of market area requirements. Larger centers show
smaller percentages than the community-size planned centers because bowling
is more accessible to all members of the family in the latter than in the
former. The absence of other forms of entertainment is best explained by
conscious exclusion on the part of the developer and the lack of wide-
spread movie theatre construction.
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C. Summary Conclusions:
1. Functional differences in the allocation of space for commer.-
cial recreation and entertainment result from factors of the decline in
movies as a form of entertainment, the advent of bowling as a family sport,
and the exclusion from planned centers of entertainment places that might
"cheapen" the center.
D. Tables 4 and h5 Follow:
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SECTION 23: Analysis of' Space Devoted to Automotive Service and
A. List of Uses Included:
1. Automotive Repair Shops
2. Garages doing repair work and selling gasoline inside
the garage
3. Automobile and Truck Rental Agencies
h. Automobile "Laundries"
5. Automotive Storage or enclosed long-term parking (over
2h hours)
B. Analysis of Tables _6 and 42
1. Comparison of Unplanned and Planned Centers for ?unctional
bifference:
There is considerable functional difference between the planned and
unplanned centers as far as automotive services are concerned, since
planned centers show a complete lack, regardless of GFA Range, of this use.
The factors that operated to differentiate planned and unplanned centers
with respect to Automotive Retailing also operate in this category.
The paradoxical situation of the automobile-oriented center with no
automotive service use reflects the incompatibility of these uses with the
merchandise-oriented planned centers. Developers exclude these uses be-
cause they do not interchange customers with the merchandising establish-
ments, and because the automotive service uses do not provide amenity or
cleanliness necessary to establish a "class" center.
From the point of view of the automotive service entrepreneurs, rents
in planned centers are probably too high per square foot of Apace used,
since these uses do need large areas, but produce a low per square foot
volume of business. In addition, locations in peripheral areas without
suitable public transportation reduce the accessibility and convenience
of automotive services to its customers. One needs some form of
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transportation to return home, if one leaves the family car to be repaired
or serviced.
Suburban areas have no need of long-term parking garages, since space
is adequate to provide individual garages or car-ports near the home. This
is less true of inlying areas, with the obvious result that parking garages
locate in the inlying areas, which are likely to coincide with unplanned
centers.
Other factors mentioned under the Automotive Retailing category also
support the functional differentiation.
2. Comparison of Unplanned Centers by Size Differential:
Automotive services exhibit a fluctuating CT with respect to an in-
crease in GFA. This may be attributed to the particular location of any
center with respect to the need for parking garages, the location of major
streets, and the levels of rentals. Significantly, the smaller centers,
not located on major streets, do show smaller CIMs than the intermediate
and large centers. The peak CIM occurs at the 100-200,000 square foot cen-
ter size, and this may well be the point where all three factors mentioned
are optimized. That is, rentals are not too expensive, the need for parking
garages exists, and busy, if not major, streets are close at hand.
3. Comparison of Planned Centers by Size Differential:
This is the easiest comparison of them all. There is not one square
foot of automotive services in the planned centers studied, and hence the
CIM stays constantly at zero regardless of the increase in GFA. The
reasons for this have been mentioned.
-~ -
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C. Summary Conclusions:
1. Automotive uses are cosciously excluded from planned centers
because of incompatibility. In addition, it is not to the advantage of
the automotive service entrepreneur to locate in planned centers because
of peripheral locations, lack of adequate public transportation, and high
rents.
2. Small unplanned centers show little space devoted to this use,
since the requirements of a location on a busy street are not met. Inter-
mediate-sized centers show the highest CIMs because the three factors of
rent levels, contiguous major or busy streets, and need for long-term
parking are optimized from the point of view of the entrepreneur.
3. Planned centers have no space devoted to automotive service
uses.
D. Tables 46 and .47 Follow:
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SECTION 24: Roxbury Study:
This section will deal with the changes in retail use that have taken
place in Roxbury from 1946-1947 to 1958. This study, as mentioned
previously, was made by the author and Mr. David Jokinen for The Boston
Planning Board during the summer of 1958. Obviously, only the general con-
clusions can be included here. The purpose of including this information
is to acquaint the reader with the changes that actually have taken place
so that it is possible to place the 1946-1947 data in proper relation to
the present situation.
Roxbury may not be a typical area and care should be taken in using
this information. Generally, Roxbury (at least the section studied) is a
lower income inlying area. It has a relatively large Negro population
which, apparently, has increased in number in the intervening years. The
ethnic composition of the area also includes large Jewish and Irish groups,
which probably decreased in number over the years.
The area generally corresponds with the proposed large-scale redevel-
opment area being studied by the Boston Planning Board and Redevelopment
Authority. Specifically, the area is bounded by Massachusetts Avenue,
Columbia Road, Seaver Street, and Columbus Avenue. All first floor retail
uses within this boundary were included. While the major study discusses
gross floor area, and while there are slight differences in classifications
(non-retail, non-service was not included and liquor stores were classed
as part of other retail), it is felt that the Roxbury study is useful in
bringing the 1946-47 data up to date, as well as providing additional
amplification on functional difference.
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TABLE 48
ROX13JRY STUDY SUI2MARIZED
CATEGORY
Year
Food Stores
General Mdse.
Apparel
Furniture, Etc.
Auto Retail Group
Hardware, Etc.
Liquor Stores
Drugstores, Etc.
Eating & Drinking
Other Retail
Service & Repair
Office Uses
Banks, P.0's, Lib.
Entertainment
Auto Serv. & Repair
Vacant
Non-Retail, Non-
Service
NUMER OF STORES
'46-47
529
33
99
65
103
37
INCLUDED
69
133
149
581
83
27
33
40
244
'58
371
29
79
57
102
52
UNDER
58
152
132
531
127
29
26
68
405
SQJARE FEET*
(In 1000 Sq.
Ft. Units)
'46-47
583
87
114
117
682
67
O'HER HETAIL
70
161
221
493
89
71
172
338
214
'58
475
93
97
156
805
134
63
191
207
492
134
76
103
586
494
PERC!NT OF
TOTAL 9Q. Fr.
'46-47 '58
16.8
2.5
3.3
3.4
19.7
1.9
1.9
4.6
6.4
14.2
2.6
2.0
5.0
9.7
6.2
u.6
2.3
2.4
3.8
19.7
3.3
1.5
4.6
5.0
12.o
3.3
1.8
2.5
14.2
12.0
NOT INCLUDED IN SURVET
2,225 2,216 3,479 4,106 l001.** 1001.**
* The Survey Included only FIRST FLOOR USE.
** Because of rounding-off, the figures above may not add to 1001.
SOURCE: Survey Made for Boston City Planning Board, 1958.
TOTAL
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Table 48 presents the basic data. If the reader is interested in
pursuing the subject further, the complete study is filed at the Boston
Planning Board.
The comparison between 1946-47 and 1958 paints a fairly clear picture
of what has happened to retailing since the first date. In addition, it
supports many of the statements made earlier. While it is not intended
to discuss this study in any great detail, certain important points may be
brought out.
While 1950 census data is out-dated for Roxbury, it is possible to
surmise what has happened to the population and incomes in the area
between 1946-47 and 1958. By the fact that there is more vacant store-
space, absolutely and relatively, it may be assumed that total income in
the area decreased. By the fact that space devoted to services remained
fairly constant, it may be assumed that population also remained fairly
constant. It will be remembered that vacancies reflect income changes in
the surrounding market area; and that services, being more marginal oper-
ations, probably also reflect the number of people in the market area,
rather than just income. Thus, as long as people need services (and they
do), there will always be services available; but when purchasing power
decreases other stores "close up shop."
Food stores declined appreciably in percentage of total area as well
as in absolute terms. This may be attributed to the in-roads made on
small food retailers by the supermarket, since if population remained con-
stant, the amount spent on food, regardless of income shifts, would tend
to remain constant. One very large supermarket (Stop and Shop, Inc.)
opened, and its efficiency probably put many small shops out of business.
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In addition, Blair's Supermarket, in Dudley, increased in size appreciably.
General merchandise space increased absolutely, but declined in per-
centage. Within the area, two department stores went out of business some-.
where between the study dates. These stores were multi-storied, and actu-
ally the void they left was filled by less gross floor area, but more first
floor area.1 In support of this we see that area devoted to apparel stores,
generally not using more than one floor, decreased absolutely and relatively;
which supports the statement that apparel stores are closely allied to
general merchandise. In addition, it supports the fact that incomes de-
clined.
Furniture stores, appliances, etc., increased relatively and absolutely
in space used. The number of stores declined, but this was caused by small
marginal stores going out of business. Existing furniture stores expanded,
demonstrating that they seek cheap space and prefer not to move from public
transportation and walk-in trade.
Auto retailing space increased absolutely but remained constant rela-
tively. Automotive service and repair space increased relatively and abso-
lutely. There are no planned centers in the Roxbury area, and the facts
of the data on these two categories underlines, again, the statement that
planned centers do not fill many retail needs. Apparently, automotive re-
tailing tends to remain a constant percentage of use in the total unplanned
retail structure. Yet, if planned centers will not accept these uses,
where are they to go if planned centers become universal? Automotive
This provides a good argument for the use of gross floor area as a measure,
rather than use of first floor area.
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service and repair facilities are not even includediin planned centers,
yet they increased phenomenally in relative as well as absolute terms. If
planned centers become universal, where are these uses to go?
Hardware space increased relatively and absolutely. Hardware stores
tend to be, in many instances, marginal operations. The increase may be
attributed to this factor, especially considering that the number of stores
increased appreciably. Many of these represent new businesses. If they
cannot locate in planned centers, they must locate in older areas. If
planned centers become universal, then where will new businesses incubate?
Drugstore space decreased slightly, relatively and absolutely. The
drugstores that went out of business were located in smaller, rather than
larger, shopping centers; and in two instances were stores not in centers.
Parts of Roxbury have been cleared, and the drugstores that went out of
business were in this particular section. It was mentioned previously that
only one or two drugstores are found in smaller centers. When a drugstore
goes out of business, another store does not necessarily open; but, instead,
the remaining drugstores tend to accommodate the customers of the defunct
store. Thus a decline in drugstore space does not necessarily mean that
there is a decline in population, although it may indicate a decline in pur-
chasing power.
Eating and drinking places increased in area absolutely, but remained
relatively constant in percentage. The number of eating places did not
change appreciably, since employment places in the Roxbury area did not
decline very much. This supports the notion that, in many instances,
eating and employment places are extremely compatible. The increase
occurred in drinking places, which supports the assumption that these places
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are related to the mores of the surrounding population, rather than their
number or income.
Space for other retail uses (including liquor stores) declined rela-
tively and absolutely. Actually liquor stores increased in number, but no
data is available to indicate whether they increased in area and percent-
age as well. It may be hypothesized that they did, however, If this hypo-
thesis is correct, then other retail stores declined in area considerably.
Remembering that other retail stores (excluding liquor stores) are generally
specialty stores, this decline is not surprising, since these stores are
very closely tied to purchasing power within the market area.
Office uses increased in all respects. Many of the new offices were
used by real estate agents (mostly Negroes), and considering the large Negro
population this is not surprising, since the difficulty in finding avail-
able housing is a major problem for them. A few of the increased number
of offices were apparently bookmakers and number-pool operators. While the
law, it is said, "frowns" on these uses, they do, in fact, meet a need or
they wculd not exist. These types of uses do not appear in planned cen-
ters, and if planned centers were the only alternatives in the future, then
these uses would have no place to locate. While it is difficult to support
what is supposedly a crime, it is also more difficult imagining a completely
sterilized environment where variety is planned and all human needs and
wants are not met. Such is the possibility of all centers were planned
centers as we now know them.
Banks, post offices and libraries increased in number and area, but
declined in percent. The increase was mainly caused by the construction
of a new public library in the periphery of the area. The decline in
7-7
percentage of total space can be attributed to the drop in incomes, since
banks reflect this closely, and since the other factors (libraries and
post offices) were, with the one exception, a constant factor.
Commercial recreation and entertainment space suffered a loss in num-
ber of establishments, area, and percentage. It may be safely assumed
that this loss reflects the closing of motion picture theatres, a trend
which is nation-wide, and which was mentioned previously.
There were two purposes in presenting the Roxbury study. First of
all, it provides a means of testing the data used in the second chapter.
As can be seen, there were changes in the intervening years 1946-47 to
1958. These changes, with the exception of vacancies, were not overly
great. The CIMs presented for unplanned centers are probably under-
estimated for automotive services and hardware and over-estimated for food
stores, apparel, and general merchandise. The 1946-h7 data, in fact, under-
states the functional differences in the mentioned categories between
planned and unplanned centers. Thus, the point of Chapter 2 is further
strengthened, which is the second reason for the inclusion of this study.
For the other categories, the changes are relatively minor. It may be
said, then, that using the 1946-47 data for unplanned centers in compari-
son with the later data for planned centers was a valid procedure, as was
assumed. Also, the study further amplifies the fact of functional differ-
ence between planned and unplanned centers.
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SECTION 25: Conclusions of the Study
It has been demonstrated that the three propositions, discussed pre-
viously, are generally valid. Thus, planned and unplanned centers have
functional differences; the percentage of use in many categories does vary
with respect to size differential in unplanned centers; and the same holds
for planned centers but, because of functional differences, the variation
is not the same. While these statements may have been hypothesized by
some, it is believed that this is the first instance of their empiric
proof. Although the study is interesting in itself, its major purpose was
to construct a firm base for the chapter that follows, concerning the plan-
ning implications of the propositions, which, of course, had to be proved
first.
Since, as it has now been demonstrated, planned and unplanned centers
are functionally different, and since planned centers do not contain all
types of retail uses, the major question of how to treat blighted, conges-
ted, and unsatisfactory unplanned or older centers arises. If the trend
of redevelopment follows the model of the planned center as we now know it,
and if this trend is extrapolated into the future, the resulting situation
will be, it is felt, detrimental to the metropolitan retail economy.
Rather, other alternatives must also be considered.
Aside from the necessary demonstration of the three propositions, the
study, it seems to the author, was valuable in itself. First of all, it
demonstrated that description of retail centers is best accomplished by
using a manipulatable measure rather than a verbal concept. Thus while
centers may be described by terms such as convenience centers, community
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centers, regional centers, and the like; these terms are so general that
they tend to provide dangerous over-simplifications; it is better to tie
the terms to measurable quantities. Planners must beware of thinking in
terms of "pure" types, since these may end up in physical reality. No-
thing is wrong with a concept ending in physical reality, if the concept
is based on a full understanding of what underlies it.
The study of gross floor area demonstrated that there were no com-
pletely "pure" types of retail centers; variation is inevitable. It demon-
strated that retail centers exist in a very close balance with the sur-
rounding market area. The fault of the developers of planned centers is
that they have not taken this factor into account, even with their market
analysis. Rather, they have consciously or unconsciously conceived of a
pure type of center containing a limited variety of retail types; they
have concerned themselves with the development of stores that have, in the
main, large sales volume per square foot; they have, in addition, tried to
establish centers containing high credit rating firms or chain stores.
As a planner, one must ask many questions of the developers' reasoning.
Where, for example, is space for the automotive services that must inevit-
ably show up as expenditures in the market surveys? Where is the space for
the small business firm with a poor credit rating because of its recent
birth? Where is the accamodation for public transportation? And in the
long run, where is the amenity in a group of stores surrounded by acres of
pavement devoted to parking?
The unfortunate danger in the developers' pure concept and over-
concentration on protecting his investment lies in the possibility that the
planner will accept the "pure" type on the grounds that this is the only
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economically feasible solution. The developer sees economics as a dollar
in his pocket today or tomiorrow. The planner, it seems, must not only
consider this, but must, in addition, consider the welfare of the community
as a whole. Is the welfare served if certain retail types are excluded?
Is the welfare served if "incubator" space is neglected? Is the welfare
served if public transportation service is pushed aside in favor of only
automobile access to retail centers? Is the public welfare served if the
inlying retail areas are neglected for ever expanding suburban areas? Any-
one of these questions is certainly a thesis in itself, but the acceptance
of a "pure" retail type tends to submerge them in an overly general concept.
Another value of the study, it is felt, is the demonstration that the
simplest way is often not the best way. One of the easiest methods of
classification or description of retail centers is by the number of stores
contained. It was demonstrated that, physically, the number of stores
bears little relationship to the gross floor area of the center. There is
no doubt that measuring gross floor area is more difficult than counting
stores, but the results of the former are much more accurate in describing
centers than those of the latter.
The study demonstrated, among other things, that there is a describ-
able relationship between categories of retail stores and the gross floor
area of centers that contain them. This is a valuable contribution to the
understanding of retail centers. At the same time, however, it should be
realized that this is only a generalized tool. It would be unfair, after
decrying generalized concepts, to put a new one into circulation without
warning that it too is dangerous if used in excess. Knowledge, it seems
to me, is an additive process. Each study adds something new, which in
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itself is incomplete, but which, when used in conjunction with other tools,
increases understanding.
The relationship of various categories to gross floor area in differ-
ent-sized retail centers, planned or unplanned, seems to be a new tool. It
should be valuable to the planner in furthering his understanding of retail
centers with respect to the relation of the parts to the whole. Thus, from
a practical point of view, the CIM which depicts an average situation in
any GFA Range can be used as a "rule of thumb" for quick decisions or pre-
liminary plans. As another example, any given center may be compared with
the average situations depicted by the CIM. The planner may then gain some
knowledge of the given centerts deviations or its conformity to the average.
This tool may eventually be refined to include many more planning uses, and
this certainly deserves more study. It is, however, an incomplete tool,
since it must be used with a great many other devices such as the measure
of market areas, the measure of accessibility, the measure of expenditures,
and the like. With all these devices the planner may feel more secure
than he now does in proposing the location or abandonment of retail centers.
Finally, the study is valuable in pointing out a dangerous tendency.
Too often the planner becomes concerned with measuring the past, rather
than planning the future. It is hoped that in measuring the past and
present, in this study, some idea of a future without a closer examination
of the function of planned centers might be gleaned.
The summary of the study has been presented earlier in the work, and
there is no need to repeat it here. For the reader's edification, however,
a summary table (Table 49) followst
.~ -
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CHAPTER 3
PLANNING IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
The planned center represents an original idea, but it is an idea of
the late twenties and early thirties. It represents a developer's dream
come true in that it groups high volunie per square foot (and hence high
rent) stores in a setting surrounded by parking and within accessibility of
higher income families. In addition, the planned center is supposedly in-
ternally delightful, having clean stores, pedestrian malls and covered walk-
ways, arcades, pools, multi-levels and many other details providing amenity.
The unplanned centers, like Topsy, "just grew." Stores are not scien-
tifically grouped, but rather are supposedly scattered about like rain-
drops.1 In addition, unplanned centers are mixed with residences, industry,
wholesalers, traffic problems, blight, and a whole host of other faults.
If these faults are to be corrected, it is said by many, then redevelopment
must occur along the lines of planned centers since they are the best
retail form. From other sources comes a cry, "Nucleate, and string streets
be damnedi"
Doubts creep in to this contrast, however; for where is amenity in
acres of surrounding parking? Where are the low volume per square foot
stores? Where are the automotive uses? Where is "incubation" space?
Where are low income families to shop? Where is the delight in malls and
arcades to which one must drive, often twenty to thirty minutes. Where,
in the long run, is variety, if the same types of people, the same types
1Ratcliff demonstrated that this is not true, and the preceding chapter
attempted to show that there was internal organization determined by the
size of center.
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of goods, the same types of stores, and the same type of centers are re-
peated over and over in the metropolitan scene?
Personally, and this is a bias of course, I find planned shopping cen-
ters uniformly dull. If I have seen one or two, I have seen most of them.
On the other hand, I find old, unplanned centers, in spite of their obvious
faults, rather exciting. I can often walk to them, or take public trans-
portation. I delight in the unexpected things that are included in the
centerst the churches, the old houses, the cemeteries. I am also dis-
turbed by the traffic and the blight, but I marvel at the many types of
businesses that people start - some successful, some failures. Above all
else, I am never bored in an unplanned and older center. To my mind, then,
the old center has problems; and I am sure that the planned center has a
place in the metropolitan retail structure, but I am dismayed at the
thought of the planned center as the only alternative.
It is believed that in truth, as stated earlier:
Planned shopi centers in their present form do not represent full
retail coverage; unplanned retail centers though often blighted and physi-
cally unfunctional have a wider coverage of retail types and, in a sense,
offer more variety.
The study has demonstrated that planned shopping centers do not meet
all needs. The study also demonstrated the fact that unplanned centers
offer wider retail coverage. The factors of blight and physical mal-
functioning in unplanned centers have been documented by many other studies
and need no proof here. Variety is, in reality, difficult to demonstrate;
rather, it is accepted or rejected as existing by personal feeling, not by
reason.
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The study is, for all purposes, concluded. The reader is either con-
vinced or skeptical. It is hoped, however, that the reader is aware that
the planned shopping center is not a concept of the present day, but rather
a concept of two or three decades ago. It developed from then logical
planning and merchandising principles. Today, the concept of the planned
center is not that of the professional urban planner, .but is, instead, the
pride of the commercial developer. While the commercial developer is a
valuable member of an urban society, he does not, frequently, consider the
long-range interests of that society in terms of its physical environment.
This is, after all, the work of the urban planner. Things have changed in
thirty years. They have changed since the boom in planned shopping centers
began in the forties. They will, undoubtedly, continue to change. Planned
shopping centers represent a change from the old, unplanned center, but
they, the planned centers, do not represent a final solution to the prob-
lems besetting the retail structure of the metropolis. One of the great
dangers in planning is accepting the trends of present development as guid-
ing principles of tomorrow.
While planned shopping centers may be well suited to some areas, they
should not be accepted as being suitable to all areas.
If planners are to redevelop the older, unplanned centers, alternatives
other than just current models of planned centers must be found in order to
provide for the inclusion of all types of retail activity; for provision of
"incubation" space needed br _w business; and for the keeping of m favor-
able factors that the older centers now have, and which the present day
planned shopping centers lack.
If, at this point, the reader is looking for a solution to the problem,
" !
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he will be disappointed. There are no easy solutions. Rather, a critical
re-examination of many accepted principles and a rethinking of techniques
is needed. Each situation will provide its own solution. Above all, the
current models should be closely tested as to their applicability. If the
nature and functioning of an area is understood, then the proposed solution
for its retail problems lies in accepting the functions, and not accepting
one type of center because it is the current "thing to do."
Redevelopment of older centers, among other things, should try to
accanmodate by good design the variety of retail services and types that
are necessary for full coverage. Ingenuity must be used to make a place
for the new business. For, if given a chance, it may be successful. Pub-
lic transportation is an asset, not a liability. Wherever possible or
feasible it should be provided. The parking problem may be solved by
building acres of pavement, but there must be more imaginative ways to do
this. Variety should be encouraged wherever possible in centers. Let
interesting architecture remain, let an old house or church stay. Where
possible, plan the center to maximize its use to residential walk-in trade.
At the same time, however, traffic problems must be solved and blight
removed.
The problem is not simple and there are, in reality, no "rules of
thumb." Each retail area is a separate problem, yet there is, seemingly,
a describable relationship between all. To solve the individual problem
without violating the whole structure is a major task. It may be impos-
sible, but planners should try; rather than accepting one model for all
cases.
Such an approach touches all the aspects of planning, as far as retail
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centers are concerned. For examples what should be the zoning? Should
uses be excluded because they are not desirable? What if these uses are
necessary? Should not new approaches toward making them more desirable be
tried, rather than excluding them?
It is believed that there is a balance in the retail structure. If,
in redevelopment and, perhaps, in suburbia, the planned shopping center in
its present form is the only alternative, it seems likely that the balance
will be seriously endangered, since the planned shopping centers do not
meet full retail needs. If these needs are not met intelligently, by making
a place for them, then these needs will appear in the form of unwanted devel-
opment; for they will appear.
This thesis presented and proved that a problem exists. Hopefully,
solutions may be found. The solutions are design, policy, and implementa-
tion of new concepts towards retail centers, rather than the acceptance of
what is now "a developer's planned shopping center."
APPENDIX A: ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
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APPENDIX A
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
1. It was determined to include in the total gross floor area of all cen-
ters, planned and unplanned, the following stores (The Roman Numeral in-
dicates the major categories of store types that are discussed in the study;
the Capital Letters indicate the type of major store breakdown under the
categories; and the Arabic Numerals signify particular stores that were in-
cluded under the major store breakdown):
A Full listing of Stores Included in Categories
I Food Stores
A. Supermarkets (meats, vegetables, groceries: self-service)
B. Delicatessens (including those serving food)
C. Candy, Nut, Confectionery
1. Candy and Nut Stores
2. Ice Cream Stores (eaten on or off premises)
3. Combination Stores (Candy, ice cream and sane other
convenience food items)
D. Bakery Goods
1. Bakeries and Bread and Pastry
2. Doughnuts (include snacks)
E. Other Food Stores
1. Meat, Fish, Poultry
2. Creameries
3. Grocery Stores
4. Grocery-Combinations (meats, vegetables, groceries:
not self-service)
5. Frozen Foods
6. Fruit and Vegetables
7. Health Foods
8. Other (N.O.C.)1
II General
A.
B.
C.
D.
Merchandise Stores
Department Stores
Junior Department Stores (J.C. Penny and W.T. Grant, examples)
Variety Stores ("five and dime stores")
Other Dry Goods Stores
1. Fabric and Yarn
2. Cloth, etc. (N.O.C.)
1(N.O.C.) - Not Otherwise Classified
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III Apparel Stores
A. Men's and Boys' Clothing and Accessories except Shoes
B. Wcomen's and Misses' Clothing and Accessories except Shoes
C. Infants' and Children's Clothing and Accessories except Shoes
D. Family Stores except Shoes
1. Stores selling Clothing not mutually restricted to
types III A, III B, and III C.
E. Shoe Stores
IV Furniture - Household - Appliance Stores
A. Furniture Stores
B. Household Appliances (except lamps, radio and TV)
C. Radio, TV, and Music Stores
1. Radio and TV Sales (service is secondary)
2. Record and Sheet Music Stores
3. Musical Instrument Stores
D. Drapery, Upholstery, and Floor Covering
1. Wallpaper
2. Curtains and Drapes
3. Linoleum and Rugs
h.. Upholstery and Decorating (where merchandise as well
as service is sold)
5. Furniture Fabrics
E. Housewares and Furnishings
1. Paintings and Decorations
2. Pots, Pans, etc.
3. Lamps
4. Dishes, Pottery, Crockery and Glasses
5. Other Houseware and Furnishing (N.O.C.)
V Auto Retail Group
A. Auto Dealers
1. New
2. Used
B. Auto Accessories
C. Gas Stations (sale of gasoline outdoors and repair and
washing incidental)
VI Hardware, Lumber, and Paint Stores
(Retail only) (Garden supplies included)
VII Liquor Stores (packaged goods)
VIII Drug and Proprietory
1. Drug Stores
2. Apothecaries
3. Cosmetics
h. Other (N.O.C.)
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IX Eating and Drinking Places
A. Restaurants (food, primarily)
B. Bars and Taverns
1. Cocktail Lounges
2. Bars
X Other Retail
A. Jewelry and Silverware (includes repair)
B. Books, Stationery, Cards and Gifts
C. News and Tobacco Stands and Stores
D. Florists (garden supplies not included)
E. Camera and Photo Supplies and Processing
F. Opticians and Optical Goods
G. Sporting Goods
1. Sporting Goods
2. Camping Equipment
3. Bicylces and Motorcycles
h. Small Boats
H. Luggage and Leather
I. Other Retail
1. Second Hand Stores
2. Antiques
3. Pawn Shops
h. Retail Stores (N.O.C.)
XI Services
A. Personal Services
1. Barber and Beauticians
2. Masseur and Steam Baths
3. Dry Cleaner
4. Laundry
1. Chinese and other small shops where laundry
is done on premises
2. Pick-up Stations for large laundries
5. Tailor
6. Dressmaker
7. Tuxedo Rental
8. Photographer
B. Other Service and Repair
1. Shoe Repair and Shine
2. Auctioneer
3. Landscaping and Gardening
h. Photostat and Blueprint Service
5. Printer (small only)
6. Plumber
7. Roofer and Tinner
8. Electrician
9. Contractors
10. Painter, Plasterer, and Paper Hanger
11. Carpenter
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12. "Fix-it" Shops and Miscellaneous Repair
13. Electrical Repair (appliances included)
14. Other Repair Services (N.O.C.)
15. Decorator and Upholsterer (no sale of goods or material,
just service)
16. Exterminator
17. Rug Cleaner
18. Other Housekeeping and Cleaning Services (non-industrial)
19. Ccmmercial Schools except Auto
XII Offices
A. Professional Offices
1. Doctors
2. Dentists
3. Optometrists
h. Lawyer
5. Architect and Planning
6. Veterinarian
7. Chiropodist
8. C.P.A.
9. Other Professional Offices (N.O.C.)
B. Other Offices
1. Realtors
2. Insurance
3. Employment
4. Advertising
5. Travel Bureau
6. Public Utility Offices
7. Stock Broker
8. Other Offices (N.O.C. except Government)
XIII Banks, Post Offices, Libraries
1. Banks, Personal Loans
2. Post Offices
3. Public Libraries
XIV Commercial
XV Autonotive
Recreation ,and Entertainment
1. Movies
2. Legitimate Theatres
3. Social Clubs
4. Bowling
5. Billiards and Pool
6. Dance Hall
7. Night Club
8. Penny Arcade
Service
1. Auto Repair Shops
2. Garages Doing Repair Work and Selling Gasoline
(inside the garage)
3. Auto and Truck Rental Agencies
4. Automobile "Laundries"
5. Automobile Storage Garages, Enclosed Long-Term Parking
(over 24 hours)
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2. Included in the gross floor area of each center were vacant stores.
3. Other non-retail, non-service uses which were included in the gross floor
area were:
1. Wholesale Establishments
2. Undertakers
3. Community Auditoriums and meeting halls
h. Railroad Stations and Public Transportation Stations
5. Service facilities connected with the operation of the
planned shopping centers
6. Space that could be considered part of the center and
which was enclosed (arcades, etc.)
7. Social Clubs
h. Specifically excluded from gross floor area were:
1. Parking (eioept where enclosed and physically connected to
a retail operation)
2. Storage and moving establishments
3. Warehouses, except where such was directly connected,
physically, to the merchandising operation or
wholesaling
h. All residences, rooming houses, hotels, motels and the like
5. All industrial uses
6. All churches, hospitals, and other public or semi-public
institutions not otherwise specifically included
7. All government offices, town halls and city halls
8. All basement storage space, but not basement selling space
5. For the planned shopping centers two sources provided information on
gross floor area. These were:
Geoffrey Baker and Bruno Funaro, Shopping Centers, Progressive
Architecture Library, Reinhold Publishing Corporation, New York,
New York, 1951.
Homer Hoyt and J. Ross McKeever, "Shopping Centers Restudied,"
Technical Bulletin No. 30, Part 2, Urban Land Institute,
Washington, D.C., Miy, 1757.
6. Fran the above mentioned sources figures were taken for a total of 49
centers (for the names and locations of the centers see Appendix B). These
figures on square foot area were checked against the maps and pictures in-
cluded in the sources to make sure that stores with mezzanines, basements,
and second or third floorsddevoted to retail and service uses were included
in the figures cited in the books. Finally the individual store areas were
rounded off to the nearest 100 square feet. Any change from the cited
works is entirely my doing. In most cases no adjustment was necessary.
The areas were then entered for the major store types and summed for the
major categories. The percentage of each category of the total gross floor
area (GFA) was then calculated. Centers were picked on the basis of in-
creasing GFA which ran from 12,200 to 1,330,000 square feet.
The summary data for each center giving major category totals and per-
centages is listed in Appendix C. An example of one center giving major
store area and percentage is listed in Appendix D.
7. For unplanned centers, the only data that was available in organized
form was a series of scale maps (1001:1") drawn by Dr. Kenneth Walters,
which formed the material for the first edition of the Boston Globe Map of
Metropolitan Boston, prepared under the direction of Edward L. Ullman.
This map was later revised, but no new mapping at the scale previously men-
tioned was done. Dr. Walters compiled his data in 1946 and 1947. The maps
include k18 retail centers in Metropolitan Boston (3h communities), but do
not include the central business area of Boston. There were only six prints
of the original maps made. One copy is available at the Boston Globe's
Research Department, under the direction of Mr. Robert L.M. Ahern, Research
Manager. Another copy and the original tracings now are filed at the Bos-
ton Planning Board, thanks to the courtesy of Mr. Ahern. A third copy is
in the Harvard University Ardhitectural and Planning Library, Robinson
Hall. The whereabouts of the other three copies are unknown.
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8. The maps referred to showed within the area of each individual store
exactly what type of store it was, although the area of each store or the
total area of the center was not given. The diagram below illustrates the
manner in which the data was found:
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The store outlines included within them the floorspace on the first
floor of each store. These were measured. For gas stations, paved area
was measured. Spot field checks immediately determined that the centers
classified as "Local," "Minor" and to a slightly lesser degree "Intermedi-
ate" on the maps were predominantly single-storied. Thus, the maps were
directly measured for these centers without further field checking. The
centers classified as "Major" and "Primary" included second and other upper
floor uses. Field checks were taken to determine the necessary adjustments.
In most cases, the second floor uses were offices, and an estimation of the
ratio of professional offices to other offices was taken in the 1959 field
checks and applied to the 1946-47 data. With the exception of new con-
struction, which was easily spotted because of the maps, most second floor
uses did not seem to change radically. This was based on spot interviews.
Therefore, it was assumed that the adjustment mentioned would be reason-
ably accurate. For the upper floor retail uses, which only the larger
stores exhibited, it was relatively simple to determine whether they had
2
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been there in 1946-47 or not and for what purpose the upper floors had
been used. Thus it was assumed that these measurements were reasonably
accurate also.
9. The actual measurement process was relatively easy in technique, albeit
fatiguing in operation. First, a great number of random store areas on
the service maps were planimetered; then these areas were measured with a
50 scale rule and the area determined by geometry. The two readings were
then compared for accuracy.
For the individual stores the accuracy, with careful measurement,
was within 5 percent. When total areas were summed, the accuracy for the
total area was greater, since high and low measurements tended to cancel
out. The smaller the store, the greater the individual error.
However, for calculations, and for reasons of the error mentioned,
it was determined to round each store area to the nearest 100 square feet.
This process made surprisingly little change in total area calculations
or in the area of large stores. For stores below 1000 square feet the
error could be a maximum of 5 percent for the 1000 square foot store, 10
percent for the 500 square foot store, and 50 percent for the 100 square
foot store. Fortunately, the stores below 500 square feet were rare enough
to discount the error. Furthermore, the high error-potential, smaller
stores made up an insignificant portion of all centers. Thus it is felt
that the data presented is reasonably accurate.
10. Since 418 centers is too small a number frcm which to take a randcm
sample, it was determined to pick a representative sample from each
category listed by the Globe's classification. For the actual centers
chosen, see Appendix B. The table following lists the total number of
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centers in each Globe classification, and the total number and percent of
the sample centers chosen. The method of picking the centers themselves,
once a determination had been made to pick a representative sample from
each class, was simple: a number was assigned to each center by class,
and then the numbers were mixed, each class separately, and picked fram
that.
SAMPLE CHOSEN FOR STUDY FROM BOSTON GLOBE CLASSIFICATION
TYPE CENTER
Primary
Maj or-Compact
Major-String
Intermediate-Compact
Intermediate-String
Minor-Compact
Minor-String
Local-C ampact
Local-String
TOTAL
TOTAL NUMBER
IN METROPOLITAN
AREA (418 total)
7
38
3
56
32
56
53
134
39
418
NUMBER CHOSEN
FOR THE STUDY
5
6
2
6
6
9
9
25
6
74
% OF THE
TOTAL TYPE
71.5
15.8
66.7
10.7
18.7
17.9
17.9
18.7
17*9
17.7
APPENDIX B; NAMES, LOCATIONS, AND PARKING INFORMATION
FOR ALL CENTERS STUDIED
APPENDIX B
LIST OF CENTERS STUDIED
This appendix lists the centers studied by the follow-
ing convention:
Code number of center(1-123)-Unplanned or Planned
(U or P);Source(Globe, Baker and Funaro, or Tech.
Bull.30);Name of center;Location of centerfif in
Massachusetts, there is no state following the town
or city listed);Author's classification;Physical form
of center(nucleated, strip, cluster, etc.);Parking
information(if curb parking, then term curb is used;
if off-street parking, then either the number of cars
or the total parking area is given);miscellaneous
information, if any.
CENTERS IN 0-10,000 SQ.FT, GFA RANGE:
1-U; Globe; PARK-ESSEX; Revere; Local; Scattered; Curb.
2-U; Globe; COMMONWEALTH-CHESW7ICK; Brighton; Local; Clus-
ter; Curb.
3-U; Globe; NICHOLS-WOODLAWN; Everett; Local; Cluster;
Curb.
a-U; Globe; SOUTH IALNUT; Quincy; Local; Cluster; Curb.
5-U; Globe; BOSTON-NORTH; Medford; Local; Cluster; Curb.
6-u; Globe; MAIN-EDGAR; S-o merville; Local; Cluster;
Curb.
CENTERS IN 10,100-20,000 S.FT. GFA RANGE:
7-P; Baker and Funaro; FAIRLAWIN SHOPS; Stanford, Conn.;
Neighborhood; Nucleated; 24,000 sq.ft. parking; one
acre site.
8-U; Globe; PEARL-PUTNAM; Cambridge; Local; Cluster; Curb.
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9-U; Globe; HIGHLAND-MORRISON; Somerville; Local; Cluster;
Curb.
10-P; Baker and Funaro; SPRINGWELL PARK; Dearborn, Mich-
igan; Convenience center for nearby subdivision;
nucleated; 30,000 sq.ft. parking; includes profession-
al office building.
11-U; Globe; HYDE PARK-ELDRIDGE; West Roxbury; Local;
Cluster; Curb.
12-U; Globe; EASTERN-BRYANT; Malden; Local; Cluster;
Curb.
13-U; Globe; SPRUCE-ADDISON; Chelsea; Local; Strip; Curb.
124-U; Globe; FOiLE-PROSPECT; fioburn; Local; Cluster;
Curb.
15-U; Globe; BEACON-WINDSOR; Vaban; Minor; Strip; Curb.
16-P; Baker and Funaro; UNNAMED; Port Edwards, Wisc6nsin;
small town center; strip; 23,000 sq.ft. parking;
located in company town, includes municipal buildings.
17-P; Baker and Funaro; FRESH MEAD07; Freshmeadow, New
York; secondary neighborhood center; Nucleated;
60,000 sq.ft. parking.
18-U; Globe; ESSEX-CHATHAIM; Lynn; Local; Cluster; Curb.
19-U; Globe; ORCHARD-WAVERLY; Platertown; Local; Cluster;
curb.
CENTERS IN 20,100-30,000 SQ.FT. GFA RANGE:
20-U; Globe; SHA VfUT1-MILFORD; Boston; Local; Strip; Curb.
21-U; Globe; iASHINGTON-JILLIAM; West Roxbury; Local;
Strip; Curb.
22-U; Globe; MARKET-LINCOLN; Brighton; Local; Strip;
Curb.
23-P; Baker and Funaro; NAYLOR RD; Washington, D.C; Neigh-
borhood; "L" nucleation; 71 cars parking(about 25,000
sq.ft.); separate office building and apartments not
included in center.
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2J+-P; Baker and Funaro; MICHIGAN AVENUE; Washington, D.C;
Neighborhood; Nucleated; 16,000 sq.ft. parking; 2000
sq.ft. estimated size liquor store in basement.
25-P- Baker and Funaro; LAKESHORE DRIVE; Shreveport,
ouisiana; Neighborhood; Nucleated; 80 cars parking
(approximately 28,000 sq.ft.).
26-U; Globe; CENTRAL-SHURTLEFF; Chelsea; Local; Strip;
Curb.
27-U; Globe; ADAMS SQUARE; Quincy; Local; Cluster; Curb.
28-P; Baker and Funaro; FRESH MEADOW; Fresh Meadow, New
York; secondary neighborhood center; Nucleated; 50,000
sq.ft. parkin#; small second floor offices.
29-U; Globe; ELIOT-CENTRAL; Milton; Local; Cluster; Curb.
30-U; Globe; WESTERN AVEN11UE-NORTH HARVARD; Brighton;
Local; Cluster; Curb.
31-U; Globe; MAIN-SUMMER; Stoneham; Local; Cluster; Curb.
32-U; Globe; MAIN-STEARNS; Medford; Local; Strip; Curb.
33-U; Globe; FURNACE BROOK PKY.-COPLAND; Quincy; Minor;
Cluster; Curb.
CENTERS IN 30,100-60,000 SQ.FT. GFA RANGE:
34-U; Globe; UNION-IRVING; Everett; Local; Cluster; Ourb.
35-P; Baker and Funaro; AERO ACRES; Middle River, Maryland;
Neighborhood; Nucleated; 100 cars; 2000 families in
adjacent Glenn L. Martin Co. development.
36-U; Globe; BROADWAY-TUFTS; Arlington; Local; Cluster;
Curb.
37-U; Globe; ADAMS-ELIOT; Milton; Minor; Cluster; Curb.
38-U; Globe; W.WYOMING-BERWICK; Melrose; Minor; Cluster;
Curb.
39-U; Globe; BUNKER HILL-VINE; Charlestown; Minor; Cluster;
Curb plus 4000 sq.ft. parking.
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40-P; Tech.Bul ; THE BOARDWALK; Belvedere, California;
Neighborhood; Nucleated; 85,000 sq.ft. parking.
41-P; Baker and Funaro; FAIRWAY, COUNTRY CLUB DISTRICT;
Kansas City, Mo; Neighborhood Center; two "L" shape
buildings-nucleated; 246 cars.
42-P; Baker and Funaro; FOSTOR VILLAGE; Bergenfield,
New Jersey; N ighborhood; Crescent shape; 273 cars;
5 acre site; .6 families in adjacent development.
43-P; Baker and Funaro; PARK LANE; Baltimore, Maryland;
Community(one stop convenience); 232 cars plus 7800
sq.ft. added for restaurant parking; includes tempor-
ary miniature golf course on land for expansion.
44-U; Globe; CENTER-KNO$LES; "est Roxbury; Local; Scattered;
Curb.c
45-U; Globe; SOUTH-HALL; West Roxbury; Minor; Strip; Curb.
46-P; Baker and Funaro; JEFFERSON VILLAGE; San Antonio,
Texas; Neighborhood; Nucleated; 48,800 sq.ft. parking.
47-U; Globe; BELMONT-W4ORCESTER; Belmont; Minor; Strip;
Curb.
48-U; Globe; BUNKER HILL-ELM; Charlestown; Minor; Strip;
Curb.
49-U; Globe; ESSEX-EASTERN; Lynn; Minor; Strip; Curb.
50-P; Baker and Funaro; CORAL HILLS; 'Washington, D.C;
large neighborhood-small community; atrip; 270 cars.
51-U; Globe; BOSTON AV1NUE-iINTHROP; Medford; Minor;
Cluster; Curb.
52-U; Globe; KILMARNOCK-QUEEINSBURY; Roxbury; Minor; Cluster
Curb.
53-U; Globe; RIVER-dOOD; Hyde Park; Local; Cluster; Curb.
54-U; Globe; CHESTNUT HILL- CHISWICK; Brighton; Local;
Nucleated; Curb.
55-P; Baker and Funaro; BROADMOOR; Shreveport, Louisiana;
Community; four nucleated groups bectuse of zoning;
128 cars plus additional 19,800 sq,ft. parking.
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CENTERS IN 6o,100-100,000 SQ.FT. GFA RANGE:
56-r; Baker and Funaro;OAKLAND GARDENS; Queens, New York;
large neighborhood center; IL"' shape; 86 cars plus
curb.
57-U; Globe; MAINh-SOUTH; Hingham; Intermediate; Cluster;
Curb plus 2000 sq.ft. parking.
58-P; Tech.Bull.,30; HANOVER CENTER; Wilmington, Delaware;
large neighborhood center; strip; 180,000 sq.ft.
parking approximately; serves one mile radius.
59-P; Tech.Bull.30; CAMBRIAN PARK PLAZA; Los Gayos, Calif-
ornia; 14eighborhood; strip; approiimat6.yl 18Q,000 esq.ft
parking.
60-U; Globe; MAIN-CROSS; Malden; Local; Cluster; Curb.
61-U; Globe; MARION-FEDERAL; Lynn; Minor; Cluster; Curb.
62-P; Baker and Funaro; CITY LINE CENTER; Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania; Neighborhood; Nucleated; 377 cars;
offices on second floor.
63-U; Globe; HIGHLAND-MALDEN; Malden; Local; Strip; Curb.
64_-U; Globe; BOYDON SQUARE; Dedham; Intermediate; Cluster;
Curb.
65-U; Globe; ROBINSON SQUARE; Lynn; Minor; Cluster; Curb.
66-U; Globe; NANTASKET-BAY; Hull; Minor; Strip; Curb.
67-P; Baker and Funaro; NOBHILL; Albuquerque, New Mexico;
Neighborhood; Nucleated; 28 cars; lack of parking has
caused some stores to be used for offices.
NB. Inadvertently, #his center was interchanged with
center no. )3.
68-U; Globe; ANDREW SQUARE; South Boston; Intermediate;
Nucleated; Curb.
69-U; Globe; MASS.-HIGHLAND; Arlington; Minor; Strip; Curb.
70-U; Globe; dASHINGTON-BOLIVAR; Canton; Intermediate;
Strip; Curb.
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71-P; Baker and Funaro; LINDA VISTA; San Diego, California;
Community; Nucleated; 213 cars; 13 acre site; 5000
dwelling units adjacent (war-time development).
72-U; Globe; BOYLSTON-CYPRUS; Brookline; Minor; Cluster;
Curb plus 1000 sq.ft. parking.
CENTERS IN 100,100-200,000 SQ.FT. GFA RANGE:
73-U; Globe; GREEN-BROOKSIDE; West Roxbury; Intermediate;
Strip; Curb.
74-P. Tech.Bull.30; PARKERS SQUARE; Witchita Falls, Texas;6 ommunity; Nucleated; 1500 cars; site area of 27 acres.
75-U; Globe; WASHINGTON-CEDAR; Norwood; Intermediate;
strip; Curb.
76-U; G ; BLUE-HILL-COLUMBIA; Dorchester; Minor; Strip;
Curb.
77-P; Tech.Bull.}0; UPTOHVN PLAZA; Pheonix, Arizona; Nuc-
leated; approximately 350,000 sq.ft. parking.
78-U; Globe; ASHINGTON-BOiWDOIN; Dorchester; Intermediate;
Cluster; Curb.
79-P; Baker and Funaro; HAMPTON VILLAGE; St.Lokis, Mo.;
Community; Nucleated; about 1200 cars; 25 acre site,
two office areas(professional and other).
80-U; Globe; COLYMBIA-QUINCY; Dorchester; Minor; Strip;
Curbs
81-U; Globe; MAVERICK SQUARE; East Boston; Intermediate;
Nucleated; Curb.
82-U; Globe; MASS.-LAKE; Arlington; Intermediate; Strip;
Curb.
83-U; Globe; BROADJAY-TEMPLE; Somerville; Intermediate;
Strip; Curb.
OTNT'ERS IN 200,100.00 ,0O0 SQ.FT. GFA RANGES:
84-U;Globe0lMMONWtEALTH-BRIGHTON;Brighton;local;cluster;curb
85-P; Tech.Bull.30; THE VILLAGE; Gary, Indiana; small
regional or large community; 2250 cars; 40 acre site;
office building; does about 11,000,0O0 per year gross.
86-U; Globe; CITY SQUARE; Charelestown; Major; #ucleated;
Curb plus 5300 sq.ft. parking.
87-U; Globe; PEABODY SQUARE; Dorchester; Intermediate;
Strip; Curb.
88-U; Globe; NORFOLK SQUARE; Braintree; Intermediate;
Cluster; Curb plus 1*,000 sq.ft. parking.
89-P; Tech.Bull.3 ;DORVAL GARDENS; Montreal, Canada;
small regional or large community center; Nucleated;
2500 cars; 22.5 acre site, office building.
90-U; Globe; VELLESLEY SQUARE; Wellesley; Major; Compact;
Curb plus 10,000 sq.ft. parking.
91-P; Tech.Bull.30; PALM CENTER; Houston, Texas; small
regional or large community center; Nucleated; 2105
cars; 25.9 acre site, does about 11,000,000 gross
annually;has medical and professional office build-
ings.
92-P; Baker and Funaro; BROAD'0AY-CRENSHAiW; Los Angeles,
California; small regional center; Nucleated clusters;
2000 cars; 35 acre site, center added to pre-existing
single Department Store development, separate office
building.
93-P; Tech.Bull.30; NORTH 'WOOD; Baltimore, Maryland;
small regional center; V 4ucleated; 1750 cars; 22 acre
site, separate office building.
94j-P; Tech.Bull.30; UTICA SQUARE; Tulsa, Oklahoma; small
regional center; Nucleated; 1600 cars; 22 acre site,
large medical office building, center grosses $14,500,
000 annually.
95-U; Globe; ARLINGTON CENTER; Arlington; Major; Strip;
Curb plus 10,000 sq.ft. parking.
96-U; Globe; WAKEFIELD CENTER; Wakefield; Major; Compact;
Curb plus 34,000 sq.ft. parking.
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97-U; Globe; UNION SQUARE; Somerville; Major; Compact;
Curb plus 10,000 sq.ft. parking.
98-U; Globe; PORTER SQUARE; Cambridge; Major; Strip;
Curb plus 76,500 sq.ft. parking.
CENTERS IN +00OO,10-900,000 SQ.FT. GFA RANGE:
99-P; Tech.Bull.30; CAMERON VILLAGE; Raleigh, North Car-
olina; Regional(B); Nucleated; 2264 cars; two office
buildings, center grosses 023,000,000 annually, 40
acre site.
100-U; Globe; NEWTON CORNERS; Newtong; Major; Cluster; Curb.
101-P; Tech.Bull.30; SUNRISE SHOPPING CENTER; Fort Lauder-
dale, Florida; Regional(B); 3570 cars; #15,000,000
annual gross, 46 acre site, expected to expand in size
and business.
102-U; Globe; GROVE HALL; Roxbury; Major; Nucleated(with
a tail); Curb plus 95,200 sq.ft. parking.
103-P; Tech.B3ll.30; LAKESIDE CENTER; Denver, Colorado;
Regional(B); JKucleated; 4000 cars; grosses 425,000,
000 annually.
104-P; Tech Bull 30; SOUTHGATE; Milwaukee, Wisconsin;
Regional(B); Nucleated; 3000 cars; 32 acres, grosses
35,000,000 annually.
105-P; Tech.Bull.30; WESTGATE; Cleveland, Ohio; Regional
(B); Nucleated; 3636 cars; 48.5 acre site.
106-F; Tech.Bull.30; OSHA"A SHOPPING CENTER; Toronto,
Canada; Regional(B); Nucleated; 3300 cars; 420,000,000
annual gross, 53 acre site, separate office building.
107-P; Tech.Bull.30; SEVEN CORNERS; Fairfax County, Vir-
ginia; hegional(B); Strip; 3300 cars; 32 acre site,
36,oo0,o00 annual gross,
108-P; Tech.Bull.30; PANORAMA CITY; Van Nuys, California;
Regional(A); two nucleations on opposite sides of
street; two office buildings; 66 acre sibe; center
grosses 050,000,000 annually.
a
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109-P; Tech.Bl.; LEVITTONN CENTER; Levittown, Penn-
sylvania; Regional(A); Nucleated; 5000 cars; 030,000,
000 anrual gross; 55 acre site.
110-P; Tech.Bull.30;CAPITOL COURT; Milwaukee, Wisconsin;
Regional(A); Nucleated; 5100 cars; 61.2 acre site.
111-P; T0ch Bull.30; SOUTHDALE; Minneapolis, Minnesota;
Regional(A); Nucleated; 5200 cars; 82 acre site, center
grosses t30,000,000 annually.
112-P; Tech.Bull.30; CROSS COUNTY; Yonkers, New York
Nucleated; 5100 cars; 70.8 acres site, grosses t5,000,
000 annually, special medical center not included
in area measurement.
113-P; TecbL.Bull.30; GULF GATE; Houston, Texas; Regional
(A); Nucleated; 5000 cars; 60 acre site, center grosses
o6o,00',000 annually.
lll-P; Tech.Bull.30; MID ISLAND SHOPPING PLAZA; Long
Island,New York; Regional(A); Nucleated; 8000 cars;
70 acre site, grosses 60,000,000 annually.
CENTERS IN 900,100-1,500,000 SQ.FT. GFA RANGE:
115-P; Tlch.Bn11.30; PARKINGTON, Arlington County, Virginia;
"Special"; Nucleated; 2500 cars(4-level garage);
12.5 acre site.
116.U; Globe; DUDLEY SQUARE; Roxbury; Primary; Nucleated;
Curb plus 15,500 sq.ft. parking.
117-U; Globe; CENTRAL SQUARE; Cambridge; Primary; 6trip;
Curb plus 73,900 sq.ft. parking.
118-P; Tech.Bull.30;NORTHLAND; Detroit, Michigan; Regional
(A); Nucleated; 89L4 cars; $100,000,000 gross annually;
161 acre site, includes 20,000 sq.ft. storage area
for J.L. Hudson's Department Store.
119-P; Tech.Bull.30; OLD ORCHARD; Skokie, Illinois; Regional
(A); Nucleated; 6000 cars; 80 acre site, separate offiie
building.
120-U; Globe;QUINCY CENTER; Quincy; Primary; Strip; Curb
plus 261,400 sq.ft.parking.
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121-P; Tech.Bull.30; ROOSEVELT FIELD; Garden City, New
York; Regional(A); Nucleated; 10,000 cars; 130 acre
sibe; 200,000 sq.ft.office building; center grosses
about ' 80,000,000 annually.
122-U;Globe; CE1TRAL SQUARE; Malden; Primary; Nucleated;
Curb plus 53,000 sq.Vt.parking.
123-U; Globe; CENTRAL SQUARE-MOODY STREET; Waltham; Primary;
two intersecting strips forming one center; Curb plus
288,li.00 sq.ftparking.
APPENDIX C: SUMMARY TABLES FOR ALL CENTERS DETAILING GFA,
PERCENTAGES OF CATEGORIES TO THE TOTAL GFA,
AND NUMBER OF STCRES CONTAINED
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CENTER NUMBR (See Appendix B tor Nam and Location) 2
TOTAL GROSS FLOOR ARA (GA) (In 1000 Square Foot Unite) 6.2 6.6 8.60 8*6
TOTAL NUM OF STORM 7 7 12 11
PERCENT OF TOTAL GRA DEVOTED TO:
VACANT 16.2 0 0 11.1
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 0 0 0 0
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FOR RETAIL AND SERVICE 88.9
SFOOD STORES 51, 66.7 71.!5 52*0r------------------
ONERAL kWCRANDlSE TORES 0 0 0 0
AiAXT.L STURM 0 0 0 0
--- -- -- -- -- ---- --- --------- -- -- -- -- -- 
-- -- ----- -- -- -
FURNITURE, ALPLIANCES AND SuUSEHOLD STORES
AUTOMOBILEi RETAIL GROUP 0 0 0 0I-- -- -- -- -- ---- --- ----------- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- I-- -- --
i HARDWARE, PAINT, LUMBER STORS 0 0 0 0
PACEAGED LIQUOR STORES
DRUG AND PROPRIETURY STORES 0 12.1 7.4 0
r------- -----------------------------
EATING AND DRINKING kILLCES QQ01
r - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ------ ------
OTE RETAIL STORES 0 0 0 0
I-- -- -- -- -- ---- ---- ------- -- ------------------
SERVICE AND REPAIR STORES
I-------------------------------------------
OFFICE USES 0 0 0 0
I--------------------------------- ----- ------------ ------
IARS, 0USTOFFICES ANDPUILC LAaS 0 0 0 0
ENLTAINUMT AND COMMERCAL- RECREATION 0 0 0 0I--------------------------------------- ----- ------
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND REPAIR 0 0 0 0
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
r------- ------------------------ ----- ----- -------------
SUPERMARKETS 0 0 0 0
DPARTME T STTORS 0 0
------------------------------------------------------ 
----- ------ ----- ------
VARIETY STORES 0 0 0 0
FURNITURE STORES 0 0 0 0
GAS STATIONS 0 0 0 0
-
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CENTER NUBER (See Appendix B for Na and Location) 5 6 7* 8
TOTAL GROSS FLOUR ABEU (GFA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 8. 6 8.7 12.2 12.5
TOTAL NUM OF STORES 11 12 9 11
____-li- e
* indicates planned center, unplanned centers not so arked
PERCENT OF TOTAL G0A DEVOTED TO&
VACANT STOaES 0 0 0 19.2
| NON-REL, NON-SERVICE 0 0 0 7*6
I SPACE ACTUALLY USED FUR REWaL AND SERVICE 100.0 100.0 100.0 73.2
r----------------------
"FOOD STOS 7.0 25. 40.2 31.2
I GENERAL MERCHANDIS STORES 0 0 0 0
L
I 'P" STORE 0 0 0 0
UNITURE, A~k1P1ANCBS AD ENUSEMULD STORM 0 0 6.6 0
AUTOMOBILE RETAIL GROUP 0 0 0 0
I--- -- -- -- -- ---- ---- -------------- -- -- -- ----- -- -- --
~A~W~R~E, PAINT, LUMBER STORES 0 0 0 0|-- --------------------- - - --- -- - - -- - - -- - - -- -
PACKAGED LIQUOR STORES 0 10. 0
I---------------------------------------------- 
_---_--_| DRUG AND PROPRIETORY STORE 9. . 18.1 7 6
---------- -------------------------
ATING AND DRINKING PLACES
OTHER RETAIL STORES 32.5 12.7 9.0 0
I--------------------------------------------- ------
SERVICE AND REPAIR STORES 36_,1 21.7 15.6 35.1
I------------------------------------
OFFICE USES 7.0 23.0 10.7 0
I------------------------------ __----- ----
BANKS, kOsTOFFICES AND PUBIC LIARIES 0 0 0 0
EN TA.INMINT AND COMMERCAL RECRmATION 0 0 0 0
AUTA---------------------- -----------------
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND REPAIR 0 0 0 0
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
r--------------- ------ ----- ----- ----- ------
""""""""" 
- 0 0 2.2 0
---- - - - ---- - - - - -- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~- -- -- ~ ~ ~-- ---
DZPARTRSP4T STUREM 0 0 0 0
F------------------------------------------------------ ----- ----- ----- ------
VARIETY STORES 0 0 0 0
-- -------------------- -----
FURNITURE STORES 0 0 0 0
GA" STATIONS 0 0 0 0
- - -
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CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Nam and Location) 9 10* 11 12
TOTAL GROSS FLOUR AREA (GFA) (In 1000 Square loot Units) 13.5 16*0 16.7 16,9
TOTAL NUMBER OF STORER 6 12 10
PERCENT OF TOTAL GFA DEVOTED TOs
VACANT STURM 0 0 8 .
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 0 9.4 0 8.3
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FOR RETAIL AND SERVICE 85.9 90.6 100.0 83.4
r ~ .. -- - - - - - - - -- - I- *- -.-20._0-_-_7.5 -_19.RFOOD STORES
I GNERAL U~itCllAND1SZ STORES0
L ------------------------- --- ------
AmIARL STORES 0 18.7 0 0
I------------------------------------------------- ------
FURNITURE, LkPLlANCES AND USEOLD STORES 0 0 0
AUTOMOBILE RETAIL GROUP 0 0 3305 17.8
I---------------------------------------------------
HARDWARE, P INT, LUMBER STORES
PACAAGED LIQUOR STORES 0 0 0 0
I-- -- -- -- -- --- ---- ----------- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
DRUG AND PROPRIETORY STORES 6.7 13.7 7.2 0
r---------------------------- --------------
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES 0 0 0 8 09
OTWM RETAIL STORM 0 10.0 0 0
I----------------------------------------------------------
SERVICE AND REPAIR STORES 21.5 9.4 29.4 2?.5
OFFICE USES 0 18.7 0 0
BANKS, kOSTOFFICES AND PUBLIC LIBRARIES 0 0 0 0
--------- ----- ----- ------
ENIATAINMENT AND COCMERCtAL-RECREATION 0 0 0 0
I----------------------------------- ----- ----- ----- ------
AUTOMOTIVE S RVICE AND REAIR
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
R 0 3.2 2.0 0
I---------------------------------------- -----
DEPARTENT STURES 0 0 0------
---------------------------- ------
VARIETY STORES 1 0 0 0 0
I--------------------------------------------- -----
FURNITURE STORES o.6 0 0 0
GAS STATIONS 0 0 *.U 3.0
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CENTER NWUER (See Appendiz B for Nam an Losation) 13 14 15 16*
-------- ------------ ----- ------
TOTAL GROSS FLOOR ARMA (GFA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 17.5 17.7 17.8 17.9
I------------------- ----- ---- ------ ------
T N BEF S. 26 10 SV21 8
PERCENT OF TOTAL GRA DEVOTED TOs
SPACE TUALLY SED FOR RET..L AND SERVICE 69)4,9 100.*0 100.0r------------ - - - -
~ FOOD StJBR6.0 40.7 32.5 33.0N.ON-RETA"i, NO- agI 0 0* 0 0
FUENRmAL M PLCANCES N uHL STORES e
DRU A NR OPIOR STOR
r---------------------- ---- ------
SEARICE ANDUALY ESTD 1R. 15 .3D S2ES. 0
FOD TOM _60 407 1.75 190
'GNRI UCD TR 0 0 16. 17.
L
AUTOMOBILE R TAIL GROUP -I----------------------------------- ------L&HRDWARE, PAINT, LUMBER STO M0ES6 7 *
r- ----------------- ----- --- --- --------------- ------ -
PACKAGED LIQUORST LES
OUP ER ETLS TOE
------------------------
SDRVCE AND PROEA STRS1 0 60 7 20.9
I----------------------------------
OFFICTE UES
VaATNGADDIKN maC 08 0. 0 0
r----------------------
U T AI iOSTOES 0 0 *8 0
00-------------------------0 -0
I OIESERVICE AND REP I  ST R2 7.
-----------------------OFFI----------------0 0* 1*
-----------------------I EATER ~RS0 0 06* 07F------------------------- -----
I AIT TRS0 0 0 0
r ---------------------- ----- ----- ------
------------------------- -- 0 0 05-
GASIT STORS 0 0 0 0
I
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CENTER NUMBER (S.. Appendix B for Ram and Location) 17* 18 19 20
--------------- 
--------I-------------------
TOTAL GROSS FLOUR AREA (GIA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 19.3 19*7 19.8 20* 6
TOTAL NUMBER 0F STORS 9 18 15 28
PERCENT OF TOTAL GZA DEVOTED TO:
VACANT STR 62 .1 30 4.
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 0 0 0 8 7
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FOR RLlL AND SERVICE 93.8 95.9 97.0 86.9
r --------- --------- - ------- ~8~-
F OOD STORES 116.6 2t~.2 21.7 18.0
I GUXU4L MERSCHANDISE STOREM- 0 0 0 0
L------------------------------------------------AAL STORES 0 2.0 0 0
1--------------------------------- ----20 __
, PFURNITURE, Ak LANCS AND USkIOLD STORM 0 0 0 0
AUTOMUBILN RETAIL GROUP 0 0 40. 5 0
~------------------------------------ 
I HARWARE, P INT, LUMBER STORES 0 0 0 0
I-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ------- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PACKAGED LIQUOR STORS 6.2 6.6 0 0
I----------------------------------- ----------------
DRUG AND PROPRIETOR~ STORES 11 ~~~ 2.0 6.1 0
----------------------- ---------------------
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES 0 114.2 7 3
OTHER RETAIL STORS 6.2 3.6 2.0 0
I-------------------------- ------ --------------
SERVICE AND REPAIR STORM 3 7 19.2 46.2
I----------------------
OFFICE USES 0 0 0 0
I------------------------- -------------------
AM, k0STG0mICES AND PUBIsC LIBRARIES 0 0 0 0
----------------------------
ENLisTAINMENT AND COMMERCAL-RECREATION 0 25*8 0 0
I-------------------------- ------------- ------
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND RUPAIR
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
r ---- -------------- ----- ----- ----- -----
SUPERMARKETS
-------- 0 0 -
DEPARTENT STURES 0 0 0 0
------------------------------- --- O---VARIETY STORS 0 0 0 01----------------------------- ----- ----- -----
FURNITURE STURES 0 0 0 0
GAS STATIONS 0 00
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CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Nan and Location) 21 22 23* 24.k
TOTAL GROSS FLOUR ARFA (OFA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 21,1 21.6 22.0 22.
TOTAL NUMER 0F STORES 19 16 10 9
PERCENT OF TOTAL GIA DEVOTED TO:
VACANT SRE _ 16.8 ooI- ------------- -. --6-8- 0-0
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 3 0 0 0
I------------------------------------- ---
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FOR RETaIL AND SERVICE 92.6 83,2 100.0 100.0
FODSTRA27c5 23.1 39 4.
------------------- -2- -- ~ ~-
SGENMOL "CANDIS STORES 0 0 9. 0
L------------------------------ -------
A -AT oRETAI 6.5 4.1 0
L ------------------------------------------------ ----- ------
HARDWARE, PAINT, LUMBER STORES 6,w2 0 0 11*2
PAC.LGED LIQUOR STORES 7.1 6.4 8.9
DRUG AND PROPRIETORY STORM
I--------------------------_ 0. 7
TING AND DRNING PLACES 17.1 2. 12.7 0
OTHER REUIL STORS 0 0 90 10.7
I----------------------------------------------------------
SERVICE AND REP'AIR STORES 2.4 88 9.6 10.7
OFICE USES 0 0 0 0
I------------------------------------ ------------ -------------
I BNKS, k-OSTOIFICES AND FUNL.IC LIBRARIES 0 -- 0 0 0
-~~ -- C. .~~ -- ~ - - --~~~- ------ ~~6~ ~ ~o~~ --
--- ~~ --- -------- ~------ ~--------------~--
ENI'uTAINkENT AND COMERCIAL-RECREATION 0 0
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND REAIR 0 t
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
r------------------ ---- ------------ --------  -----
SUPERMARKETS
I--------------------------------------- ---- _0
I DARTM"T STORES 0 0 0 0
F---------------------------------------------------------- -----------VARIETY STORS 0 0 2.1 0
"FURNITURE STOR 0 2.8 0 0
--- ------------------------- ----
GAS STATIvNS3. 000
mc -
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CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Name and Loeation) 25* 26 27 28*
----- 
--------------- 
------
TOTAL GROSS FLOOR AREA (GFA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 22.5 22.6 22.7 22.7
TOTAL NUMBER OF STONES 9 32 16 9
PERCENT 01 TOTAL GSA DEVOTED TO:
I- -- -- ----------------------------------------- -- -- -- -- ----- -- -- ---
VACANT S uRES 0 0 0 0
NON-RETAIL, NON-SRVICE 0 0 0 0
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FOR RETaLL AND SERVICE
r- -- -- -- ---------- - ----- - -- --- 
--- -- 
--
FOOD STOES 67.7 4.6 14.1 54.7
C--~------~------- ---O~ i- -5--~-
G NRL RETCHANDSE STORES 12.4 0
TI R D RNIG LC 
. 3 0. 0
L-------------------------- ---------------- --
AU.IRET 3.OP5 13 0 1 0I----------------------------------- 
------ ----------
RI EA D REPAI UR STORES Q2Q 0
PANITU, LUO STORFCES AND 0UBL I R 0 o 0 0
L -------------------------------------- ------ ------
IDUNDRA IETDORSLRE EATON0 io 6 O 0
iAUTOMOTIVE RVETA GRUP00 1,
A EA O ACTD DAJRNSTOGRELCTGES2 7 06*6 0
r----------------------------------- ---
ERARRETAIL STORES 0 1 0 0
---- ------------------------ --------------------
SRICE AND RENAING STORES 8.4. 362 2.1 1.
OFFICE6 U6E 00+'
I Vn BARES 2.8FICSADPULCLBRRE 0 0 80Ij
I OTUEIT TAI M ST OM 0 0 0 
I------------------------------------------- ------------
I UOIESERVICE AND R0 0T0R0
AAOFF USELET S MAO STN0ATGR
-- - - - - ----------------------------- 
----- ----- ----- ---- -
EN, TA~kT NDCOMECMRER.iTON00 _ 0 10.
I ATMOT STER EAD lA 0 0 0 0
ARETYO SETOE AO TRECTGRE
r-------------------------------------------------------- ----- ----- ----- -----
I RNT STRMS 0 0 0 0
GAS STATIONS 0 1 0 1 11. 0 1 0
s.
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CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Nam and Location) 29 30 31 32
-------------------------- 
----- ------
TOTAL GROSS FLOUR AREA (GA) (In 1000 Square loot Units) 22*8 23.0 25.0 26.1
TOTAL NUMBER OF STORM 9 9 20
PERCENT OF TOTAL GFA DEVOTED TO:
VACANT STURM 6.5 0 92-
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 0 0 0
I.------------------------
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FUR RETlL AND SERVICE 100.0 9 0 100.0 85.4
FOOD STORMS 11.8 3-9 6.0 25*7
r------------------------------
OMGEER"L MERClLND1SI STORMS 0 0 0 0
L ------------------------ ----c i "An O111 STORES
- m O 2.6 0 _ 3.2 3.
-~ -T~~~~~~- -~-~-1 ~~~. ~ - - - o~~ ~ ~.8 - ~~6 ~ --
AUMOBL REI G-U 417.5 8Q.9 81.6 33.7
RNURGED RLIOM STOR 0 0 0 0
-------------------------------------
A DUTOMANDL PRETIL GORES 4.5 0Q* 28 Z _3.8
------------------.
OTIHAR RETAIL STOS 5.3 0 0 0
SERVICE AND REPAIR STORES 224 .2 3.6 18.8
011R SS0 0 0 0
------------------------ ---------
RBANS, AONOICES ND PU C L IAI 0 0 0
NTAIRENT AND CMERCAL RECREATION0 0 0
-----------------------------
I ATMI SEVCE AD AIR 0 0 0 0
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Unite)
----------------------------- 
-----
SUPERMARKETS 0 0 0 0
------------- 
----- ------------ 
------
AMS, STOS 0 0 0 0
---------------- 
----- ----- 
----- ------
I VARIETY STOES 0 0 0 0
-- ..----------------- - - - -jA UTOROE 3E. 8. 20.4 0 00.
rL---------------- ----- ----- ----- -----
GARET STORS 3. 18. 20 4 8.
-- 
-
-
-
-
-- 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-- 
-
-- 
- -
-
-
-
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CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Raw and Location) 33 34 35* 36
TOTAL GROSS FLOUR AREA (OFA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 26.3 31.2 31.9 34.5
TOTL NUMBER OF STORES 22 20 1 22
PERCENT OF TOTAL GA DEVOTED TOs
VACANT STURS 2.7 17.0 0 0
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 0 1.9 16.6 0
I-------------------------------------- --------------------
I SPACE ACTUALLY USED FUR RETIL AND SERVICE 81 *1 83*4 1000
r -------------------- - ------
FOOD STORS 221 71.0 34ol 19.7
ENERAL "RCHANMS3 STOREM 0 0 0 0
L--------------------------- 
- ~6 ---
ARARKL STUREM 0 0 1110
FURITUKE, a-PLUANCE AND HUSEHOLD STORES 2 3 0 0 0L------------------------------------- -- 1--
AUTOMBILE RETAIL GROUP 0 0
---------------------------- ~--------~-~z-- ----.
.-- ~~-~- - ----~- ~-- -------- ~ - -~~-- --
I A EN AINT, LU CMERC ALRRES EATION 0 00
PACKAED LIQUOR STORE 0 0 CATE0I
I-- -- -- -- -- --- ---- ------------ ---- ---------- -- -- -- -_i DRUG AND 1RO1 RIETORY STORES 3.4 
EAING AND DRINKING kLACES 8*8 094
8.8aYma 0 04 0
r ----------------------------------- ----
OTHER REI  STORES 5*3 0 0 7.9
--------------------------------- --------
SERVICE AND REP'AIR STURES 17.*5 8.4 12.9 33.3
-------- ...- ...--- ..-- .-- -..--.- - - .
OFFICE USES 0 0 0 4.5
r------------------------ ----- ----- ----- ------
BANKS, kOSTOFFICES AND PUBLI3C LIVRARIES 0 0 6.o3 0
EN tuTAINMT AND COMMERCIAL- RECREATION 3T. -- 0 18.*8 0
I------------------------------ 
-- t----- 
---- W__AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND REIAIR 0 0 0 '7WIT
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures In 1000 Square Foot Units)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----- ----- -------
SUEMRES0 0 4.*5 0
IX~ARTMENT STORES 0 t 0 0 0
VARIETY STORES 0 0 0 0
I--------------------------------------------------------------- ----- -----
FURNITURE STORES00M
GAS STATIoNS 17.01 0 1 0
I.
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CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Nam and Losation) 37 38 39
TOTAL GROSS FLOUR AREA (GFA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 34*6 37.9 38..5 42.8
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
------ 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
TOTAL NUBE OF STORES 21 27 2 . 16
PERCENT OF TOTAL GYA DEVOTED TOs
VA-N SENR 9.5 0 2.9 0
N-RE-AIL, NO--SaERIE 2.9 2.4- 17.7 20.e6
----------------------------------- 
------- ------
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FOR REUalL AND SERVICE 8 . 7 6 7 * 9*
r- ------- - - - - - - -- - - -----
- FOOD STORES
IUMmRmA CE AD ROUSSLD SSOS 209 0 1.6 0
IAM T"AL oRO 8.5 21.1 8-8 3.
-----------------------------------
PACEAGED LIQUOR STORES
L -------------------------- ---------------
I DRUG AND PROPRIETORY 183 5 4 8 .
------------------- -- ---- ---------
OHERW REd F-T-S 11.0 18.5 0.8 2.1
~--------------------- ------- ~-. - -- ~-
ILECED RRPAIN STORS1 .0 1 .8 1 7 7.
O0ICE USES
RAS, OSTOeC AD U e LIAI 19.9 0 0 5*5
-- - .~---0~-- - ---- ~------- ~~~--- --- --- --
ENATIN N AND RCPLA EC A~O 0 0* 02 0 *
---------------------------------I UOIESERVICE AND REPAIR UMl ~ 9 8 1* 9
AREA OFSELECTED MAJOR ST RE CATEGORIES(Figuree in 1000 Square Foot Unite)
--------------------------
0 0 0 13._
DATME SES 0 0 0 0
------------------------ ----- ----- 
----- ------
VRTS TORES 0 0 0 3.5
I--------------------------- - ------
I AUBBITUR ORES 0 0 0 0
r0----------------------- ----- -
Gl ATL STAT USR.M8. .4 .
- ---------------
0 00 _ ---
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CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Nae and Location) 42* 43* 44
TOTAL ROSS FLOUR AREA (OFA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 4±3 2 43.3 43.8 45.7
TOTAL NUMER OF STORER 14 23 23 15
PERCENT OF TOTAL GRA DEVOTED TO:
VACANT STURE 0 0 0 J_.
I--------------------------- --------------
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 15* 7 0 0 0
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FOR RETlL AND SERVICE 96,1
r ----------- --------
-FOOD STOR 23.6 31.2 19.4 52
I GIEL M"CaDSE STORM 7.2 2.1 13.3 0
L----------------------- ---------------------
SAM 3.9 10.4 21.9 0
IFURNITURE, AkPLlANCES AND HoUSEHOLD STORES 0 6 2 0 9.2
AUTOMOBILE RETAIL GROUP 0 18.4 0 69.9
I-------------------------------------------- ---------
HARDWARE, PAINT, LUMBER STORES 2 3 6.2 4.6 0
I-----------------------------_______---------
PACKGED LIQUOR STOREM 0 2.1 0 2.0
DRU0 ANDPROPRIETORY STORES 2.1 11.7 2.2
r----------------------
EATING, AND DRINKING PLACES 4..9 8 * a 0 2 *0
OTaER REUIL STORES 0 3.0 13.0 0
I-------------------------------------------- ------| SERVICE AND REPAIR STORES 6.o 10.2 15.3 5.7
OFFICE US- 15.7 0 12.4 0
I.--------------------------------- ----- ----- ----- ------
I aNKS, IOSTOFFICES AND FUSLIC LIaRAIS 0 0 0 0
-- - - - - ----- -------------- - -----I ENIRTAINMENT AND COMMERCAL RECREATION I 14.05 0 0 0
------------------------- ~ ----- ------
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND REPAIR 0 0 0 0
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGOURIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----- ----- ----- ------
SUPERM&ARETS
10 0I.--------------------------------------------
-DEPARTMENT STURE0 0 0 0
F----------------------------------------------------- ----- ------ ----- ------
-VARIETY STORE 3.1 0 5.8 0
------------------------
FURNITURE STORES , 0 009 0 0
aS STATIONS 0 1 8.0o 0 131*9
L
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CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Name and Location) 45 46* 47 48
TOTAL GROSS FLOUR AREA (GFA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 1 47.7 4898 4.9#. 4.9.6
TOTAL NUlia OF STORER 48 15 30 6o
PERCENT OF TOTAL GFA DEVOTED TO:
VACANT- 6.3 0 Q 9-
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 10 *9 0 0 2,* 8
--- E------ ----C  --- .-
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FUR RETiL AND SERVICE 82 o8 100*0 100*0 87.9
r ------------------ --- --------------
FOOD STORM 39.0 25.6 23.7 45,.6
~ GE ~~R ~~~~~T~~~-~~~~~~T~R~S~ 
~~~ .6 0 3.0------------------------------------------------
I AAL SORES 0 0 1.0 2.0
I FURNITURE, APPLlANCES AND HUUSEHOLD STORES 2*1 2*1 1*2
AUTOMOBILE RETAIL GROUP 0 0 46 .1 0
r---------------- --- ----- -
I SARDWANE, AINT, LUER STORES 0 9.2 1.2 1.0
------------ 
------------ 
----
PACKAGED LIqUOR STORES 4.6 0 0 0
---------------------------- ---- ----------------
IDAUM AND PROPRIETORY STOREM42 1 .4 . .
I--------------------------------------------- 42 1o * o
EATING AND DRINKING PLAtCS3.. 0142 0
OTHER RETIL STORE 3.2 18.3 0.4 1.4I------------------------------------------------
SERVICE AMD REPAIR STURES 25. 9 6.8 17 *0 239*6
OFFICE USES 0.4 0 1.2 1.2
I------------------------ --------------------
IES, UTOiTFFICES AND PUIIuC LINRARIES 0 2.1 0 0
ENTLaTAINMENT AND COMRCUL RECREATION 0 0 0 0
I---------------------------------------------
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND RmAIR 0 0 0 0
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
r- - - - - - - ----------------------------- ----- ----- ----- -----
SUPERMARKETS00
-------------- 10-------- ----- 0 8
I DEPARmENT STURE 0 0 0 0
VARIETY STORE 0 68 0 15
I---------------------------------------- --------------------------
FURNITURE STORS 0 0 0 0
L-------- 0------------------------ - - 0--
GA"S STATIuNS 10 1 0 0 1 0
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CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Nam and Location) 49 50* 51 52
----------------- - -------------
TOTAL GROSS FLOOR AREA (GFA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 51.9 52.7 52.8 53.8
TOTAL NUM1E OF STORES 3. 17 34
PERCENT OF TOTAL GZA DEVOTED TO:
VACANT STURES'- 2.3 0 1.9-
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 3.9 1014 8.9 12.1
-------------- ----- 
----------------
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FOR RET&IL AND SERVICE 93.8 89.6 89.2 82, 0
FOOD STOES 154 171 212 6.
GENER - -C-WD-S STORES 1.5 7.8 4.5 1.7
-......... ..........- -.. - .. ... . - ... ... .. 
.. . . . . .. - . - -
-
APIARL STORES 4.3 2V.----------------------- 2. .7i FURNITURE, APPLIANCES AND HuUSEHOLD STORES . -3.3-
-.... ......... - ....- - - -- - -- - - - --- -.. 6. - ... ..
AUTOMOBILE RETAIL ROUP 38.2 0 15 6.I----------------------- ------------ ------
HARDWARE, PAINT, LUMBER STORES 2.9 6.1 2.o8 0I-----------------------------J-,--------
PACKAGED LIQUOR STOE 5 1.7 -
I----------------------------- ------ 1~---------
DRUG AND PROPRIETORY STORES 5.4 -14. T4.7 3.3
----------------------- T - - TOT-
I - -2 . 9--f.3 23 2.
EATING AND DRINISN PLACES 008LIBRARIS 11, I..6-
r ---------------------------- ---
TAENIL STORES o9 15.1 0 0.7I----------------------------- 
---------- ;77-------
SERVICE An REPAIR STORES 23.5 9-3 22. 20.1
OFFICE USES 0 0 0 2
------------------------------
V A RT S, iTOSTOFFICS AND PUDIC LINRARIES 0 1.1 2.4
EN~T"TAINMENT AND C9MECAL-RECREAIO 0 15 1 0|-...----------------------------. ------AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND RZ1,AIR 0 0 0 e *4~
AREA 0U SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square loot Units)
r--------------- -----------------------SUPERMARKETS 09.0 0 2.08I--------------------------------------
DEPARTMENT STuRES 0 0 0 0
F----------------------------- --- ----------VARIETY STORES 10,81 4 2.4 0.69I------------------------------------------FURNITURE STORES 0 0 0 0L.................................................
G TATINS 19.8 0 0 0
-
-
CENTER NU .ER (See Appendix B for Nam and Logation) 53 54 55* 56-
TOTAL GROSS FLOR AREA (G) (In 1000 square loot Unite) 57*6 57.7 58.1 60.3
TOTAL NMER OF STORES 12 19 41
PERCENT OF TOTAL G0A DEVOTED TOs
VACANT STORMS
--C-------"------ 2.9 0 0
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 0 0 0 0
r------------------ ---------- ----- ------
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FUR REWAL AND SERVICE 9 0 0 7 _
-FOOD ST R 25.9 21.4 29.3 38.3
L K..W&CImm S o 0 8.8 o.8
APIAIML STORES 0 0 3.1 0*
------------------------------ ------
i FURNITURE, ALkPLIANCES AND HOUSEBOLD STORES 0 0 4.6 10.1
|AUTOMBILE RETAIL GROUP 49.4 71.6 19.0 0
r ----------------------------------------
I HAAWTARE, PAINT, LU-ER STORE5.2 0 0 4.0
PACLAGED LIQUOR STORM
r-----------------------------------------------
DRUG AND PROPRIETORY STURAM 5,2 i-104 5*i 5*
EATING AND DRINKING ILACES 0 0 0 4.5r
r----------CE -------  -. 1. .OTUER ETALIL STORES 0 0 "k.-i )4-51--------------------------------------- ------------
SERVICE AND RWkAIR STURMS 8,o 5o 7 12o 7 6.1
---- ------------- 
--OFFICE USES 3o5E 0 1.0 4.00
I---------------------------------------- ----- ----
RANKS, k0STOFFICES AND PUBLIC LIERARIES 0 0 0 6* 8
I---------------------------------- ----- ----- ----- ------
EN1'mTAIKENT AND COMMERCIAL-RECREATION 0 0 120 0
---- --------------------- ------ ---- -------
I AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND EPAIR 0 0 0 0
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
r--------------------- -------- -----------------
SUPERMARETS
DEPARTMENT STORES 0 0 0 0
-------------------------------------------------------------------
VARIETY STOR 0 .4 0
FURNITURE STORES 0 0 0 o
GAS STATIoNS 284 21.0 11.0 0
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CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Nam and Location) 57 58* 59* 6o
------------------- 
-----
TOTAL GROSS FLOR AEA (0m) (In 1000 Square loot Unit.) 62.0 62.9 63.0 64.2
TOTAL NUMBER OF STORES 144 17 22 22
PERCENT OF TOTAL GRA DEVOTED TO:
VACANT S- .6 0 0 0
NON- A~, NON-S ~ ~VICE 7 * 7 0 0 3 *. .I-----------------------------
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FOR R.TaL AND SERVICE 90*7 100*0 1000 96.
r---------------------- ----- ------FOOD STORES 17.2 22.3 26.8 12.1
GNE ~L ~TCH~D~S~ STORES 1~0 21.6 ~ .~ 0L-------------------------
SSTORES 8.6 11.9 12.7 0
FURNITURE, j1LIANCES AND HOUSEHOLD STORES 6.0 4.8 0 2.8L ---------------------- ------AUTOMBILE RETAIL GROUP 3. 53.1I----------------------- ----------
IHMARWARE, P INT, LUMBER STORE 5,.6 0 6.7 1.9
~~- ~~~~--- - ------------------
PACL"GZD LIQUOR STRE~S 1 9 00I----------------------------~-----t'rI DRUG AND PROPRIETORY STORES 2. 79
T~.I.~~~~~~~.~ ~~~ ~~ 3.2 11*0 ?. -
r------------------------------------------OTHER RETIL STORES 8.7 9.5 10.6 0I--------------------- ----- ---- ------
SERVICE AND REPAIR STURM 10.2 4. 58.2 11.1
OFFICE USES 4.0 2.4 11.8 0
~~~~~~-C---.----;------ 
- -- ---- - -3- --- 5---R ANKS, AOOSTOFTICES AND FOLI.C LI RARIES 12. 7 0 13.8 0
~~~ -~ -~-2 C ~- a . ~~ - ~~-- ~~-~~ ~~-~- ~~~6 ~~
~rI.TAIN ~ETAND COM ERCL RECR TION 0 ~~~0 0 0I------------------------ ------AUTOMdOTIVE SERVICE AND REPA R 0.
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
r ---------------------- -----
SUPERMARKETS 7_0
DEPARTMT STORES 0 0 0 0F-------------------------- ----- ------VARIETY STORE q.6 13.6 0 0I------------------.-----------
FURNITURE STORES 1.2 0 0 1.8
AS TATIONS 0 2.4 0 21.>
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I- - -
CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Naw and Location) 61 62* 63 64
--- --- 
--- -------------------------- 
---
TOTAL GROSS <LOUR AREA (Q1A) (In 1000 Square loot Unit.) 64.6 74.4 75.8 76.5
TOL NUMBER O0 STORES 32 23 44 39
PERCENT OF TOTAL ORA DEVOTED TOs
|--- -- - -- - --- ----- -- ------- - - -- -
VACANT S UBR 2.~3 3...
I.----------------------2~| NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 3.3 0 0 5.0
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FUR R IL AND SERVICE 94.4 100. *0 96.7 93*7
r ------------------------ ------ -- - ------
FOD SaR 20.8 22.4 20.7 22.5
----------------------..---- ---- -..---..
| GENERAL CSANDSZ STORME 0 0 0 0
r ----------------------- ----- ---- --- -----
L
L APARL STORES 0 4 0 8.0
I----------------------------- --------- --------------| FURNITURE, 1k1ANCES AD SOULD STORS 4.8 11*7 0 1*3
------------------------ -- - -----------------
AUOM-IE -0TA. GRU 10 60 57.4 5.4*
H ARDWVARE, PAINT, LUUBER STORESM4 44 8.1l
PAC"MAD LIQUOR STORES 0 0 0.7 9.3
I--- -- -- -- -- ---- ---- ------------ -- ------ --- -1 -- -- -- --
DRUG AND PROI'RIETORY STORES 3] 5. 2. 100
-------------------- --- --
EATING AND DRINKING pLACES 10 * 0 0 0 3.
OTA RETAIL STORES 0 6o 0.4 PCLA
1---------------------------------------------- --------
SERVICE AND REPAIR STURESA7.T 1.2 87 93
.OFFICE USES 0.6 7.1 0
I--------------------------------------------- -----
AE ANKS, 'OSTFICES AND PUSLT C LIARIES 0 3.1 0 3.3
SAM CO t -ME 0 2!.* 0 0
-------- -------------- - ~ ~~
v AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND mAI 0 0 0
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures In 1000 Square Foot Units)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----- ----- ------
SmUEMAETS 0 $,
I----------------------------- -- - - ------ - - - -- -- -- -- -----
DEPARTMENT STURES 0 0 0
---------------------------------------------------- ----- ------ ----- -------
VARIETY STORES 0 0 0 ( -
FURNITURE STORES 0 5*7 0 0
L ------------------------------------------------------- 
------- 
--- ----- pWA STATIuNS 26e5 0 4.3.4 15.6
1 ~~ -- -i
L
MOVE
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CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Naus and Location) 65 66 67* 68
----------------- ------- 
----- -----
TOTAL GROSS FLOUR AREA (GFA) (In 1000 Square foot Unite) 79.0 79.1 80 . 9 81 .4
TOTAL NUMBER OF STORES 28 41 23 64
PERCENT OF TOTAL GFA DEVOTED TOs
VACANT ST5RES 1.1 12,8
.. ac -08. - .. m006E 99 5 95 1 9 .9 7 .------------------- 
- --- 
----
NON-RET4L, NON-SERVICE 0 0 0 8.1
r--------------------------------------- -----ISPACE ACTUALLY SED FOR RLd&L AND SERVICE 99* 9*1 989 7 .
r --------.------- -- - - --
|FOOD STRIR S.TO0 16E3 S5*4 15
1..--- .-- -.---- -...-------
NGAENDL RCHNKISE STORM 0 3.8 99 0L--------------------------------------
AP0ARL STORM o.8 0 .113 3.1I E- --- -6.-- - ----------
mFURITURE, kPLmANCES AND HOUSEHOLD ST RES 0 04 4. 2
L............ .020.9
AUTOMOBILE RETAIL GROUP61 4 02I--------------------------------------& ARDOARE, PAINT, LUMBER STORES 1.,v5 6.9 0 0
ACE AELCED LIAJOR STORES CATE1.6RI S
--------------------- ------
PACUQED~~ 2IURSTR 0
S DRUG AND RORIETORY STURM 1 3 0 44I------------------------------
EAIOAND DRlNHANO PIUCLS 1.9 10.8 7.4 9.9
OTV RETIL STORM 04 3.0 2.2 0.7
---------------------------------------SERVICE AND R P'AIR STORES 6.6 5*7 3.3 12.9
OFFI~CE USES 2*5 2*3 0 0.7
-------------------- ------- ----- ------BAWK, I-OSTOFFICES AND PMbLIC, LIRRIE 0 1.9 2.6 1*1
I---------------------------EN"AI MN AM CONMHARCRU-TION 0 39.2 14.9 I------------------------------AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE ANDR PAIR 7.0 2.0 09.
AREA OF SELECTED MAJORSTORE CATEGORIES(Figures In 1000 Square loot Unit.)
r -------------- ----- ----- ----- -----SUPERMARKETS 22..I--------------------------------ll_ __0DIPARTRTA4T S URES 0 0 00
VARIETY STORES 0 2.4 8.0 0
I------------------------ ------ -----FURNITURE STORES 0 0 0 4
------------------ ----- -----
WSSTATIONS 23. 0-------;o 1
-6 - -*
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CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Name and Location) 69 70 71* 72
--------------------------------
TOTAL GROSS FLOOR ARA (GFA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 87.0 91.5 94.0 96.3
TOTAL NUMBER OF STORES 37 69 12 33
PERCENT OF TOTAL G0A DEVOTED TO:
VACANT SWRES 2.1 1. 0
I------------------------- --------- _-
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 0.8 6.3 0 2.2
----------------------- 
--------------
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FRRETalL AND SERVICE 9 92,2 1000 1. 7
r----------------------
FOOD STORES 10.1 13.2 T*-f 7 11.2
I GENERAL MERCHANDlSZ STORE-S 3 5 60 2 0L 0---0----------- -----
AJPANL STORES 0 2.8 5.1 0
UNmITURE, 'L1ANCES AD SuUSULD STORES 2. 2 1. 6 - 0 7. 9L --------------------- ------------------- ----.
AUTOMOBILE RETA L GROUP 32. 6' 21.8 0 54.81~-------------------------------- -----------I HA ARE, PAINT, LUMBER STORES 0 4.7 0 0
---------------- -----------
PACAGED LIQUOR STORES 0
DRU: ANDRPRIETORT-0 237.I--------------------------------
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES 0 6*5 2.7 4.8
r-------- ----------- -------------
0TI.REUmLSTOM 34.7 3.0O 0 0.9
SERVICE AND REPAIR STORM 9.1 9.6 6.4 10.8
OFFICE USES 1.6 3D1 1L14 0
BANKS, kOSTOFFICES AND PUSLIC LIBRARIES 0 708 0 0
ENTIMATAINbENT AND COMMERCAL-RECREATION 0 5*5 0 0I------------------------- ----- ----- ------
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND RE1AIR 5.4 2-2 0 0
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
r---- --------------- ----- ----- ----- -----SUPERMARKETS 0 0 6
DEPARTMENT STORE 0 0 39.7 0
F------------------------------- 
-- --VARIETY STORES 0 3.2 l0
FURNITURE STORES 0 0.9 0 0
11.3 19-9 0 25.1
-I
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CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Nae and Loostion) 73 74 - 75 - 76
-------------- -------------
TOTAL GROSS FLOOR ARA (OVA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 107.0 120 0. 122.5 126.3
TOTAL NUkSER OF STORM 68 24 81 57
PERCENT OF TOTAL GOA DEVOTED TOo
VACANT STORES 2.~23*8 0 8 2 4,_
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 0.8 3.1
SPACE ACTAUY USED FOR RI&IL AND SERVICE 7 9 8*7 9rOO STONC 0.7 9 .2 8 .  3.9
r------------------------- - ------
FODSOS15.3 15.7 25.3 905
L ------------ ------- ----AWARC, SORM1.9 5.9 5.1 0.4
F URNTUEn, LI'lACES AND HOUSELD --RE 12.9 10.5 6.v4 o.6
AUTOMOBILE RETAIL GROUP 0. 2 1L. -.
-----------------------------------
I HARDWARE, PAINT, LUMBER STORES 3*7 0
PACEAGED LIQUOR STORES 0.9 0 2.2 0.3
| DRUG AND PROPRIETORY STORM 1.4 3.0 1.6 1.6I------------- --------------
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES 4.3 0 13 * X 3*0
r------ ------- -| OTHER ETAIL STORES 0 4.1 0.5 0.4I------------------------- ---------
SERVICE AND REPAIR STORES 7.9 5.9 9.9 10.5
OFFICE USES 1,6 0.7 4.2 0I----------------------------- ---- ----
B ANKS, i-OSTOFFICES AND PUB C LINRARIES 0 7.4 0 0
EN'TAINMENT AND COMMERCIAL-RECREATION 0 103 1 7 0I---------------------- ----- ----- ------
AUTOMOTIVE SER ICE AND SNmAIE 21.7 0 2.8 23.0
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
r---------------------- ----- ----- ------
S- - - - -- 17 0 0 0
DEPARTMENT STORES 0 27.0 0 0
----------------------- ----- - ------ 
-------VARIETY STORE 0 13.8 0.9 0I----------------------- I~
F URNITURE STORS 12.8 l.,o 2.o
a STATIORS - -
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CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Name and Location) 77* 78 79 80
--------------- 
------- --------------------
TOTAL GROSS FLOOR AREA (OFA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 132.0 135.2 149.4 155.
----------------- ---- ---------
TOTAL NUMBER OF STORES 2 31 7
PERCENT OF TOTAL GZA DEVOTED TO:
VC- 29. 1.6 2.1 6o3_
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 29.0 1.6 2.1 15.3
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FUR RETAIL AND SERVICE
JOOD ST RES 17.0 13.1 20.8 6.2
GENERaCD 18.1 o.6 22.9 
AiAR STORES16 2 0
FURNITURE, APLIANCES AND HOUSEHOLD STORES 17*3 0*7 2*9 0
AUTOMOBILE RETAIL GROUP 0 14.2 0 24.5
----- ------------------- ------------BARDWARE, PAINT, LUMBERSTORES
PACKAGED LIQUOR STORES
~---------------------------- 
~ - - -- T4~~DRUG AND PROPRIETORY STORES 3.3 1
-------------------------------- ---------
EATINO AND DRINKING PLACES
OTHER R aIL STORES 2.2 1.3 2.2 0I-----------------------------
SERVICE AND REPAIR STORE 4
------------------------OFFICE USES
-------------------------------- ---------
BANKS, AOSTOFFICES AND PUbLIC LIBRARIES 0 192 0 0
----------------------------
ENLAMTAINMENT A DCOMMERCEAL-RECREATION 0 800 0 0I-------------------------
AUTOMOTIVE S RVICE AND BEAIR
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
r-------------- --------------------------
SUPERMARKETS -
------------------------ -- -
I DEPARTMENT STORES 0 0 21 0
VARIETY STONES 2j.,Q ,8 0 0I------------------------FURNITURE S O S 0 0 0 0L ------------------------ -----------------
GSSTATIONS00
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CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Sam an Location) 81 82 83 84
------ ---------- 
------ ----- ------------
TOTAL GROSS FLOUR AREA (GFA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 161. 167.5 174.2 200.9
TOTAL NUMBER OF STORES 121 1o6 88 15
PERCENT OF TOTAL GA DEVOTED TO:
-------------- -------- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
VACANT STU6. 1. 21 0
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 3*7 3.4 0.5 9.1
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FUR RETaIL AND SERVICE 89*8 95.2 97 -4 90.9
FOOD"" 13.8 24.0 1T2OR
COENER" UKCSANDiSl STORM 1.2 3.1 3.7 0L -------------------------- --- T------
AP-ARM STORE 2.5 2.7 2.0
------------------------- ------ -------
FURNITURE, ALPLIANCES AND HUUSEHOLD STORES 2*7 3*1 5.9 0*3L------------------------
AUTOMOBILE RETAIL GROUP l4.9 29.6 20.9 77.
I ADSAAE, PAINT, LUMBER STORES 0.5 0.7 1-1 0
.-.- - - - - - ----......- -- -- ..--- .---. - - - -
PACKAGED LIQUOR STORMS 21 0 0.9 0. ~
I------------------------------ 
-0- r| DRUG AND PROPRIETORY STORES 2.2.0
I-..-.-- ------------.-----.-.-----
EATING AND DRINKING PLACE 15 9 *.3 5.4 1-1
r --------------- --- -- - --
C---- .EI TOE 5 2.9 6.5 0
SERVICE AND REPAIR STOR 178 13614.5 1.3
OFFICE USES 2.7 2.4 2.8 0.2
-------------------------- 
-------
BANKS, OSTOFFICES AND PUBLIC LIBRARIE 6.5 2.3 3.3 0
ENIl!TAINMENT AN COMMERCAL-RECREATION 2.5 6.1 8.7 9.1
-----E-----~~~-------- ~ --- ~. - ----- ------AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND REPAIR 0 2* 5 2.8 0
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
r -------------- ----- -----------------SUPERMARKETS0 . 6. 0
------------------------- _ 0
I DEARLTMENT STORES 0- 0, 0o
F--------------------------------- 0 ---VARIETY STORES 0 2*. - 6.4 0
I FURNITURE STORES 11 2 .2
AS STATIONS 24.0 25.5 1.9 0
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CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Nam and Location) 86 87 88
TOTAL GROSS FLOOR AREA (OFA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 202.2 206.3 2o6.6 211*l
TOTAL NUMBER OF STORES 33 1 122 86
PERCENT OF TOTAL GZA DEVOTED TOs
.-- _ - - ---------------. -.-- - --. 
- ----- ---------- -------
NON-RETAIL, NO-SERVICE 0 25.5 12.1 8.9
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FOR RETaIL AND SERVICE 100.o 68.5 74. 91.1
r --------------------------- - ------O" -SRS17.0 5.7 1-9 15.8
I GENMEACHANDIS SOS 
_3_0 0.9 o.6 3.7
l--- ------------------------------ ---------AFAnIE STO-E 18.5 3.9 0 E
FURNITURE, AkPLIANCES AND HOUSEHOLD STORMS 3 2. 3.
L-------------------------------* 03 24 *-
-AUTOMOBILETAIL ROUP o.6 7.8 23.1 20.4
HARDWARE, P INT, LUMBER STOM 2.0 3.8
I------------------------ -------------
PACUAGED LIQUOR STORES 0 292 1
.. DRUG AND PROPRIETORY STORES 2. 0
EATING AND DRINXIN UCES 0.9 9*6 4.1 2*0
OTHIER ETAIL STORES 29 2#5 2.*4 3*5
r----------------------------
SERVICE AND HE1AIO STORES71 1. !0I an"" ""S.j 2.5 2.45 350
----------------------- 
-- ---
OFFICE USES -i 7.1 21. 5.02mCU 7.1 2.8 q.2
R ANKS, 1-USTOFFICES AND FUSIC LIVRARIES 22 4i 0 7.8
ENIaTAINMENT AND COMMERCAL-RECREATION o 6.o7 0 9.
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND BUPAIR 0 9*3 6.71 .
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Unite)
r----------------------------------------------------- -------------
SU """""""" 31.3 0 3*0 11.6
DEPARTMENT  SmOR" 0 0 0 0
I VARIETY STORES 20.0 0.3 1.2
-------...-----...-------....-------.----- ------
FURNITURE STORS 19.8 0 0
L - - - -- - - - -- -- - e -
I~~~ uinTTuN * 4 7 0 -9
I
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CENTR NUMBER (See Appendix B for Nam and Location) 89* 90 91* 92*
TOTAL GROSS FLOUR AREA (1A) (In 1000 Square Foot Unit.) 216.0 237.0 242.0 268.2
TOTAL NUMBER OF STORES 2910o4.g14Toa a o ~om29 109 47 14
PERCENT O TOTAL G0A DEVOTED TO$
VACANT S UREM.-----------I -v "----------------- 0 0 0------
NON-RETA, NON-SERVICE 2 11 0
---------------------- 
----- ---
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FUR RETaIL AND SERVICE 98.2 8 88b 00.0
r-------------------- -- -----------
FOOD STORM 21.6 9.9 9*v -72
*I ""NCUAIS STORE 38.4 11.5 21.2 32.7
---------- 
13.9 25 20,8 1146
IURITURE, ,kPLlANCES AND HOUSEHOLD STORES 0 2 3 5.4 0L-----------------------------
AUTOMOBILE RETAIL GROUP z8 8. 0 18
SARARE, PAINT, LUMBER STORES 20 4.5 0
~ ~C ~~~;~ --- -~~T---~~~ - -~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~0- 5  -- ~-- ~
PACL"OED LIQUOR STORES 0 0 5
I------------------------------------- ------ -----
DRUG AND PROPRIETORY STORES 2.3 2.9 5.7 7.I----------------------------------------------- 3
EATING AND DRINKING LACES 5*1 4-6 
.3 4.2
r-------------------------- ----
OTHE R BETIL STORES 2 9 6*
2.9 6.2 6.8 13.SERVICE AND R&EAIR STCRES o.8 8.4
OFFICE USES DA0 08 6.8 13.4
ABANKS, lNOSTOFICES AND PULC LIBRARIES 14 3.3 0.2 2.8
-------------------------------------- 
----- --------ENIAAIMN AnCMUILRC UTO 0 4 .2 0 0I---------------------------- -------- -----------
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND REPAIR 0 0 0
AREA 0F SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
r- - - - - - - - -------------------------- ----- ----- ----- -----
SUPERMARKETS
------------ 0-- 0 21.2 22.0
""""""" SS58.0 14.7 0 :.-v
F--------------------------------------- ----------------------------
IVARIETY STORES 2 I, . i . 2!
------- - 25,0 6.0 14.6 22.
SFURNITURE STORS 0 0 3. 0
GAS STATIONS 0 19.2 0 45.0
- - - - -- - - -- -
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CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Nam and Location) 93* 94* 95 96
TOTAL GOSS FLOR A- (GPA) (In 1000 Square Foot Unit.) 273*0 318.9 352.4 346.1
TOTAL NUMBER OF STORES 24 54o 164
PERCENT OF TOTAL GlA DEVOTED TO$
--------------- -- -- -- ------------------------ 
-- -- --
VACANT STORS 2.6
I------------------------------------- , .
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 0 0.1 3.0 8.1
--- --------- E .-------- 5------------
ISPACE ACTUALLY USED FOR RETAIL AND SERViCE 100.0 99.9 95.8 89. 3
r---------------------------------------------------------~-e-i.
SFOOD STORMS 13.0 11.3
~D ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ -- 
~ i i - -- -- -- -- i 5 2 ~ ~ ~3 . ~
GENEAL kRCHALDlSE STORMS 62.2 12.8 . 3.0
L
-- 
54 16.4 4.3 7.2
IFURNITURE, jAk-PLlANCES AND HOUSEHIOLD STORES 1.5 2*0 0-------------T
~~T ~ ~-~.----~~~  -- - - ~i~.~5-z~ --~6.- -- 2-~-
AUTOMOBILE RETAIL 00 1.1 1. 3 21.2 14..0
I-------------------------------------------------- -------- Z-----------
I ARJJUARE, PAINT, LUMBER STORES 0 2.2 2.3
PACAGED LIQUOR STORMS 0 0
------- -----------------------------------------------------
DRUG AND PROPRIETORY STORES 0 2.2 2.3 2.2
EATING AND DRINKING YLAC- 1.3 5.1 - 2.0 4.0
r------------------------------------------ ----------
OTHER EIL STORES 1.3 3.7 3.6 5.o
------------------------------
SERVICE AND REP'AIR STORES 0.8 2.5 7.6 8*
r--------------- ---- - -OFFICE USES 1.7 26.5 6.3 3.
I------------------------------------------------ 
--- ----- -- F
AMS, IOSTOFFICES AND PUM.C LIBRARIES 0.5 2-3 7.7 - ,2
ENIl'LTAIE0EET AND COMERCIAL-RECRU-TION 
.110 7.2 648
--------------------- ------ ~T
AUTOMOTIVE S RVICE AND RAIR 0 0MR
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
- --------------------- ----- 
----- 5---- -----
SU16.AR3TS4. 
o 1o
--- - ----- ~~--- ----- --- --o ~~9A~ -I1 ~ - i
FDPARMET STRMS 16o *0 34.6 00
IVARIETY STORES1M . 87 1 .
FURNITURE STORES 0 6.3 13. 2!
GAS STATIONS 3.0 0 35.0 41.9
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CENTER NUMBER (S.. Appendix B for N.m and Loction) 97 98 99* 100
TOTAL GROSS FLOOR AREA (0FA) (In 1000 Square loot Units) 387.9 395. 8 430.0 431.5
TOTL NUBR OF STORMS168 169 47 166
PERCENT OF TOTAL GRA DEVOTED TOs
VACANT STR12 o.8
--- --- --- -- ------ 
-- 3h ± .
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 7.8 7.3 0 5.1
I----------------------------------- ------------ -----
SPACE ACTUAY USED FUR REMIL AND SERVICE 88.8 91.#5 100.0 9w. 1
r---------------------------- ---------
"FOOD STOR 11.7 11.5 7.6
IGENERAL kACHANDlSU STORES77M. 8L -- mem-------- 7.7- 15.2 48.5 1.3t
STORES-3.0 3.5 10.6 2.7
1URITURE, AlhLlANCES An HUUSIMULD STORES 2.. X 80 .L ,eaea snena 12.6 5.8 0 -
AUTOMOBILE RETAIL GROUP130 73 30heTmE m **13.0 17.3 1.1 30.4
i HARDWARE, P INT, LUMBER STORM 1.0 2.1 2.3
PACGED LIQUOR STOREM 0 * 0 3 .5
EATING AND DRINKING kPLACE 5*.4 . 4.5 -T~~o
r------------------------------------------
TERRETAIL STORES3. 371.2 3
SAND RIETAR STOR1 1. 112 3.1 72
-- --------------------------- 
---
OFFICE USES 5.4 4.2 Ij-.. 7.-8
EA , iOSTOFICES AND PubLNC LKRARIE. 2.0 2.g 3 2 . 3
r-------------------------------------
EARNN AD CORM EE ON 2.0 2.3 3.1 5 3
---------------- ------- - --
i AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND REMAI R 4. 2
ARFA 0F SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figure. in 1000 Square loot Unite)
------- ------ ------ ----------------------------
SUPERMARKiETS 1 .
-- -- -- --------- ---.-- -- .5- -. 3 -- 1.8
I D ARM "STO 12.0 57.2 33.0 2 ~~
---------------------- 
----- 
- ---. 6
I VRITY T E AM. CO.8 14.0REAIO
L FURNITURE STRE_2. 8  18.2 0 9.8
5N.6 0.2 19  58.9
AUTOMOTI- -EVC N EA
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CENTER EAER (Se Appendix B for Na.. and Location) 101* 102 103* 104*
-- -------- ------- 
------------ ----
TOTAL GROSS FLOUR AREA (GEA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 436.0 491.3 493.0 500.0
TOTAL NUnBER OF STORES 56 331 36 35
PERCENT OF TOTAL GOA DEVOTED TO:
VACANT STuRES 0
I----------------------±
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 8e5 6.7 24.2 7.3
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FOR RETIL AND SERVICE 91.5 89.4 75.8 92-7
r-----------------------------
FOOD STORE3.7 2. 6 .-
SGMENRL CMMAND1SE STORES 50.0 2.8 4L 5*
APAR-STORES 10.0 2.8 9.5 17.9
~U~.~~~~~ ~.~~~~U~- -- ---7--8 -- ~. ~ ~ ~- -~. - -LFURNITURE, AkiLlANCEAN UML STORM 6*.8 4.0 0 1 -
r ---------------- ----- -- ---- ----- ------AUTOMOBILS RETAIL GROUP 1.14. *3. 014 1.2
F-------------------------------------------------
RARDWARE, PAINT, LUMBER STOR. 0.5 2.2 1.2 2.4
r--------------------- ---------------------
PACAGED LII4UOR STORES0M. 0
-CE----8--------------
DRUG AND KS, 0 IETORY STORES 4- 2.1- 2.9 2.0
-- - - -- -- - -- - 3ENTING AND DRINKING CMES 3.1AE T
OTHER RETAIL STORES 2.1 3.7 1.3
I-------------------------- ---------------------
TSERVICE AND REPAIR STORES 0.08 15.8 019 0*9
I-----------------------------------OFFICE USES 5*7 5,9 0.1 1.
I-----------------------------------
R AM5S, i-OSTOFFICES AND PUBIC LIBRARIES 4c,6 1,2 1.1 3
Ni AIWUNTA COMMERCIAL-RECREATION 6.9 _7 *G
0 o.t
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
r --------------------- ----- ----- -----iSUPERmARKETS
I D~iPRTMER1STORE01911
I---------------------------- -- .1-5os------- SOR 1~_0.0 0 130*5 00 0
VARI-T -STOES28.0 12.1 1 1
i--7--------------------- 
-
- 0-
FURNITURE STORES 15*0 7.0 0
L GAS STATIONS 6.o 30. 1 .
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CETER NUBER (See Appendix B for Name and Location) 105* 106* '107* 108*
TOTAL GROSS FLOUR AREA (GFA) (In 1000 Square Foot Unite) 511.o2 548.2 600.0 716.1
TOTAL NUMBER OF STORES 43 34343
--- 
41 3 39 43
PERCENT OF TOTAL GfA DEVOTED TO:
VACANT STuRES
I-------------------------.00
NON-RET&IL, NON-SERVICE 0 25,2 22.*4 0.9
I---------------------------------------------- ------
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FOR RETaLIL AND SERVICE 10000 7h. 8  77 . 6 99.1
r-------------------- ----------- ----- ------FOOD STR ' io.6 1.5 5.8 99
O MERCHANDISE STORM 5.3 33.5 38.7 ~io-o
- PAE STOES,~6 10.2 15.1 14.9i
----------- ------ ------- ~-8
r--------------- ----- _
---- 2. 28 .- TT
| SARCAE, PANT - tSS STORE 1.2 o.~ 1.2 i.6
r-------------- ---- ----- ---
PAR EAOGED AJLIOR STORES AT EHO S
(iguOr I LE RETAIL S RuES 20 Ui 20 t
-------------- - -.-5,_6 ----_ -63.- _
D MGE QO STORES
SERIC AD RA'IRSTLRS1.2 13.5W 21.20 22.
---- ---------------------
---- USE 12.9 70 35
r ------------------------OTE BANKS, iTO IE URM . LIRRE2 *41 2s 2*30 *8 3
I UOIESERVICE AND Y" AIR 0 0* 0TOT
--- --------------- -----
OFDFAITET SES 0 5* 0.
------------------ .----- 201.0- 226.0B ARK STORE CSADFOLBAIS 14 23 29.8 3
----------------- ----- ---------------.I FURNITURE S TOR AND 12MIL- M O 4, 9 0 "W*7
---- --------- ----- -------AUTMTIESEVCAN lP 0 0 01j~
ARE- mF -EETDMJRSOECTGRE
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CENT NM. (See Apn.i B for....n Lo.. > 1091- 110* 111* 112*
------------- ----- ----- ------
TOTAL GROSS FLOOR A EA ON (in 1000 Square loot Unite) 734.4 736.8 800*0 800.0
TOTAL NUMBER OF STORES 58 47 65 52
PERCENT OF TOTAL GSA DEVOTED TO:
IVACANT STORES1 2 __ - .I------------- 1.2 0
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE o.5 8.1 20.3 21.3
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FUR RETLL AND SERVICE 99.5 91*9 78.5 78.7
r--------------- --- -- ----FOOD STORM 11.0 9.9 4.8 3.0
GE -L -E-C-NDlS STORES 57.1 53.3 .6.i 51.7L-----------------------------
i A-L-STO-E 13.8 14.9 13.0 12.4
I FUNIURE, lki'L-ANCES AD HuUSEHOLD STURE 3.8 1.7 6. 8 1.9
,UOUDL ROm ETI GRaUa 1.*0 0 0 0r-------------------------- ---------- ------
AUTWA, mI , TAI R STORES 1. 00 0 0.5
---------------------------- ---
PACKAGED LIQUOR STORES
I------------------------------- ---------I DRUG AND FROPRIETOMY STORES 33 2.3 1.3 1,2
-------------------------- -------------------
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES 006 3 1
r--------------- ----- ---- - - - ---
OTI REAIL sTORES 3.6 1.4. 1.8 2.21---------------------------- - -------
SERVICE AND REPAIR STORM 1.0 0,00 101. 7
----------- 
------ -600OFICE USES 0 0.3 0 0.1
------------------------- ----- ----- ----- 
------
BAS, i00STOmICES AND PUBIC LI-RARIES 2.3 o.6 1.3 1.44
---------------------------------------ENIATAINMET AND COMMERCIAL- RECRTION 0 0 0 0.4I------------------------------- ----- -----AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND REPAIR 0 0 0 0
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
r ----------------- -------- -----------SUPER""E 6
----------- 9 . - J..-23..Q.
-RTTS- 241.0 314.3 34.00 400.0
VARIETY STORES 51.2 28.0 28.5 13.2
I--------------------------- ------------FU-NITURE STOR 18.0 0 34. 6  6.9
a---------------------- -- 0
GAS STATIONS 0 0 0 0
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.I -.---.-
CENTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for Name and Location) n-4* 115* 116
TOTAL GROSS FLOUR AREA (GFA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 800.0 800.0 i46.0 1157.3
TOTAL NUMBER OF STORES 64 37 23 577
__ -77
PERCENT OF TOTAL ORA DEVOTED TO:
VACANT STURES 0 00
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 6.8 5.6 520. 6.3
------ 
------------- 
------
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FOR RETaIL AND SERVICE 93*2 914 480 8.9
r--------------------------------------------
FOOD STONM 6,o 10.7 24 11.2
GENEL ECND1SZ STORES20 .9 32. 9.8
L---------------------- --- - ---- ------
AliARPL STORES 15.7 21.2 3.4 4.6
FUNiTUR, IPLANCES AND HUSHLD STR 6 3.2 12 1
AUTOMOBILE RETAIL GROUP
I------------------------------------- -------- -----3.-1*-
i HARDWARE, PAINT, LUMBER STORES 0 0 0 1.8I---- -----------..------.---------------- ------
PACEGED LIQUOR STORM 0 0 0 0
I--- -- -- -- --- ---- --- -------- -- -- -- ------ -- -- -- -- -- -- --
i DRUG AND PROPRIETORY STONS 0 1.6 1.7 0.9
I------------------------------------------
EATING AND DRNKING PLACES 1.8 2 * 0 - - 4-
r------------------------ -- - ----- ---
OTHER RETIL STORES 3.6 0.3 2.5 4.7
I-------------------------------------------------- 
-- --
SERVICE AND REPAIR STORMS 0.9 0.4 .6 11.4
OFFICE USES 0 0 0.1 6.9
I------------------------------ ----- ------ ------ ------
BANKS, kOSTOFFICES AND PUBLIC LIBRARIES 1.5 1.4 0 3.4
ENT'TAI AND COMMERCIAL-RECREATION 2.7 0 0 3-6
I------------------------------------ ----- ----- -------
i AUTOMOTIVE S RVICE AND RIAR 0 0 0 3.5
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
r----------------------- ------- --------- ------
SUPRNUanETS
------------------- EL-...-5..---- ---- . _ 4
DLTMET SORE 293.0 325.0 3000 94.0
-------------------------------------------- 
------ 30
4VARIETY STORES ! 36.0 38.0 17.2
I FURNITURE STORES 22.7 0 3.
L.GAS STATIONS 20.0 3.*6 15#2 1 4 *9
-- 
--- 
--- 
-
--- 
-
-
-
'
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1 .m---i-i-
CzNTER NUMBER (See Appendix B for N.m and Lo.ation) 117 118* 119* 120
TOTAL GROSS FLOOR AMRA (OFA) (In 1000 Square Foot Units) 1169. 197.0 200.0 1281.2
TOTAL NUMSSR OF STORES 331 95 37 333
PERCENT OF TOTAL G0A DEVOTED TOs
-------------------- ;------ ------
VACANT STuRE 1.2 0 0
NON-RETAIL, NON-SERVICE 14.2 19.5 27. 46
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FOR RETAIL AND SERVICE 84.6 80.5 72*9 94.0
r ------------------------ ------------
FOOD STO 9.4 3.9 2.7 7.0
**" 'MkC"ANDS""STORM 9.8 42.2 43.7 18.9
-ALS- 5.8 16.3 11.2 8.0
FUNITURE, jLkmANCES AnD UUSEUOLD STOR S 14.9 6.4 2.4 10,2
AUTOMOBILZ RETAIL GRUP 6.i 0.4 0 13.5
I--------------------------------------- ------------
I HARDWARE, PAINT, LUMBER STORES .0 9 009 0 1.8
PACEAGED LIQUOR STORES .1 0 0 0.4
-- -- -- --- --- ---- -------- ------------------
I DRU AND RORIETOR STORE 1.2 1.3 1.6 2.0I---------------------------------------------
EATING AND DRINKING LACES 7*0 2*9 2*8 3.5
r---------------------------------------
OTHER REAIL STORE 2.6 3.2 0.7 4.1I---------------------------------------------
SERVICE AND REPAIR STORES 5.9 13 02 2.9
r-------------- - -- - - -
OFFICE USES 5.1 0.4 6.9 6.5
I- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- -
- -
- -
- ------------------------
BANKS, kOSTOFFICES AND PUILC LIBRARIES 9.0 1*1 0,7 5.3
Ni'TAIMMENT AND COMERCAL-CRATION 5.0 0.2 0 5.8
I-----------------------------------------------------59
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AnD WAIR 2.1 0 0 RD0
AREA OF SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figures in 1000 Square Foot Units)
r- - - - - - - - ------------------------- ----- ----- ----- ------
SUPERNARUTS
------------- 
-5. 2.
DI KARTMENTSTuRES 56. 472.4 491.o 174.0
F------------------------------------------------------------- I------38.2 34.0 33.0 3921-----------------------------------------
-------- i . 57.6 252110.9
FURNITURE STORER . 22 1 9
GAS STATIUNS 62, 42 0 95,.8
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CENTER NUMBER (S.. Appendix B for R. and Location) 121* 122 123
TOTAL OROSS FLOUR AREA (01A) (In 1000 Square toot Unita) 1350.0 1I408. 1446.
TOTAL NUMBER OF STORES 42 350 433
PERCENT 01 TOTAL ORA DEVOTED TO:
------------------------------------------------ 
--- -- -- -------- -- -- --
V....-- --.....-....-- - -- - - - ---- .---
NONRmE, NON-SERVICE 31.6 n.0 1.5
SPACE ACTUALLY USED FOR RETaIL AND SERVICE 68 .1. 87 *7 96
r-------------------------------------------
FOOD STORES
IFUITURtE, MPLIANCES AND H~oUSEHOULD STORES 4.o8.95.
AUTOMOBILE RETAIL GR.4 1 .9WP.
RARDWARE, PAINT, LUMBER STORES01*6 1
I DCUGED LRORITORY STORES 0 0.7
|----------------------- - -------
FATRUG AND ORIET N TCES1
r D------------------ - - - --
- -- -- -- ------------------------------- 
---- --------
ORRE -AINL STORSTO.4S 2.9 3.3
I----------------------------------------------------------1
SERVICE AND REPAIR STORES 0. 3.9
OFFICE U-ES 15.2 1.2 7.6
I---------------------------------------- -------
I NBANKS, DOSTOFICES AND PUL IC LIBRARIES 0.5 3.0 4-5
I EN TAINMENT AND COMMERCAL-RECREATION 04.9 2
I---------------------------------------------
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND A R 0 3.2
ABEA 01 SELECTED MAJOR STORE CATEGORIES
(Figurea in 1000 Square Foot Unite)
- - - - - -
- -- -------------------------------------
SUPrMARETS
------- -8.2 81. 6.2
"-"-"-" -- 5----------------------------
BAVAIET ST ORE FCS A4Lt 
721Wk, 
'2$.AIE fI
L-------------------------- 
--------- 
---- 
-- 
-- 
- - -
AR OfUTR SLCE O TORE CA8E2ORIE
L-r----------------------------------------- ----- ---- --- ---
GARIT STRMN 0 4. 6.
- - - -- - - --- -
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N.D., Offices were not included in total number of stores, but
the offices were included in the GFA. The reason for not
counting offices in the total number of stores was simply
that data, in both planned and unplanned centers, was spotty
concerning the ntmber of offices, while GFA was given or
could be measured.
rAPPENDIX D: SAMPLE DATA SHEET SHOWING BREAKDOWN OF CATEGORIES
INTO MAJOR STORE TYPES POR ONE CENTER
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